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HARMONIC ANALYSIS IN WEIGHTED ^-SPACES
BY JENS FRANKE

ABSTRACT. - In this article, we prove a conjecture of Borel, which states that the inclusion of the space
of automorphic forms into the space of all Coo-functions induces an isomorphism on the cohomology with
coefficients in a finite-dimensional representation. We also prove that every automorphic form is a sum of
derivatives of Eisenstein series and apply these results to the generalisation of the Manin-Drinfeld theorem and
to the trace formula for Hecke operators.
RfisuMfi. - Dans cet article, nous prouvons une conjecture de Borel affirmant que Finclusion de Fespace des
formes automorphes dans 1'espace des fonctions Coo induit un isomorphisme en cohomologie a coefficients dans
une representation algebrique de dimension finie. Nous prouvons aussi que toute forme automorphe est somme de
derivees de series d' Eisenstein et appliquons ces resultats a la generalisation de theoreme de Manin-Drinfeld et a
la formule des traces pour les operateurs de Hecke.
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Introduction
This preprint arose from the author's attempts to prove Zucker's conjecture on the
^-cohomology of locally symmetric varieties. One way to try to prove the conjecture is
to try to explicitly calculate the local £2 -cohomology at a point of the boundary of the
Satake compactification. This does not seem to be the most efficient proof, since there are
clever direct proofs by Loijenga, Saper and Stem, and Rapoport and Loijenga. However,
the computation of the local L^ -cohomology still seems to be an interesting problem.
It is well-known that the local ^-cohomology of a Satake compactification is isomorphic
to a weighted ^-cohomology of the Levi component of a parabolic subgroup. Thus, the
essential problem is to compute the weighted ^-cohomology for certain weight functions.
This problem is also interesting for other purposes. For instance, the inductive limit of the
weighted L^ -cohomology over all moderately decreasing weight functions is isomorphic
to the cohomology of arithmetic subgroups. The conjecture that this cohomology can be
computed in terms of automorphic forms is due to Borel, and will be proved in this paper.
It was previously proved in the rank one case (after a partial result in that case had been
obtained by Harder) in a joint work of Casselman and Speh. A description in the case
of SL^(J.) appeared in [Cas84].
The most natural way to compute the weighted L^ -cohomology would be to prove a
spectral decomposition of the weighted £3 -space. For rank one groups, this was done by
W. Casselman [Cas84]. In this paper we use another approach. Instead of getting a spectral
decomposition of the weighted La-space, we directly prove that its cohomology can be
computed using the subspace of elements whose 3(s)-image ls finite-dimensional. This
can be reduced to the vanishing of the higher derived functors i?in^ on the weighted
La-space, where J is an ideal of finite codimension in 3(fl) and ^ittj- associates to a
(S,AT)-module its submodule of elements killed by a power of J'. For suitable weight
function, this vanishing assertion is proved by an induction argument in section 7. In the
cocompact case, the vanishing assertion is trivial. In the higher rank case, the unweighted
Z/2-space is ^in^-acyclic provided J was sufficiently generic. Consequently, it suffices
to show that the quotient of the weighted Z/2-space by the unweighted Z/2-space is 5'in^acyclic. Using the fact that a moderately increasing C°° -function is square integrable if
and only if its constant terms are square integrable, we construct a resolution of this
quotient by representations induced from parabolic subgroups. These representations will
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be ^in^-acyclic by the induction assumption. Thus it suffices to verify that the result of
applying T?in^ to the resolution is exact. This is done using a filtration on the space of
automorphic forms, which is investigated in section 6.
In the general case, the unweighted I/2-space will not be 5'in^-acyclic. However, the
logarithmically weighted L2-space is always ^in^-acyclic, as we will see in section 5.
It is the logarithmically weighted La-space which is used for the induction argument in
section 7.
The results of the first four sections are probably known. Their proofs have been given
for the reader's convenience, since the author could not quote them in the form in which
they are needed, or since the methods we will use in their proof are reused later on.
In section 7, we prove Borel's conjecture and use the filtration on the space of
automorphic forms to construct an Eisenstein spectral sequence converging to the
cohomology of arithmetic subgroups. If the cohomology has coefficients in a representation
with regular highest weights, then the Eisenstein spectral sequence collapses and one gets
an explicit description of the cohomology in terms of cusp forms and cuspidal Eisenstein
series. Otherwise, little seems to be known in general about the differentials of this spectral
sequence. Among the applications that can be proved without knowing anything about
the differentials is the rationality of the (analytically defined) {P}-decomposition for the
cohomology of GLn. This is closely related to the DrinfeFd-Manin Theorem for GL^,
and extends a theorem of Clozel about the rationality of the cuspidal summand. Also,
we derive a trace formula for Hecke operators on full cohomology from Arthur's trace
formula for £3 -cohomology.
The author is indebted to A. Borel, W. Casselman, L. Clozel, P. Deligne, G. Fallings,
M. Goresky, G. Harder, M. Harris, D. Husemoller, R. P. Langlands, R. MacPherson, J.
Rohlfs, W. Schmid and J. Schwermer for helpful discussions, and to the Institute for
Advanced Study, to the Sonderforschungsbereich "Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik"
at Bielefeld University, to the ETH Zurich, to the Katholische Universitat Eichstatt, and to
the Max-Planck-Institut fur Mathematik for their hospitality. In particular, P. Deligne and
G. Fallings pointed out a bug in an early version of section 4, and W. Casselman urged
the author to include the remarks and examples at the end of section 6 as a motivation for
our definition of the filtration on the space of automorphic forms.
The Seminar which C. Moeglin, J.-L. Waldspurger, and L. Clozel organized about this
paper produced many useful hints and corrections of smaller mistakes. W. Hoffman and
C. Kaiser also pointed out some corrections. Finally, J. Schwermer persuaded me to
eventually publish this paper.

1. General Notations
Let @, R, and C be the fields of rational, real, and complex numbers. In this paper,
we will denote:
• linear algebraic groups over Q by calligraphic letters, like A (usually the maximal
fi-split torus in a parabolic subgroup), G (usually reductive groups), M. (usually the
intersection of the kernels of the characters of the Levi component of a parabolic
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subgroup), Af (usually the radical of a parabolic subgroup) and P (usually parabolic
subgroups).
• their adelic groups by poor man's boldface, like A, G, M, N, P. The groups of finite
adeles get a subscript /, for instance, G = G{R)Gf .
• their groups of rational points by A = A(Q) C A, G,... ,P.
• their Lie-algebras, viewed as real vector spaces, by small gothics letters, like
a = Lie(A/Q) 0g R, 0, m, n, p.
The only exception to this scheme of notations are compact subgroups of adelic groups.
For a reductive group Q we will always assume that a good maximal compact subgroup
K C G has been chosen. It is the product of maximal subgroups Ky C G(Qv) over all
places v of Q. We put

K/= n ^
v finite

and assume that
KCK..
is an open subgroup.
Let Po be a minimal parabolic subgroup of Q, which we assume to be fixed throughout
the paper. We put

ao=X\Po}^R,
where X* is the group of Q- rational characters. Similar, if V D Po is a standard (with
respect to Po) parabolic subgroup, then
ar=X\P)^)R.

Furthermore, let M.pApJ^T'p and A4oAo<Mo be Langlands decompositions for P and
Po such that A-p C Ao and Mp D Mo. It will always be assumed that a Langlands
decomposition for Po has been fixed and that the Langlands decompositions of the standard
parabolic subgroups are compatible in the above way to the Langlands decomposition of
Po. In the special case P = Q, Ag is a maximal fi-split torus in the center of G, MQ
is the connected component of the intersection of the kernels of all 0-rational characters
of Q, and mg is the Lie algebra of Mg{R). For instance, Ag = {1} and mg = g if G
is semisimple. We denote by Cp = ApAdp the Levi component of P. If confusions are
impossible, we will write A, C, M., M for Ap, C-p, M.-p and Afp. Then

a? =X^A)(^R,
where X, is the group of 0-rational cocharacters, and
do =X^(Ao)^R,
4'' SfiRIE - TOME 31 - 1998 - N° 2
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are in the natural way in duality with dp and Oo. In particular, dp and do are up to canonical
isomorphism independent of the Langlands decomposition. The inclusion Ap C Ao defines
(1)

dp -^ do

and the restriction of characters of P to Po defines
a? —» do
which is inverse to the dual of (1) and hence defines a direct sum decomposition
(2)

do = dp ® a^,

So = a? C a^.

Let a^ be the intersection of a-p and a^ in do. A similar notation will be used for a.
Note that in general we will not consider Q as a parabolic subgroup of itself. However,
in the decomposition (2) we will allow the case Q = P as well. For instance, aSp is the
real vector space generated by the characters of P which vanish on the center of Q. The
dimension of v§p will be called the rank of P and denoted by rank('P).
For p e P we define Hp(p) e a-p by

nixwi^e^^,
V

where \ is any character of V which on the right hand side of the equation is viewed as
an element of dp. The pairing between a-p and &p has been denoted by (.,.). If g is an
element of G, we choose an Iwasawa decomposition g = pk with k e K and p G P and put
(3)

Hr^{g) = ffp(p),

which is easily seen to be independent of the choice of the Iwasawa decomposition of g.
If confusions are impossible, we will write H-p{g) for H-p^{g) and H{g) for Hp^{g).
One verifies H{pg) == H{g) for p € P.
We denote by <l>o C X*{Ao} C do the set of roots of Ao in 5. Then <&o is a (in
general non-reduced) root system in the vector space do. We denote by 60 C do the dual
root system and for every a € $0 by a G 4>o the dual root. Let Ao € $o be the set
of simple positive roots, a^ C a^ and a^4' C a^ the open positive Weyl chamber, and
"^ C a0 and ^a0 C a^ the open positive cones dual to the positive Weyl chambers.
For a real number D we put
(4)

G(D) = {g € G | (a, fi^)) > D \ for all a G Ao}

This set is obviously Po-invariant. If D is small enough, then G6{D) = G, we will often
assume that such a small number D has been fixed and put © = 6{D). For every D, the
number of 7 € Po\G with ^g G 6{D) is known to be uniformly bounded for g € G.
Let For a parabolic subgroup P, Ap(R)° is the connected component of Ap{R). In
particular, Ag{R)° is the connected component of the group of real points of a maximal
@-split torus in the center of Q.
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For two standard parabolic subgroups V C %, let A^- be the set of those simple roots
a € Ao which occur in the Lie algebra of the radical of V but not in the Lie algebra of
the radical of %. For a G A^-, we denote by a G d^ the corresponding coroot (or, more
precisely, the projection to a^ of the corresponding coroot in the co-root system of Vo)
and by {^} r^^i Ae base of a^ dual to the base of a^ given by {o^oeA^}- The
definition of uj^ C a^ is similar. The superscript % is necessary because for V C Q C %
we have A^ C A^ but in general o;^ 7^ ci;^ for a G A^. We will often write uja for c<;^.
Let a^4' and "^a^ be the open cones spanned by the uj^ and the a for a € A^. The Weyl
chamber and the positive cone in a^ are defined in a similar manner.
For a parabolic subgroup P, let pp G a^> be one half the sum of the roots of V in A/p.
If Q C P, then p-p is equal to the projection of RQ to a^. We will write po for p-p^.
For complex numbers z, ^z and 3^ denote the real and imaginary part of z. The same
notation will be used for elements of the complexification of a real vector space.
Between two complete locally convex spaces of which at least one is nuclear, 0 refers
to Grothendieck's completed tensor product. This notation is also used for complexes of
locally convex spaces.
Let il(s) be the universal enveloping algebra of Q and 3(fl) its center. For A 6 U(s), the
action of A by right differentiation on a C°° -function / will be denoted by Af or J?(A)/.

2. Definition of the weighted Ls-cohomology
2.1. Basic definitions
We consider weight functions p{g) on GAQ{R)°\G/K such that for every D e U(g)
there exists a constant CD with
(1)

I {Dp){g) \< CDp{gY

For such a weight function, there exists a neighbourhood U of the identity in G such that
(2)

|pW < ?{g) < 2p(gh)

holds for g € G and h € U. Conversely, if p is a weight function for which there exists
neighbourhood U with (2), then we may choose a non-negative non-vanishing C°° -function
(p on G with support in U and replace p by the equivalent weight function p * y? which
always satisfies (1).
Let us assume that a small real number D has been chosen as explained after (1.4) and
that a minimal parabolic subgroup Po has been fixed. For a standard parabolic subgroup
P and a real number T > D, we put
(3)

G(P, D, T) = {g € 6(-D) such that (H{g), a) > T for all a € A<, - A^.}

Here ff(^) was defined after (1.3).
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PROPOSITION. - For every X € d^ there exists a -weight function p\ on the symmetric
space GAg{R)°\G/K which satisfies (1) and such that
p^g)^exp{(X^H{g)))
for g G G(D). In addition, p\ may be assumed to satisfy the following condition: IfD has
been fixed as above, then there exists a real number T such that

P\{ng) = px(g)
when P = M.AJ\r is a standard parabolic subgroup, n € N, and g E 6(P, .D, T).

Proof. - Let \ be a C°° -function on R which is equal to zero on (—00, D — 1] and
equal to one on [JD,oo). We put
(4)

px{g)=

^ e^^> ]^ x({^(7^))).
-y(EPa\G

aCAo

By the fundamental property of the Siegel domain, the number of non-zero summands is
uniformly bounded for g € G. To verify that the sum has the required properties, we quote
the following results from reduction theory:
THEOREM 1.
(1) There exists an ^ G d^ (depending on D) such that
H^g} - H(g) € $ - ^f
for 7 G G and g G 6{D).
(2) If g G G{D) and ^g € @{D), then
H^g) - H{g)
lies in a certain compact subset of a^ depending only on D.

(3) There exists a real number T (depending only on D) such that for a standard
parabolic subgroup P g C 6(P,D,T) and ^g € S(JD) implies 7 € P.
By part 2. of this theorem, all members of the above sum are equivalent to e^^^
if g € S(-D). For the same reason, all derivatives of p\ can be estimated from above by
e<A,^(<7)> o^ ^e Siegel domain, and (1) is satisfied. By part 3. of the above theorem, if T
has been chosen large enough (as specified by the theorem with D replaced by D — 1),
then for g G ©(P,I3,r) and any summand in (4) which is different from zero, 7 must
be in P. But then 7N == N7, and the corresponding term in the (4) is N-invariant. The
proof of the Lemma is complete. D
Proof of Theorem 1. - This fact seems to be well known, but for the reader's convenience
a proof is added. The first assertion is an adelic reformulation of [HC68], §11.1, Corollary 3.
Following is a short sketch of the arguments in [HC68].
Let ^ C d^ such that there exists a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of Q in a
rational vector space X with a highest (with respect to Po) weight vector x^. Let || • \\v be
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'fiCOLE NORMALE SUP^RIEURE
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a collection of z^-adic metrics on X such that for any non-zero x e X we have || x ||v= 1
for all but finitely many valuations v of Q. It may be assumed that || • \\v is J^v-invariant.
Let X be the adelic space of X. For x e X we put

1 x 11= n 1 ^ ik •
v

There exists a number e > 0 with

|M|>e
for x e X - {0}. We may normalize the metrics by || ^ ||= 1. Then we have
{H{g)^)=-\og{\\g-\\\).
for any (7.Then we have
{H(g),^=-\og{\\g-\\\).
for any g.
Let g e 6(P) and 7 e (5. At the price of changing g in its Po -orbit, we may assume
g € Oflo
for a fixed compact set ^ C G. Then there is a constant c (depending on D) with
||^||<ceW^||^||.

Consequently,
e^ c || 7-^ ||

^ c || ^~17-l^ ||

^ ce^^> || ^-S"^ II
= ^^H{g)-H{^g)}^

Since the set of all ^ for which X and ^ exist spans a^"1", this proves the first point.
In particular, the first part of the theorem implies that for every D there exists a compact
subset 0 of do such that H{g) - H{^g) € 0 if g € 6(25) and 7^ € 6(23).
To prove the third point, we may by the Bruhat decomposition assume that 7 = w is in
a finite set of representatives in the normalizer of Ao of the elements the Weyl group of
$o- We may also assume g = p = In € P with / € Lo and n G No. Then
2:f(wp) - H(p) = H{wlw~1) - H{1) + H(wn) =wH{l) - H(wn).
By the first part of the theorem, there exists a vector y with

H(wn) e y-^a0.
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By the theory of root systems, for w ^ V there exists a vector x e ^a0 - {0} such that
I e 6{P,D,T) implies

wffW-ffWe^-rrr--^.
Hence
ff(w^) - H{g) e y - ^ - y ' - T x - ^
and if T is large enough then the set on the right hand side does, not intersect 0.
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Q.E.D.
We consider a finite-dimensional algebraic representation E of Q(R) in a complex vector
space E. For every open subgroup Kf C Kf which is small enough such that G acts
without fixed points on G/K/J^, E defines a local system E on GAgW^G/^K by
descending the constant local system E on the symmetric space Ag^R^G/K-^K with
the G C 0(jR)-action given by the representation E. Every Ar-invariant metric | . | on E
defines a metric on the constant local system E on the symmetric space Ag(R)o\G/KfK
by the rule
I e \p(g)=\ g^e |,
where p : G -^ Ag{R)o\G/KfK is the projection and g satisfies the condition

(5)

ni^)!^

1

v

for every rational character ^ of G' This metric is (^-invariant and hence descends to a
metric on E.
Similarly, every Ad(-ff)-invariant metric | . | on g/6 defines a G-invariant Riemannian
metric on Ag{R)°\G/KfK by
I ^*(^)) k(5)=l v |,

where g C G, TT : ^W^G/K^ -^ ^W^G/K^ is the projection, and v is a vector
in g which is orthogonal to the differentials of all rational characters of G, giving rise to
the left G-invariant vector field ff on .A^JP^G/K^. Such an invariant metric descends
to a Riemannian metric on GAG{R)o\G/KfK provided that K-^ was small enough as
indicated above. Let dg be the quotient of the Haar measure on G, normalized by the
condition that foAg^R^G/K^ = 1- This measure on GAgW^G/K-^K is proportional
to the measure defined by the Riemannian metric.
If p is weight function satisfying (1), we put

W^WWK^A^r* ® E)
(6)

= ^E-valued %-forms u; on G^WYG/IK^ with
"^'-""/^WWK^"^"^'2'-"'^}

ANNALES SCIENTIHQUES DE L'fiCOLE NORMALE SUPfiRIEURE
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L^GAG{R)°\G/KfK^E)
= ^ € L^GAgW^G/KfK.AT 0 E)
such that du e ^(GA^WYG/K^A^r* 0 E)l

(As usual, this is to be interpreted in the way that the distribution duj has to be representable
by a function satisfying the above estimate. The absolute value of an E-valued form is
defined by the metrics on E and the Riemannian metric on GAg^^G/K^). This is a
complex with differential d (the differential of the local system E). Its cohomology is the
weighted J^-cohomology of E, it is denoted by H^GAg^R^G/K-^K.E). It is usually
more convenient to investigate the inductive limit
H;{GA^Rr\G/K^E) = colimff;(G^W°\G/K^,E),
s\j
where the limit is over all sufficiently small open subgroups K-^ C Kf. This vector space
is a Gy-module. It is the cohomology of the complex of G^-modules
L;(GAGW°\G/K^E) = colimL;{GAGW°\G/KfK^ E)
K-7

2.2. Cohomology of arithmetic subgroups
Perhaps the most interesting example is the inductive limit of the weighted £2cohomology over all admissible weight functions p. It turns out that this limit describes
the cohomology of arithmetic subgroups. To be more precisely, we put
H\GAQ(RY\G/K,E) = colimH^GAg(R)°\G/KfK,E),
i\j
where the limit is over all sufficiently small open compact subgroups Kf C Kf and
H^GAQ(R)o\G/KfK,E) is the cohomology of the de Rham complex of E-valued
currents on GA^^R^C/K^. It is therefore clear that the problem of computing this
cohomology is equivalent to the problem of computing the cohomology of arithmetic
subgroups. It turns out that the currents can be replaced by moderately increasing forms.
This fact is due to Borel.
THEOREM. - The inclusion
colimL^_^GAQ(R)°\G/K,E) C i E-valued currents on GAg(R)°\G/K\
induces an isomorphism on cohomology, where the inductive limit is over all \ G a^,
ordered by the relation
X -< rifand only ifr - X G "^af.
Consequently,
H^GAGW°\G/K^E) ^ co^mH;_^GAGW°\G/K^E).
Proof. - Sheafification of the left hand side of the inclusion gives us a complex of acyclic
sheaves on the Borel-Serre compactification (this is so because for every open covering
of the Borel-Serre compactification we have a C°° -resolution of unity with moderately
increasing (not bounded) differentials). The same is true for the de Rham complex of
currents. Consequently, it suffices to verify that both complexes have the same local
cohomology at any point of the Borel-Serre compactification. This is easily done by a
direct computation. D
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2.3. Regularization
The following regularization results could also be quoted from a paper of Borel [BOR83].
We give a self-contained explanation, which works for arbitrary complete Riemannian
manifolds, using techniques which will be useful in later sections.
In this chapter, X may be any complete Riemannian manifold, and E any metrized local
system on X. Weight functions p on X are called admissible if D log p is bounded whenever
D is SL finite superposition of d and d*. In the special case X = GAg^^G/K^, this
estimate is a consequence of (and probably equivalent to) (2.1.1). It will be necessary
to assume that there exists a sequence of C^° -functions (f)n on X such that for every
compact subset 0 of X there exists an index n^ with <^ |^= 1 if n > n^, and such that
the differential forms and functions
(1)

d(f)^^n

are uniformly bounded on X and in n. Here A = dd* + d^d is the Laplacian on X, where
d* is the dual of d (the connection defined by E) with respect to the metric on E and
the Riemannian metric on X. In the case X = GAQ^R^G/K^, such functions can
easily be constructed, cf. 5.1.5) below.
We define a Frechet space of differential forms on X by
(2)

S^X, E) = {E-valued i-forms uj on X with ( p{g)2 \ A^) |2 dg < oo
for every integer k > 0 ?•.

As usual, (2) means that the distribution A^ci; is representable by a function satisfying
this estimate.
LEMMA 1. - We have

S^X, E) = {^-valued
i-forms LL> on X with \ p{g)2 \ D1'^) [ 2 dg < oo
1
Jx
if D is a finite superposition of d and d* ^.

Proof. - The embedding "D" is clear since A^ is a sum of superpositions of d and d*.
To prove the converse inclusion it suffices to prove that d and d* are bounded operators
in 5'(X,E). Let A and B be the differential operators
A = pAp-1
B = p~1^?.

Let Ao and Bo be A and B, with the set of (7^°-forms as domain of definition. We
consider these operators as unbounded operators in £2- Let B^ = A* and A^ = B* be
their adjoint operators. Then A^ and B^ are closed extensions of A and B. We want to
verify that the domain of A^ is contained in
^ (/) G £2 d(/) G £2 and d*<^ € L^ \
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and that
(3)

\\df\L, [I + \\d-f\L, || < c(l|/|£2 || + \\A^f\L, ||).

This will imply that for every distribution / in L^p such that A/ e L^p, we have
df e £2,? and d* f e 2^ and
||df|£2,p || + \\^f\L^ || < c(||/|L2,p || + ||A/|L2,, ||).

Since A commutes with d and d*, this will prove the lemma.
Let W1 be the set of all distributions / such that
||/|Ty1 ||2 = ||/|L2 ||2 + ||^2 ||2 + IK/1^2 ||2 < 00.

Then the space of (7^°-forms is dense in W1. Indeed, by using local coordinates one derives
from standard facts about Sobolev spaces on ^n that every distribution in W1 with compact
support can be approximated in IV1 by C^°-forms. Now if / is any element in W1, the
forms (/)nf have compact support and converge to / in IV1, where (j)n is the same as in (1).
Let A^ and B^ be the restrictions of A^ and B^ to W1. If p = 1 (such that A = B\
then this is the Friedrichs extension of Ao (cf. [Yos74], Theorem XI.7.2). The aim of the
next few remarks is to verify that some basic facts about this extension remain valid in
our non-symmetric situation. We claim that for sufficiently large real numbers L
(4)

%((A^ + £)/, f}^ = 5R((^ + £)/, f}^ - \\f\W11|2

and
(5)

^(A^+LV^J^cll/IW 1 !! 2
|^(I4+L).fJ)J<c||/|W11|2

Indeed, let <f>n be the same as above. Then because / e W1, A^<j>nf converges to A^f
in Z»2. By partial integration we get
<pAp-1^/,^/)^ = Wn/,(4n/)^ + {d^nf,d^nf}^

- {{d\ogp) A (l>nf, (d\ogp) A (f>nf)^
- {(diogp) I- ^/,(dlogp) h <^/)^
+ 2^(^/, (diogp) A d^nf} - 2iQ{(d\ogp) A <j>nf,d{<f>nf)}.

Here (j> h- • refers to contraction by <f>, i.e., to the adjoint operator with respect to the given
Riemannian metric of <f> A •. We may pass to the limit n —> oo and obtain
(6)

(A^J^^Hd/l^ll'+IK/l^ll2
- ||(dlogp) A/ILzll 2 - H(dlogp) \- f\L^
+ 2ics(f, (diogp) A d*f} - 2iQ{(d\ogp) A f,df}.

Since d log p is bounded, this implies both (4) and (5).
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Note that the norm in TV1 is a Hilbert space norm. Let (•,')^i be the corresponding
scalar product. For sufficiently big L it follows from (4), (5) and the Lax-Milgram theorem
(c/. [Yos74], Theorem III.7) that there exists a bounded invertible operator SL in W1
with the property that
(^/,^i=((A^+£)/,^

for all / in the domain of definition of A^. We want to verify that for L sufficiently
large, B^ + L is surjective. In fact, let h € L^ then by the Riesz representation theorem
we find g € W1 such that
(/, ^=(5^)^.

Then
{f.h}^ = (SLf.g}^ = ((Ac + L)f^g}^
for all C^!° -forms /. It follows that g belongs to the domain of definition of B^, and
that (B^ + L)g = h. Since g e W1, it even belongs to the domain of definition of
B^, whence our claim about the surjectivity of B^ + L. Furthermore, if g is as above
and if the (j)n are as above, then (B^ + L)(<^p) converges to h in 1/2. By well-known
local results (cf. the facts about the relation between the Friedrichs mollifier J^ and d
and d* mentioned in [Gaf51] O^the <^ can be approximated by C^° -forms ^nm such
that (B^ + L)^nrn -^ (5^ + ^)(<MO- It follows that (Bo + L)C^ is dense in £2 for
sufficiently big L. This implies the injectivity of A^ + L for sufficiently big L. Of course,
these facts all remain true if the roles of A and B are interchanged.
Now we want to prove A^ = A^. It is clear that A^ C A^. It remains to show
that every / in the domain of definition of A^ belongs to the domain of definition of
A^. Let L be sufficiently large, and determine / by (A^ + L)J = (A^ + L)/. Then
(A^ + £ ) ( / - / ) = 0, hence by the injectivity of A^ + L for big L we have / = /,
which belongs to the domain of definition of A^.
Now since A^ = A^, (4) implies (3), and the proof is complete. D
THEOREM 3. - If L^(E) is defined as in (2.1.7) but with GAg^R^G/^K replaced
by X, then the inclusion S^(E) C L^(E)induces an isomorphism on cohomology.
We need the following lemma:
LEMMA 2. - There exists a constant K such that for every complex number \ with
5R(A) > K the closed operator A + A has a continuous inverse in L^^{X,K^T* (g) E)
(which is the weighted L^-space defined analogous to (2.16)) which satisfies the estimate
(7)

|| (A + A)-1!^,^^* 0 E) ^ ^(X^T* 0 E) ||
^ min^A) - K)-\ 2 \ A - K |-1).

( 1 ) The point (which was only sketched by Gaffney) is roughly as follows: Let Je be the Friedrichs mollifier and
let D be a first order differential operator. Since {Je\e > 0} is bounded in the algebra S^ o of pseudodifferential
operators, [Je, D] is also bounded in S^ o and therefore bounded in L ( L ' z ^ L ' z ) . Since [Js, D]^ —> 0 if ^ is (7^°,
[Je, D}f —> 0 in 1/2 if / is in 2^2, and hence DJef —> Df in L^ if / and Df are in 1/2.
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Here A is the distributional A, viewed as a closed operator in £2,? (X, AT* (g) E) defined
on the set of those currents uj with values in E such that both uj and Ao; belong to
L^X^A^^E).
Proof. - Since the isomorphism L^p ^ £2 given by multiplication by p identifies A
with the closed operator A^ considered in the proof of the last lemma, we may consider
A^ instead of A. Then the invertibility of A^ + A for sufficiently big real numbers A
has already been verified in the proof of Lemma 1. The same argument also proves the
invertibility of A^ + A for SRA > 0. It remains to prove the necessary estimate for its
inverse. Considering the real part of (6), we have
= \\df\L^ ||2 + ||d*/|£2 ||2 + W\L, ||2

»((A^ + A)/, /)
\

/ Z/2

- \\(dlogp) A f\L^ ||2 - ||(dlog/?) I- f\Lz ||2
^^\-K)\\f\L,\\2
for sufficiently big K since d log p is bounded. This proves the first of the two estimates
contained in (7). To prove the other estimate, we note that (6) implies
| = | \\df\L^ ||2 + |K/|L2 ||2 + A||/|£2 ||2

| ((A^ + A)/, /)
\

/ Z/2

I

+ 0(\\f\L, \\{\\df\L, || + |K/|£2 || + H/12.2 ID).
For KA > 0, we get
^ (\\df\L, ||2 + |K/1^2 \\2+ | A | ||/|£2 ||2)

s lld/l^l^+lltr.fi^ll'+Aii.fi^ii2
<1 ((A^ + A)/, f)^ | +C\\f\L^ ||(||d/|£2 || + IK/1^21| + ||/|^2 ||)
<1 (^ + A)/, f)^ | +(C + ^W. ||2 + W^^fW.

We have used the inequality
|a|+|A|-|&|<\/2|a+A&|

for non-negative real numbers a and b and complex numbers A with SKA ^ 0 in the first
line, and the inequality
„ , C^a2
b2
Cab < —-=. + —^
~ 2V2

V2

for non-negative real numbers a, 6, and (7 in the third line. If L >_ V2C + (72, this implies
(|A|-£)||/|£2||^^||(A^+AV|L2||.

This implies the second estimate in (7) with K = V2L, since \\\-L>_—\\-K\for
^(A) > ^ by the first of the two inequalities for complex numbers mentioned above. D
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Proof of Theorem 3. - By Lemma 2 and the Hille-Yosida theorem ([Yos74]), the Laplacian
is the infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semi-group {e'^^x) with
[le-^I^P^r* 0 E) -^ ^(^AT* ^ E) [I < e^.

Using the fact that d and d* commute with A and that their domain of definition on L^^p is
contained in that of A (cf. the proof of Lemma 1), on easily sees that they commute with
the resolvents of A. By the construction used in the proof of [Yos74], Theorem IX.7. they
also commute with e"^ for t >_ 0. Using the second of the two arguments of min in (7),
we see that the semi-group e-C^^O* satisfies the tl^ird of the three equivalent conditions
for the definition of a holomorphic semigroup in [Yos74], IX. 10. The first of these three
conditions implies that e"^4'^^/ is in the domain of definition of A^ for all positive k
and t. Consequently, e"^/ maps £* into its subcomplex S* for t > 0.
For sufficiently large %(A), the operator T(A) = (A + A)-^^ - e^) is well-defined
by Lemma 2. It is clear that it commutes with d and d*. By the explicit formula for the
resolvent of the infinitesimal generator of a semigroup given in [Yos74], IX.4.(1), we have
T(A)= ^e-xte-t^{e-A-ex)dt=- [ e^e^-1^ dt
Jo
Jo

for those A with 5R(A) large enough. However, the last expression makes sense for arbitrary
complex numbers A, defining an analytical continuation of T(A) which also commutes
with d and d*. By analytical continuation, we have
(A + A)T(A) = e-^ - e^
for arbitrary complex values of A. Now let
(8)

a{uj) = d*T(0)o;,

this is an element of L\X,E) if uj € Z^^E). Then
d(r(uj) + cr{duj) = (AT + d*d)T(0)(o;) = e-^ - uj,

constructing a homotopy between e-A and the identity. It is well known that the image
of e~^ is contained in the domain of A^ for every positive integer fc. We have seen that
e~^ maps L* into its subcomplex 5*. Since this subcomplex is also invariant under the
homotopy (8), its embedding into L* is a homotopy equivalence.
The proof of Theorem 3 is complete.
Q.E.D.
In the case X = GAg^^G/K^, this regularization result allows us to rewrite the
weighted La-cohomology in terms of (m^,AT)-cohomology. Let
(9) Sp{GAc!(R)°\G) = ^K-finite functions (p on G\G such that
!

p{g)2 | (D^)(g) |2 dg < oo for every D E U(s).l.

JGAg{R)°\G
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More precisely, define the weighted Sobolev spaces as follows. For a base ^ of g, let
(10) W^{GAg(R)°\G) = ^K-finite functions y? on G\G such that

2
IH^II2-/JGAQ(RY\Q^
, Ei^)!
^a ^^-}-^
where the sum is over all multi-indices (ai,... ,0dimfl) with | a |= Y^ai < k and
^ = ^n- • . . . • ^d^g with the order given by the choice of the base. It is clear that
'dim 9

Sp{GAg{R)°\G) is the intersection of W^GAg{R)°\G) over k > 0.
For every finite set S of K-types (= finite-dimensional K-representations), the 5-isotypical
subspace W^^GAgW^G)^ is a Banach space. Similarly, Sp{GAg{R)°\G)s is a
Frechet space. Thus, Sp(GAg{R)°\G) is a locally convex (fl, AT)-module if it is equipped
with the topology of the inductive limit over all finite sets S of K-types. Here the definition
of a (0,AT)-module is as in [Vog81], §6.1. The group G/ also acts on this space by right
translation, such that the stabilizer of each vector is open and the action is compatible with
the (fl,Jf)-action. For the remaining part of this paper, we will refer to such a structure
as a (3,AT,G^)-module.
PROPOSITION 1. - For any finite set of K-types S, we have
(11)

W^{GAgW°\G)s = (A + ^--^(GA^nG)^

where uj is the Casimir operator and A has been chosen so large that A + u is invertible
in L^{GAG{R)°\G)s.
Proof. - It suffices to prove this for m = 1, since the general case will follow by
induction. The fact that A + uj is invertible for sufficiently big A (depending on S and p) is
proved in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2. As in the proof of Lemma 1, one shows
dimfl

(12)

ll/|^2,p II + ^ Hf\L2,p II ^ c||(A + u)f\L^ ||.
1=1

It remains to verify the estimate
(13)

h^7|^||<c||(A+a;V|L2,p||

for C^° -functions /. Once this estimate is shown for C^° -functions, it follows by an easy
density and continuity argument that the bounded operator (A + a;)"1 in £2,? is in fact a
continuous operator Lz,/? —> W^, and this proves the proposition. As
dimfl

{p(^p~1 - (^)f = ^ c^if + cof
z=l
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with bounded coefficients c^, it suffices to do this for p = 1. Let us denote the unweighted
Sobolev space (W^ with p = 1) by W1. Let g = p 4- 6 be the Cartan decomposition, and
choose a base pi of p which is orthogonal with respect to the Killing form. Then
^ <p?^, f}^ - \WL, ||2 < c||/|iy11|2 ^ c||(A + o;)/|£2 ||2

(14)

ij

as / is S-isotypical, hence the La-norm of all derivatives in the 6-direction of / can be
majorized by the La-norm of /. But
\{p^f.f}-\\P,Pif\L2\\2 =\{pi\Pi^}Pjf.f}^{PiP^Pj}f.f}\
= \{\Pi^Pj}Pjf^Pif) + (P^\Pi^Pj}f^Pif}\

^ c{\\f\L, II + |bJ|L2 ||)(||/|^21| + \\P,f\L^1|)
since \pi,pj] € t and since pjf is 5-isotypical for some finite S D S. Combining this
with (12) and (14), we find
lb^/|L2||<c||(A+a;)/|L2||.

This completes the proof of (13) in the case p = 1. As we indicated above, this is sufficient
to imply the general case. D
We need some facts about duality and interpolation of these spaces. The equation (11)
can be used as a definition of Sobolev spaces of order m < 0. It follows from this
description that the dual of ^(04^)^6)5 is the space ^-^(GA?^)0^)^
By the well-known result about the interpolation of weighted £2 -spaces, this description
also proves
(15)

[^2m(G^WO\G)s,^2m(G^(J^)o\G)5]e = ^^(G^W^G^,

where [., .]e is the complex interpolation functor of Lions, Calderon and Krejn. (cf. [Tri78],
Theorem 1.18.5).
To see that the weighted Z^-cohomology and the (m^,Ar)-cohomology of the module
Sp(GAg(R)°\G) are isomorphic, we associate to every element
(j> e Homx(A ^ (m^/e),^(G^(J^) o \G) ®E)
the z-form
(16)

r^^g) A ... A -%(^))) == (j)(v^..., Vn){g),

where v is the left-invariant vector field on (?.4^(2?)°\G defined by v € fl TT :
GAQ(R)°\G —> GAg(R)°\G/K is the projection, and g e G satisfies the normalization
condition (2.1.5). This defines an isomorphism between the de Rham complex and the
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standard complex [Vog81], Proposition 6.1.16 used for computing (m^, AT)-cohomology.
The result is an isomorphism
H;(GA^Rr\G/K^E)^H^^(S,(GA^Rr\G)^E).
However, this is not an isomorphism of Gf -modules since the normalization
condition (2.1.5) which is used in (16) is not invariant under right translation by Gf.
To get an isomorphism of G^-modules, it is convenient to assume that Ag acts on E by a
character C^, which is automatically defined over the rationals (because it is an algebraic
character and the torus AQ is Q-split). and defines an element of ag. For a Gf -module M,
we denote by M(^) the twist of M in which the action of g on M is multiplied by the
factor e^^'^. Then it is easy to see that the following holds:
THEOREM 4. - If AQ acts on E by a character C,E, then (16) defines an isomorphism
of Gf-modules
(17)

H;(GA^R)°\G/K^E) - H^^{S,(GAg{R)°\G) 0 E)(^

where the twist (^) was defined above.
We will denote the union
(18)

\JS,(GA^Rr\G)
p

over all admissible weight functions p by S^(GAg{R)°\G). Instead of the weighted
2.2-space, one often considers the space C^{GAQ{R)°\G) consisting of all K-finite C°°functions / such that there exists a A G a0 such that for any D e U(fl), Df can be bounded
by a multiple of p\. Since any admissible weight function p can be majorized by p\ for
some A and by the following Sobolev-type embedding theorem, we have C^ = 5oo.
PROPOSITION 2. - If 2k > dim(fl/(6 + Ck?)) and f e W^ then f is bounded by a multiple
°f P^Ppo' where po is one half the sum of the positive roots of Ao and p p , is defined
by Proposition 2.1.1.
Proof. - It is clear from (10) that multiplication by p~1 defines an isomorphism of
topological vector spaces between the unweighted Sobolev space Wk and Wk. Therefore,
we may assume p = 1.
Fix a finite set S of K-types, and let K-^ c Ky be the smallest open compact subgroup
acting trivially on all the Kf -representations in S. Let Q C ^(^^G/IK^ be a compact
domain with C°° -boundary. We assume that 0 is so large that its image in ^(JP^P^G/K^
contains a neighbourhood of the set
{g € A?W°Po\G/K^ | {^H{g)) = D for a € A,},
where D is a sufficiently small real number. Then it suffices to prove that
(19)

l/(exp(A)^|<c^||/|^||e( A ^

for g E fl and A e aj", where the constant c depends only on S and the domain ^.
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For any g e G/K^ and A c a^", we will prove that the cardinality of the intersection of
the G-orbit of g with exp(A)0 satisfies the following bound:
(20)

#(exp(A)0 H Gg} ^ d^e^2^.

Since we have fixed a finite set of K-types, the restriction of / to 0 can be viewed as a
(7°°-section of a finite-dimensional vector bundle over Q, = fl/Koo. Once it is proved, (20)
will imply
||/(exp(A).)|W^)|| ^ es^^^W^GA^RHG/Kf)^
which implies (20) by the Sobolev embedding theorem for the compact manifold with
boundary Q, provided of course that 2k > dim(g/(E + a^)), the dimension of the
manifold 0.
To prove (20), let 6 C A^^G/K^ be aJSiegel domain for Po such that
GG = ^(J?)°\G/K^ and NoG D expa4"^. Since © is a fundamental domain [Bor66],
Theorem 1.10, the number of 7 € C? with 76 n © / 0 is finite. Let {71,..., 7Ar} be the set
of elements with this property. It is sufficient to prove (20) for all g € S. If 7^ G exp(A)0
and A G a^", then by our selection of @ there exists v G No such that v^g € ©, hence
^7 G {71,... ,7Ar}- Assume that 1 < i < N and
M, = {7 € A^|7© H exp(A)Q / 0}
is not empty. We will prove #Mi <^ ce^0'^, where c depends only on 0. This proves (20).
Let 6i € Mi. If S € Mi, then 8 = y6i for some v G No, and 6g € exp(A)Q H ;/exp(A)0.
By Lemma 3 below, the number of all v for which this is possible has a bound of the
form described above. D
LEMMA 3. - There exists a constant c such that for every A G a^" the number ofv G No
with ^exp(A)0 D exp(A)0 / 0 is bounded by ce^0'^.
Proof.— By the compactness of 0 and K 7 , the finite adelic part of v must belong to
a compact subgroup which is independent of A. This means that ex?"^) belongs to a
fixed lattice in n^. Also by the compactness of Q, exp"^) must belong to
(21)

Ad(exp(A)) • (some ball in n^).

Since A belongs to the positive Weyl chamber, all eigenvalues of Ad(exp(A)) on n^ are
> 1, hence the number of lattice points in (21) is bounded by a multiple of e^'2^, by
the well-known argument of GauB on counting lattice points in a Ball. D
3. Decomposition according to classes of associate parabolic subgroups
The aim of this chapter is to prove that the decomposition of L^(GAQ{R)°\G) according
to classes of associate parabolic subgroups (cf. [Lan76], Lemma 4.6.) remains valid with
L^{GAg{R)°\G) replaced by Sp{GAQ{R)°\G). A similar decomposition for functions
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of moderate growth has also been proved by Langlands and written down, but never
published, by Borel. The first published proof of Langlands' result seems to be in [Cas89],
Theorem 4.6, which is dual to the things described by Borel. These proofs do not apply
to the spaces Sp{GAg{R)°\G).
We recall that two rational parabolic subgroups are called associate if their split
components are ^((3)-conjugate. A class of associate parabolic subgroups {P} is an
equivalence class for this equivalence relation. For formal reasons, the class {G} consisting
only of Q itself will also be considered to be a class of associate parabolic subgroups. Our
aim is to prove that Sp{GAg{R)°\G) is the sum over all classes of associate parabolic
subgroups {P} of its subspaces Sp(GAg{R)°\G)rpy To define these subspaces, we first
need a straightforward modification of a well-known inequality of GeFfand. For a locally
integrable function / on GAg{R)°\G and a rational parabolic subgroup P = MAM, the
constant term of / along AT is defined by
(1)

M9)= t

JN\N

f{ng)dn^

where the Haar measure is normalized by

/.

/
dn = 1.
JN\N

Note that the formation of the constant term is compatible with the (fl,Ar,Gy)-module
structure on the space of C00 -functions. We need GeFfand's inequality in the following
form.
THEOREM 5. - Let p and p ' be admissible (in the sense of (2.1.1)) weight functions
on GAg{R)°\G. Also, let us assume that D has been chosen small enough such that
G6(D) = G (cf. (1.4)). Let T > D be a real number. Then iff G Sp, {GAo(R)°\G) and if
p{g)2 | (A^)(^) |2 dg

II/I^A^H^ /
JPo^(J?)°\©('P,D,T)

is finite for every A G 11(0), and every standard rank one parabolic subgroup P = M.ANy
then f E Sp{GAg{R)°\G). Moreover, this assertion holds uniformly in the sense that
for every set of weight functions satisfying (2.11) uniformly and for every finite set S of
K-types, there exist constants Cm and M such that

(2)

/..

„

m

\

11/1^11 <^ \ fl/^^ll+EEII^-^ll
v 1=0
/

-where the sum is over all rank one parabolic subgroups, holds whenever p/ and p belong
to this given set of weight junctions and f is S-isotypical.
Remark. - If Q is a reductive group over Q, we denote by G1 C G the subgroup of all
g e G with ]~[^ lx(^)|v = 1 for all characters ^ of Q defined over Q, where the product
is taken over all valuations of Q. It is easy to see that we have a unique decomposition
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G = Ag{R)°G1. Therefore, results about functions of G1 are equivalent to results about
functions on Ag(R)°\G. We will often use this tacitly when it is more convenient to apply
Theorem 5 and Theorem 6 to functions on G1 than to use them as they are stated.
We defer the proof of this theorem until the end of this chapter. Recall that a function
is called cuspidal if all its constant terms vanish (it is easy to see that it is sufficient to
require this vanishing for rank one parabolic subgroups). In this case. Theorem 5 implies
that / belongs to all the spaces Sp{GAg{R)°\G) (i.e., f is rapidly decreasing) if it belongs
to one of them. We define
(3)

Sp{GAG{R)°\G)^

as the space of those / e Sp(GAg{R)°\G) such that for every parabolic subgroup P
which is not in {P} and every g e ApK, fj\r(.g) is orthogonal to the space of rapidly
decreasing (or, which amounts to an equivalent condition, moderately increasing) cuspidal
functions on £\L1. By Theorem 5, Sp{GAg{R)°\G)rQ. is the space of rapidly decreasing
(or moderately increasing) cuspidal functions on GAg{R)°\G, it is independent of p.
The aim of this section is to prove
THEOREM 6. - We have a decomposition
(4)

Sp{GAG(R)°\G) = ©5,(G^W°\G)^.
{P}

Moreover, this decomposition holds uniformly in the following sense: Let tl{p} be the
projection to the {P}-component, then for every set of weight functions which satisfy (2.1.1)
uniformly and for every finite set S ofK-types, there exist constants M and Cm such that

^wW-^c^fw^^^
<a
holds for all weight functions p in the given set and for all S-isotypical f.

Proof. - We proceed by induction on r = dmi(a^). If r = 0, the theorem becomes
tautological because there is only one class of associate parabolic subgroups. Let us assume
that the theorem is known for the Levi components of all parabolic subgroups of Q, we
want to prove the assertion for G. We proceed in several steps.
1 Since functions in Sp have uniformly moderate growth by Proposition 2.3.2, a wellknown lemma of Langlands [Lan76], Lemma 3.7. (or [HC68], Theorem 4) implies that the
intersection of any two of the summands in (4) is zero. It is therefore sufficient to prove
that these summands actually generate the whole space, together with giving an estimate
for the projection to each of the summands. Also, the analogue of (4) for the unweighted
La-space is known (cf. [Lan76], Lemma 4.6.), consequently the assertion is true in the
unweighted case p == 1. Next we treat the case p < 1.
2 Let Sp^,D,T{GAg{R)°\G) be the closed subspace of all functions / €
Sp{GAg{R)°\G) such that for every standard parabolic subgroup P = MAM of rank
k, the constant term f^{g) vanishes for g e G(P,D,T). Recall that the last domain
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has been defined by (2.1.3). Now let us assume p <_ 1. By Theorem 5, we have
S^D,T{GAg{R)°\G) = 5i,i^r(GA?(^)°\G). Because, as we mentioned in Step 1,
the theorem is true for p = 1 and because of S^GAQ{R)°\G) C Sp(GAg{R)°\G), this
implies that every / G Sp^^,T{GAg{R)°\G) decomposes as in (4), with the summands
bounded by /. Therefore it suffices to prove, for every k > 1 and every real number T,
the existence of a real number T ' and of continuous operators
(a)

Q^'.Sp^^GA^RHG) - Sp(GAc;W°\G)^

such that
(/?)

/ - "EQ^U) ^ S^-w{GA^R)°\G).
{P}

To construct such operators, we proceed in the following way. Let \ be a C°° -function on R
such that \(t) = 0 if t < 1 and ^(t) = 1 if t > 2. Let P = MAAf be a standard parabolic
subgroup and C = M.A. For each a G Ao — A^, let p^\ p be the weight function on
Ar{R)°L\L/Kc
(KC = image of K H P in L) associated to a \yv. We put
(5)

^W =

I]

x{ve^^p^ (0).

aCAo-A^

For any given real number T", v may be chosen small enough such that
supp^p CP6(P,25,r").
Also, it follows from the special property of pa verified in Proposition 2.1.1 that for every
standard parabolic subgroup % = MnAn-^n there exists a real number T ' such that y?-p
is N^-invariant on ©(7Z,D,T').
For a standard parabolic subgroup V = M.AM and a function ^ on P\G we put formally
(6)

E^{g)^ ^ ^).
7€P\G

This is well-defined, for instance, if the support of ^ is contained in a Siegel domain,
or compact.
We define

Q,(/) = ^ ^yw^ = E E ^(^)^(^)'P

'P

7GP\G

for / G S^fc^T^G^^J?)0^), where the sum is over all parabolic subgroups P of rank
k — 1, and claim that for such /

(7)

/ - Qk{f) e 5^_i^T/(GA?W°\G)

provided that v (in the definition of ^pp) was chosen small enough and T ' large enough.
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For a parabolic subgroup V = M.AM of rank k — 1 and a class of associate parabolic
subgroups {^P} for M , let
(yWA/')^?}^)

be the function on PAg{R)°\G such that for every g G A-pK the function
(^P/A^){^P}(^

^ € A111

is the projection of {^rfj^){mg) to the space of functions of type {^P} on L\L1. (By
Remark 1, it is easy to see that the induction assumption implies that this projection
exists.) Our second claim is that the series
W

E^rM^p})

converges to an element of Sp(G^(^)°\G)rp.. If we take this for granted, we may put

or^EE^^wV

{^P}

The first sum is again over all standard parabolic subgroups V of rank k — 1, and the
second sum is over all classes of associate parabolic subgroups {^P} for M. such that for
U G {^P}, the parabolic subgroup %A/V belongs to {P}. It follows from (<5) that this is
an operator as in (a), and by the induction assumption we have

(.)

E^r-e.
{P}

such that (/?) is a consequence of (7) provided that v (in the definition of (pp) was chosen
small enough. To complete the induction step for p < 1, it remains to prove our claims
concerning (7) and {8).
3 To prove (7) for v small enough, we consider a parabolic subgroup V = J^A' ^M'
of rank k — 1 and assume that g G ©(P', D, T"), where T ' has been chosen large enough
(depending on v\) such that ^' = 1 on G(V',D,T1}. We have
Qk{f)^=

Y.

Y,

I

^nfg)f^nfg)dnf.

N'VN'
-.-i.^ ,- -. ../-nv-^N'W
rank('P)=fc-l7eP\G'

By Theorem 1, there exists a real number T" > T such that g G G(V,D,T11} and
7<7 G G{D) implies 7 G P for any standard parabolic subgroup P. We assume that v
was chosen so small that supp (pp C P6(P, D, T"}. Then if 7 gives a contribution to the
second sum in the above equation, we have 7 G P because ^n'g G PG(V,D,T") and
7-17n/^ = n'g G ©(-D). Consequently, the expression simplifies to
/
^(n'g^f^n'g) dn' = (pp{g) \
fj^{n'g) dn'.
JN'\N'
JN'\N'

The equation holds for sufficiently large T ' because then the special property of the
weight functions constructed by Proposition 2.1.1 makes sure that (p-p is N'-invariant on
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6(P', D, T'). If P = P ' , then the first factor on the right hand side is one by the choice
of Tf and we recover the constant term of / along A/7. Otherwise, the second factor of
the right hand side is the constant term of / along the radical of the parabolic subgroup
P H P\ which vanishes at g € G^P^D.T') H G(P,D,T") C 6{P H P',D,T). The
proof of (7) is complete.
4 To prove the convergence of (5), we construct weight functions ©5 on
PNAg{R)°\G/K as follows: Let
e^^ma^e-^l),
where D{g) is the largest real number such that g e P6{D). This weight function
on PM4^(i?)°\G/IK satisfies an obvious analogue of (2.1.2), and consequently it can
be modified to an equivalent weight function ©5 which satisfies the obvious analogue
of (2.1.1) as well. We define a locally convex (0,A^Gj)-module Sp^s(P) consisting of
all K-finite C00-functions / on PNAg{R)°\G such that
\PWWs{g){Af){g)\2dg<^

/
JPNAg{R)°\G

where p^\g) = max^Np(^), for every A € 3(s). Since the weight functions on L1
p^^lg^Qs^lg) satisfy (2.1.1) on L1 uniformly for g G ApK, we may apply the induction
assumption to get a direct sum decomposition over all classes of associate parabolic
subgroups {^P} of M
Sp^P) = © S^s(P)^p}
{^P}

into subspaces of functions / such that f{mg) is a function of type {^P} on L\L1 for
every g E ApK. Since {(ppf^r) lies in Sp^s(P) for every real number S (its support
is contained in the P-orbit of a Siegel domain where ©5 is bounded), this implies that
the functions (y?p/A/')^p} also belong to Sp^s(P}' Consequently, it suffices to establish
the convergence of E~ph for h e Sp^s(P)- The following lemma of Langlands ([Lan76],
Lemma 2.11) easily establishes the absolute convergence of the series with respect to
each of the semi-norms
/

| p{gW){g) |2 dg^

J©(D)

which is sufficient to establish (6) and (e). Consequently, the induction argument in the
case of weight functions which are bounded from above is finished.
LEMMA 1. - There exists a constant S such that for each g € G, the number 0/7 € P\G
with ^yg E G{D) is bounded by a multiple of e30^.
This proves the convergence of (<$). It remains to prove that the function defined by {8)
belongs to Sp(GAg(R)°\G)rpy It suffices to do this for £'^(-0), where ^ is an arbitrary
element of Sp^s(P){^p}. We may also assume that ^ is rapidly decreasing (in the sense
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that '0 e Sr{Lp\Lp) for every weight function r on L-p\£p satisfying (2.1.2)). Indeed,
it follows from the induction assumption and the density of rapidly decreasing functions
in Sp^s(P) that the subspace of rapidly decreasing functions is dense in S p ^ s ( P ) { ^ p } '
We now have to prove that, for rapidly decreasing functions -0 of type {^P} on Lp\Lp,
E^W is of type ^.
This can be done in the same way as the proof of the similar assertion about cuspidal
Eisenstein series. Indeed, the same considerations as in [MW95], II. 1.7.(4) lead to
(7)

{E^)^{lak)=

^

£

/

^}{w~1 ^niak} dn

^^p^Q ^LQ^WPW-^LQ JNQHWPW-^NQ

for ( G L1, a e AQ, and k G K and where W^^ is a certain subset of a set of
representatives for the Weyl group of Ao in S(Q). In the same way as in [MW95], 11.1.7,
one sees that the summand belonging to w in (7) vanishes unless wCpw~1 C £g, in
which case V = CQ D wPw~1 is a parabolic subgroup of CQ and the summand belonging
to w in (7) equals
(8)

(^)(0,

where
i^{l) = /

f

^{w~lnlak) dn.

JNQn-wPw-^NQ

But functions of type (8) are easily seen to be orthogonal to the space of cusp forms on
L\L1 unless P = CQ, in which case wCpw~1 = CQ, so that P and Q are associate. This
proves our claim E^) € 5^(GA?(J?)°\G)^.
5 The case of weight functions which are bounded from below is dual to the previous
case. To be more precisely we consider a weight function p which is bounded from above
and note that what we have proved in the previous step is equivalent to the existence of a
constant k such that the projection to functions of type {P} is continuous from ^2(m+fc)
to W^. By (2.3.11), for every finite set X of K-types there exists an isomorphism from
(W^^x to (W^^^x given by a certain l-\h order polynomial in the Casimir operator.
Since this polynomial commutes with the projection to the space of functions of type {P},
the integer k is independent of m. By duality as discussed after the proof of (2.3.11), we
conclude that the projection to the space of functions of type {P} is also continuous from
^y2(m+fc) ^ w21^. This completes the induction argument in the case of weight functions
which are bounded fro below.
To treat the case of weight functions p which are not bounded from any side (like the
weight function p@s we used in step 4), we use interpolation. If p is any weight function
satisfying (2.1.1), then mm(p 2 ,!) and max(p 2 ,!) satisfy (2.1.2), hence they could be
replaced by equivalent weight functions satisfying (2.1.1) and our previous considerations
imply the existence of a k such that the projection to the space of functions of type {P} is
continuous from W^^ to W^ if r is one of these two functions. But (2.3.15) implies
[W^^W^^=W2^
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hence the projection to the space of functions of type {P} is also continuous from W^^
to W21^. This proves the induction argument in the general case, and we are through. D
It remains to prove our version of GeFfand's estimate. The argument for doing this
is standard.
Proof of Theorem 5. - For a rank one parabolic subgroup V == MAN, let Cp be the
set of those $ € af such that ((3, $) ^ D for all /? E Ao and such that
(a,0=^x(AO,

where a is the unique element of Ao — A^. We put
G(D)r={geG{D)\H{g)eCr}.
Then 6(-D) is the union of the domains 6(D)p.
Let ^ i , . . . ,^fe be a base of n, and assume that ^ is an eigenvector for the positive
root ai G $o. By the Sobolev inequalities, for every open subgroup U C N^ there exists
a constant cu with
r
( r
2 k
\
\
| h{n} \2 dn<cu( \ h{n} dn + V \ \ (^)(n) |2 dn
JN\N
\ JN\N
^[ JN\N
j
for all h which are right (7-invariant. Iterating this inequality and using the fact that
f^(^ih){n)dn = 0, we get

{
\

I h(n) |

2

2

( r
dn < Ck,u[ \

JN\N

h(n)dn

+V

r

/

i^^ t/N\N

y JN\N

\

| (^ ... ^/i)(n) |2 dn .
7

Let ^ C LoK be a compact subset such that G(D)-p C PoNexp(CTp)^. For every finite
set S of K-types there exists an open subgroup U C Nf such that for every S'-isotypical
/, every ^ G Cp, and every uj G ^ the function /i(n) = f{ne^uj) is (7-invariant. We get
(9)

P(^)2 I fW I2 ^ ^

/
JA0(^)°Po\©(D)p

<,c {

d^ I dLJe-2{po^p{e^)2 | /(ne^) |2

dn (

JN\N

< ci^c \
JCr

Jcr

J^

d^ \ duj
J^t

f{ne^uj}dn\ +
/N\N

+ /
E K^ .••^J(•e^))(n)|2dn)e-2^^p(e^).
^^^
7

The second summand is equal to
(10)
-2<^>^;) ^ e-2^-^^ (
| (A^K ...A^-1)^/)^^) |2 dn.
i^....i,
^^
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Since
<a^)><a,0+C7,

where a is the unique element of Ao — A^, and since for sufficiently large I (p p ' ~ )(e^o;)
is bounded by a multiple of e^"'^, for sufficiently large I (10) can be bounded by a
multiple of
V e-2^0^^) /'

|(A<^-l)^...Ad(^->,J)(ne^) |2 dn.

</N N

ii^il

\

We conclude that (9) is bounded by a multiple of

/

J©(D)p

W I Mg) I)2 + E (^)(AJ)(^))2 ^
,

where the Ai form a base of the elements of degree < ( in U(^). Taking the sum
of these inequalities over all rank one parabolic subgroups, and using the fact that
6(D)p - 6(P,P,T) is compact, we arrive at (2) with m = 0. To get the general case
of (2) from this special case, one uses (2.3.11). D
The proof of Theorem 15 is complete.
Q.E.D.

4. The functors ^in^
The aim of this section is to study certain derived functors which reduce the study
of Borel's conjecture to a vanishing assertion. This allows an inductive approach to the
conjecture in which part of the analysis is replaced by algebra. The functors are given
by cohomology with support in a finite set of the spectrum of the center of the universal
enveloping algebra with coefficients in the quasi-coherent sheaf given by a (5, ^-module.
They have independently been studied by W. Casselman, and the spectral sequence (4) is
also contained in the section "An algebraic result" of his unpublished notes [Cas].
Let Q be a real reductive Lie algebra and K a compact Lie group acting on Q such
that the assumptions made in [Vog81], Definition 6.1.1 are satisfied. Let J be an ideal of
finite codimension in 3(s) (the center of the complexification of the universal enveloping
algebra). To every (0,AT)-module V we associate
(1)

5'in^y = {v e V | such that J^v = {0} for some n}.

It is evident that i?in^ is a left-exact functor on the category of (^,A")-modules. Let
5'in^ be its derived functors.
We want to study the relations of this functor to (0,J^)-cohomology (the derived
functor of the functor of (fl, A")-invariants, cf. [Vog81], Definition 6.1.13) and to parabolic
induction of (^AT)-modules. Here parabolic induction will be defined in the following
way: Let p = m + a + n C f l b e a parabolic subalgebra and K^ its normalizer in K.
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For a (m + a,ATp)-module W (note that K^ acts on m + a because it acts on p and
leaves n invariant) we put
vf2)
/

Ind^'^1/1/
W
l^a
(P,^)

-iP^'^
Drv/^^W
(s,j<p) ^(p,^,,)
^

where W is viewed as a (p,A^) -module with trivial n-action, pro is the functor
defined in [Vog81], Definition 6.1.21, and F is the Zuckerman functor defined in [Vog81],
Definition 6.2.9. Note that (2) is an abuse of language because Vogan also has a functor ind
defined in a different way than pro. We think, however, that the notation used for the left
side of (2) is more suggestive. We also mention that while pro is an exact functor preserving
injectives ([Vog81], Lemma 6.2.22), F is only left exact but preserves injective objects
([Vog81], Lemma 6.2.10). However, since we have restricted our attention to a situation
where p is defined over the real numbers, the derived functors of the composition (2) vanish
([Vog81], Proposition 6.3.5.a)), and (2) is exact and preserves injectives. Actually, [Vog81],
Proposition 6.3.5.a) is only formulated for Harish-Chandra-modules, but the proof of the
crucial assertion
(I^a^k-lnd^k)
(where Ind is the same as in (2)) holds in full generality. The functor Ind^ can be
described as
Ind^ ={f:K^X\fis ^-finite and fulfils f{lk) = lf{k) for I e ^}.
It follows from this description that it is exact and commutes with direct limits. Since the
restriction functors from (fl,AT) to K and from {f,Kp) to Kp are exact and faithful and
commute with direct limits, this implies that Ind^ is exact and commutes with direct limits.
THEOREM 7.
(1) IfV is an injective (5, K) -module, then so is S^jV.
(2) We have
(3)

^jV = conmExt^^^)/^ V).

More generally if the 3(fl) -module structure ofV extends to the structure of an
R-module for a flat ^{^-algebra R, then
^in^y = colimExt^J?/^)71, V).

(3) IfE is a finite-dimensional {Q^K)-module and J the annihilator of E, then there
is a spectral sequence

(4)

EP,q=H^(W^V)®E)^H^(V®E).
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(4) Let f = m + a - } - n b e a parabolic subalgebra of 3. We extend a to a Carton
subalgebra and denote by

^:3(0)-s(f))^
^:3(m+a)-.S(f))^
the Harish-Chandra isomorphisms, where W and W are the Weyl groups of (t), 5)
and (mUt), m) (cf. [Wal88], Theorem 3.2.3.). There exists a finite W-invariant subset
X C h^< such that the radical of ^{J) consists of all W-invariant polynomials
vanishing in X. Let
(5)

J ' = [D € 3(m + a) | such that ^{D) vanishes on X + p},

where p is one half the sum of the roots of f) in n. Then we have a canonical
isomorphism
^(ind^)W ^ Ind^^in^TV
for (m + a, Ky) -modules W.
(5) Let 0 = m-h a, where a is contained in the center ofg, t C m and K normalizes m. If
J = 3(fl)(Ja + Jm),

where Ja C 3(d) and J^ C 3(n^) ^^ ideals of finite codimension, then we have
a spectral sequence
(6)

E^ = ^i<?in^y ^ ^ + qjV

for all {Q,K)-modules V, where the first 5'in on the left hand side is computed
in the category of a-modules and the second 5'in is computed in the category of
(m, K)-modules. In both cases, the result inherits the structure of a (fl, K)-module
from V.
(6) If I = JX, where J and 1C are ideals of finite codimension which generate 3(fl),
then
^in^^in^e^in^.
Proof.
PROOF OF 1. - Let V be an injective (fl, AT)-module, X C V, and X -^ 'S^jV. We
have to extend (f) to all of Y. Since U(s) is a Noetherian ring ([Wal88], Lemma 0.6.1), we
may assume that X and Y are finitely generated. Indeed, if Y is arbitrary, then by Zom's
lemma there is a maximal extension X —^ ^WjV of (f) to some (0,^)-submodule X
of V containing X. If X ^- V, there would be a finite-dimensional AT-invanant subspace
Z CY which is not contained in X. Let Vi = U(s)Z C V and Xi = Vi H X. As U(fl) is
Noetherian, Xi is finitely generated. Since we are assuming that the assertion to be proved
holds in the case of finitely generated (5, J?)-modules, there is an extension of i^\xi to a
morphism Yi—^inj-y, which can be patched with ^ to a morphism X + Yi —> ^WjV.
This contradicts our assumption about the maximality of ^, and proves X = Y.
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From now on we assume that X and Y are finitely generated. Then there exists a k >: 0
such that ^J^X} = 0.
Let Yi = J^Y + JkX. Then (V, H X) / ^X C X / J^X. The last (s, A:)-module
is obviously finitely generated, consequently it is admissible by [Wal88], Corollary 3.4.7.
By [Wal88], Theorem 4.2.1, this implies that it has finite length. Consequently, the sequence
of the Yi H X stabilizes for big 1. We want to show that Yi D X = J k X for big I, and
we have seen that to do this it suffices to show that for every irreducible representation
a of K, we have
J^Y^ H X, C JkX^
for big Z, where the subscript a refers to a-isotypical components. But Ya- and Xa are
finitely generated 3(fl)-modules by [Wal88], Theorem 3.4.1, hence the last assertion follows
from the Artin-Rees theorem (cf. [Ser66], 11.5, Theoreme 1, p. 11-9 or [Wal88], 0.6.3).
Let I be so big that Yi D X = JkX. Then the morphism (f): X / J k X -^ V can be
extended to (f):Y f Yi —> V, which clearly has its image in 'SiUjV. This provides the
desired extension of (f).
PROOF OF 2. - Let ^in^ be the functor on the right hand side of (3). It suffices to show
that every injective (fl,AQ-module V is ^in^-acyclic.
We first want to verify that S^jX = 0 for positive % if X is annihilated by a power of J .
Without loosing generality we may assume that J is the product of finitely many maximal
ideals. Since 3(fl) is a regular ring (cf. [Bou68], Ch. V, §5.3., Theoreme 3), there exist r
(r = C-rank of Q) elements D = (2?i,..., Dr) of 3(fl) which generate J . By a well-known
result of commutative algebra (c/. the discussion following the proof of Proposition 3 in
[Ser65], Chapter IV.A.2), the i-th cohomology group of the Koszul complex
A(.Di,...,A.)

C r *(D,X)=...-^X0A f c (C r ) -—————. X ^ A ^ r ) - ^ . . .

is Ext3^(3(s)A7,X). It follows that for any (s, ^-module X there is a natural
isomorphism
(7)

^WjX ^ colmiir^D^X),)
n

where D" = (£^,..., D^) and the transition map for the inductive limit of the Koszul
complexes maps x^{e^ A.. .Ae,J to {D^ ... D^)x^){e^ A . . .Ae,J. IfZis annihilated by
J k , then the composition of k transition homomorphisms vanishes if i > 0, consequently
the inductive limit vanishes for positive i.
If X = S^jX, then X is the inductive limit of (5, AT)-modules which are annihilated
by a finite power of J , consequently S^jX vanishes for positive i.
Let V be an injective (s,Ar)-module. We have already verified that ^WjV is also
injective. Consequently, ^WjV is a direct summand of V. Consider the resulting
embedding
r

V^^jV^Q)D^V.
k=l
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We claim that the right hand side is ^in^-acyclic. Then V itself must be 5'in^-acyclic
because being injective it is a direct summand of the right hand side. The first summand
on the right hand side is ^in^-acyclic by the previous remarks. The localization D^V
is 5'in^-acyclic because Dk induces an automorphism of that module, while each element
of 'Sinj^D^V) must be annihilated by a power of Dk.
The proof of the first assertion is complete, and the second assertion is an immediate
consequence of the first one.
PROOF OF 3. - This is an immediate consequence of the first part of the theorem we
are proving.
PROOF OF 4. - Let
7:U(0)/(nU(s) + Hs)^) -^ il(m + a) (n^ = opposite of n)
be the natural projection. It defines an embedding of 3(fl) into 3(n^ + ci), and we have
^ = (^'7)(. + p} by the very definition of Harish-Chandra's isomorphism. Consequently,
if j D i , . . . , Dr are elements of J such that (Pi,..., Dr)^ contains a power of J , then
7(.Di),... ,^{Dr) satisfy the same property with J replaced by J ' . It follows from the
proof of 2. that for any (5,AT)-module B there is a natural isomorphism
-S\^B ^ colimir((7*(zr\B),)
where Dn = {D^,..., £^) and the transition map for the inductive limit of the Koszul
complexes maps b 0 (e,, A ... A e,J to (Ai ... D^)b 0 (e^ A ... A e,J. Similarly,
5'in^/lV is isomorphic to the inductive limit of the cohomology of (^(^(D)71, TV), where
7(D) = (7(£)i),...,7(A.)). One checks easily that
Indg;^(C*(7(Z))My)) - C*(DMndg;^TV),
which proves our assertion since as we mentioned before formulating this theorem we are
in a situation where the induction functor is exact and commutes with direct limits.
PROOF OF 5. - This follows from 2. and a spectral sequence for the Ext-groups.
PROOF OF 6. - This is trivial.

D

Remark 1. - In part 5. of the theorem, the functors 5'in^ and 5'in9^ could also be
computed in the category of (fl, K) -modules with the same result. Indeed, the restriction to
(m, K) of an injective (fl, J^-module is injective because this restriction has an exact left
adjoint functor (c/. [Vog81], Lemma 6.1.5). Also, an injective (fl,Ar)-module is injective
as a 3 (a) = il( a)-module because for every finitely generated a-module M and every
(0,AT)-module V we have
Homa(M,y)^^Hom(^)(u(0) (g) {M^E^.V^
a

v

U(a)(g)il(e)

/

where the tensor product in the second Horn is given the structure of a (fl, K) -module in
the same way as in [Vog81], Definition 6.1.5. The coproduct is over all finite-dimensional
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irreducible representations a of K, and Ea- is the endomorphism ring of the vector space a,
which is an il(£)-algebra in the obvious way. The inner tensor product is over C, and is
given the structure of a U(a 9 £)-module in the obvious way, where a acts trivially on the
second factor and m on the first. The construction of the isomorphism is obvious. As U(fl)
is a flat U(a)-module, the right hand side is exact in M, hence so is the left hand side,
provided of course that M is finitely generated. As U(a) is Noetherian, it is well-known
that this suffices to prove the injectivity of V as an il( a) -module.
We conclude this section with some remarks about the action of the induction functor on
spaces of functions. Let us fix a parabolic subgroup V = MAN of Q. Let (7°°(PN\G)
be the space of K-finite C°° -functions on PN\G, and let (7°°(PN\P) be the space of
K D P-finite C°° -functions on PN\P. We want to verify
(8)

Ind

^Ind((;;^(J^))c700(PN\P) " C7°°(PN\G).

We first note that for every { p , K H P{R),Pf)-modu\e V, there is a homomorphism of
(p,ArnP(^),Py)-modules
W

I

<In(lS;;^^)y-^

such that every homomorphism W -^ V of {p,K H 'P(J?),P^)-modules, where W is a
(fl, K, G^)-module, factorises in a unique manner over (9) and a homomorphism
^Ind^Ind;;^y

of (fl,AT,Gy)-modules. For the induction at the real place, this universality property
follows from [Vog81], (6.1.23) and Lemma 6.2.10. For the induction at the finite places
it is easily verified.
Now let W be a (0,J^G^)-module, and let
(10)

(f>:W -^C°°(PN\P)

be a homomorphism of (p, K D P{R\ P^)-modules. We put for w G W
(11)

<0(w)(p) = (^-^(p),

where g = pk, p € P and k e K. It is easy to see that (11) is independent of the Iwasawa
decomposition of g, that it defines a homomorphism
^_C^(PN\G)

of (fl,A^Gy)-modules, and that this is the unique homomorphism over which (10)
factorises. Consequently, we get an isomorphism (8). If in the following sections the
induced module from a module of functions is silently identified with another module of
functions, it is assumed that the identification is made in a similar way.
Let write
In4=Ind^Ind^^.
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5. ^in-acyclicity of S^g{GAg(R)°\G)
Let
wi(^) =\ogpx{g),
where A is in the interior of the positive Weyl chamber. Up to equivalence, this weight
function is independent of A. We put
Wn = W

for an integer n and define
00

S^{GAg(R)°\G) = \JS^GAg{R)°\G).
o
We are also interested in
00

S,^{GAgW°\G) = n^(GA?W°\G).
o

These are locally convex (with the topology of the inductive limit or of the intersection)
(g, ^-modules. The main goal of this section is to show that they are ^in-acyclic, i.e., that
T?in^iog(GA?W°\G) = 0
for any i > 0 and any ideal J of finite codimension in 3 (nig). We proceed in several
steps. 5.1 reduces the proof to the consideration of the sub-(5,^)-module of functions
belonging to a bounded part of the spectral decomposition of the Laplace operator. For
this part of S\og{GAg{R)°\G) there is a spectral decomposition (which will also be
used in the next chapter) identifying it essentially as the Fourier-Eisenstein transform of
the space of distributions with bounded support. For S-\og{GAg{R)°\G), the procedure
is similar. However, yvn:JS-\og{GAg{R)o\G) does not vanish for j > 0, but can be
explicitly computed.
It is useful to know the inequality
(1)

I W^wn){g) |< C,w,-i

for 7 G fl.
5.1. Reduction to the bounded spectrum
We first want to show that for every function ^ of at most polynomial growth, the function
(j)(uj) of the Casimir operator GJ, which is a priori defined in the space S-i{GAg(R)°\G),
has a continuous extension to S\og(GAg(R)°\G). This is easily reduced to the case of the
exponential function, which is treated by a modification of the Hille-Yosida theorem.
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Let us fix a finite set of K-types X. Let 7^ be a base for 5 such that there exist
real numbers \m with

-E^-

uj =

This becomes a closed operator in L^x (the X-isotypical component of £3) if its domain
of definition is taken to be the set of all X-isotypical distributions / such that / and (jjf are
representable by square integrable functions. For every distribution / with this property,
the distributions ^rnf are also representable by square integrable functions.
PROPOSITION 1. - Ifn>0 and e -^ 0, then the bounded linear operator (uj + ie)~1 in
L^{GAg{R)°\G) restricts to a bounded linear operator in

A

w i GA

oG

n=n ^~ ^ Gw \ )x.
i==0

Furthermore,
(1)

^ + ieY^An -^ A, || ^ Cn\ e [- fe [l + -^y.

Proof. - It is sufficient to prove by induction on n (the case n = 0 being clear) that
for every / € £2 with (a; + ie)f G An we have / G An and
(2)

\\f\L^ || <| ^ |-1 (l|(o; + ie)f\L^ || + dn\\f W^ ||).

Let us define the Sobolev space norms inductively by
\\f\W^\\ = \\f\L^\\
and

llfliv^ 1 !!II = 1HflTy^
||+\^||^ f|w^ ||
1 ^ l ^ w ^ II ^ / ^ ||7mJ l ^ w ^ |||| J |vvw^

m

If this convention is made, one derives the estimate

fc

(3) ii(a;+^/i2^ 1 <i ^- E f n ^ fr^^lk ^T'
j=o \z=j+i

/ M c I/

from (2) by induction on n and fc. It is clear that (3) implies (1).
To prove (2), we consider / e L^x such that (a; + ie)f G An. By the induction
assumption, we already know that / e An-i. Furthermore, -jrnf ^ L^ since this is true for
all distributions in the domain of definition of uj in £3 and (uj + ie)^mf = 7m (^ + ie)f €
Ayi_i by the definition of An. Hence the induction assumption also implies 7m/ C An-i.
To prove / G An, it remains to prove / e ^2,w^.
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Let (pk be a uniformly bounded sequence of C^° -functions on GAQ{R)°\G such that
(4)

l(7m^)(^)| ^ CW-i(^)

and such for every compact set 0 there exists a fc^ such that ^pk{g) == 1 if 9 e 0 and
k > k^. For instance, the sequence
(5)

^(^=^(2-^1^))

will do this job, where (j) is any C^° -function on R which is equal to one in some
neighbourhood of zero.
Consider the imaginary part of the scalar product
(^JW2n(a;+^)/J)L2
= Z£\\^kf\L2^ ||2 + ^ Am (-( (7m(^|w2n)) /, 7m/)^ - {^n^mf, 7m/)^) .
m

Using (5.1) and (4), we get
I e | \M\L^ ||2
< |hfc(^ + Z£)/[L2,w, II ||^fc/|-^2,w, || + Cn ^ ||^/|£2,w, || ||7m/|£2,w,-i ||,
m

hence
| ^ |

H^/l^w. II < ||^(^ + Z£)f\L2^ || + Cn ^ ||7m/|£2,w._, ||.
m

Since we already know that / G A^_i c TV^ _ ^ , the right hand side of the last inequality
remains bounded as k —> oo. We conclude that / G ^2,w^- In the limit k —> oo, we
obtain (2) D
The estimate proved in this proposition is suitable for an application of the following
modification of the Hille-Yosida theorem.
THEOREM 8. - Let B be a closed operator in a Banach space A and n a positive integer.
Then the following two assertions are equivalent:
• B defines a strongly continuous semigroup {e~tB)t^Q' an^ there exists a constant C
with
lle-^IA-^A)! <C(l^tY.

• For e > 0, the operator B + £ has a bounded inverse in A and there exists a
constant D with
\\{B^e)-k\A^A\\<De-k(l+k>\
for all positive integers k.
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The proof is omitted since it is a straightforward modification of the proof of the
Hille-Yosida theorem given in [Yos74].
COROLLARY 1. - Let X be a finite set of K-types, n an integer, and (p a junction on
R such that

(i+^^elv^W
for some integer m > v^-. If n < 0, then the bounded operator (p(uj) in
L'2{GAg{R)°\G) extends to a bounded operator in L^^{GAg(R)°\G)x. If n > 0,
then the bounded operator y((ju) in L'2{GAg(R)°\G) restricts to a bounded operator in
L^(GAg(R)°\G)x.
Proof. - We may assume n > 0 since the case n < 0 is dual to that case. By (2.3.11),
there is a constant A such that (c^ + A)"" defines an isomorphism of W^rn{GAg(R)o\G)x
onto L^^p{GAQ (R}°\G}x for p = 1 and p = Wn. Let A be chosen in this way, and let
^(^(^(^A)^
Then
(6)

^ € W^\R).

By Proposition 1 and Theorem 8, we have a continuous group of operators
(^\
\

I -00<t<00

in An such that
\\^\An^An\\<C(l^\t\)n.

Consequently, by (6), the integral
1 t°°
^)=^- /
e-^%6te
27r

J-oo

converges in the space of endomorphism of An, where
^(t) = {

e^^s) ds

J —00

is the Fourier transform of ^. Thus we see that the continuous operator in L^ ^(o;) restricts
to a continuous operator in An. Since the Banach space An contains W^^GAg (R)°\G)
(by our assumption m > ^) and is contained in L'z^n{GAg{R)°\G), it also restricts
to a continuous operator from ^^(G^W^G) to L^w^{GAg{R)°\G). Consequently,
(p{(j) •= ^(uj)(uj + A)"771 restricts to a continuous operator in L-2^^{GAg{R)°\G)x- 0
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THEOREM 9. - Let (j) be a C°°-function on R satisfying estimates

^% < w+1 * r(we will refer to such functions as polynomially increasing). Then the operator (f)(w) (which
originally is defined in Si (GAg (R)°\G) by spectral theory, extends to a continuous operator
in S\og{GAg{R)°\G) and restricts to a continuous operator in S-\og(GAg{R)°\G).
Proof. - This is an easy consequence of the previous corollary. D
Let S^b{GAQ{R)°\G) be the dense subspace of S^{GAG{R)°\G) consisting of
functions f such that there exists an R with
<^)(/) = f

if (f) is a C°° -function on R which is polynomially increasing and equal to one on the
interval [—J?,J?]. As an easy consequence of Theorem 9, we have
THEOREM 10. - The inclusion S^b{GAg{R)°\G) -^ S'iog(GAg(J?)°\G) induces an
isomorphism on S^in^ for every ideal J of finite codimension in 3(irig). The same holds
for 5_iog(a4c?W°\G).
Proof. - Let P(o;) be a non-vanishing polynomial in the Casimir operator which belongs
to J . We claim that P(o;) defines an automorphism of the (0,AT)-module
S^GAG{R}°\G}IS^GAGW°\G}.
This implies that the endomorphism of 3rin^(5'log(G^(J^)o\G)/5log,b(G^(JR)o\G))
induced by P(ci;), which must be locally nilpotent by the definition of 3'in^, is an
automorphism. This implies the vanishing of
^n^(5log(C?^(J^)o\G)/5log,,(G^(J^)o\G))

and proves the theorem.
Let \ be a C°° -function on R which vanishes in a neighbourhood of the zeros of P
but is equal to one outside a compact subset of R. Then the desired inverse of P{(^) is
given by (^P-1)^). D
5.2. Review of Eisenstein Series
The aim of this subsection is to reformulate some of the results of [Lan76], §7 in a
language in which they will be used in this and in the next section. Some hints about
where these facts are proved in the various expositions of Langlands' theory will be given
at the end of this subsection.
Let {P} be a class of associate parabolic subgroups. If k is a non-negative integer
such that k < rank({P}), we denote by (7?p. be the set of triples u = (%,A,^) with
the following properties:
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• U = MnA-nM'n is a standard parabolic subgroup containing an element of {P} and
rank({P}) = rank(TZ) + k.
• A:^n/AnAn(R)° —» U(l) is a continuous character.
• The last entry is a unitary character ^(m) -^ C of the center of the universal
enveloping algebra of m.
For such u, let V{u} be the space of square integrable K D R-finite functions / on
RNnAn{R)°\R

with the following properties:
• For every standard parabolic subgroup Q C 7Z which does not belong to {P}, the
constant term of / along Nn is orthogonal to the space of cusp forms on MQ\MQ.
• f(ag) = Wf{g) for a G AQ.
• / is a ^-eigenvector for 3(ni-7z).
Let W{u} be the space of all K-finite functions / on RNnAn(R)°\G such that for
every every g e K, the function f(rg) of r € RMnAn{R)°\R belongs to V(u).
For / G W{u} we define formally for A G a^
(1)

£(/,A)= ^ e^-^))/^).
6e^\G

This Eisenstein series converges to a real analytic function on GAg{R)°\G if SR(A) is far
inside a^~. One of the main results of [Lan], §7 is the fact that it has a meromorphic
continuation to all of (6^)rLet D^ia^) be the space of all distributions on ia^. Then W{u) 0 D'^m^) can be
given the structure of an (5, K, Gy)-module by the following rules for g e G and x G m^:
• For 7 e fl,
(2)

(7/)(^) = 7/(^) + /(^^)(rr + p^ (7^)^)).

• For fc G K, (A;/)(p^) = /(^fc^).
• For /i e G^, {hf}{g,x} = e^^W-H^} f(gh,x).

Let D'^o^) be equipped with the structure of a module over the commutative Lie
algebra an defined by the rule
$ G an: f{rj) ^ (^ 77 + P7z)/(^) (77 e za^).

We extend this structure to an r-action by letting m^ and r\n act trivially and give
jD'(%a^) an R^-action by
r € R^: fW ^ e^^^f^) (77 G ian).
There is an obvious isomorphism of (fl^G^-modules
(3)

WM ^ ^(m^) ^ Ind^ (V^) 0 25^4)).
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A similar isomorphism exists for various subspaces of £)'(m^), like C^^a^), Z^c^^i),
and D'^ia^) (the subspaces of C00 -functions, square integrable functions, and distributions
with compact support). Let us fix an Euclidean measure on m^. Then
(4)

EW{g)= I

I?(^(A),A)dA;

cj> G W{u) 0 ^«)

8
Jid
^

is an homomorphism of (5,^f,Gy)-modules.
Let 7?/ be another standard parabolic subgroup which is associate to %. Let 0(a-^, a^/)
be the set of all linear transformations from a^ to a^/ obtained by restricting elements of
the Weyl group of $o (the root system for do) to a^. The contragredient of an element of
this Weyl set maps a^ to a^/ and will be denoted by the same letter. For w G ^(ci^, a^/),
we may choose a representative w for w and put u' = wu G U^py Then for A G (ci^)(;,
we may formally define
M{w,\):W{u) -^W(u1)

(5)
(M(w,A)/)(^) = (

f^nx^^^^^-^^^dn.

JN-^/nwNTzw-^N-^/

The integral converges absolutely if SKA is far enough inside the positive Weyl chamber, but
has a meromorphic continuation to all of (a^)(^. Then we have the following functional
equations of the Eisenstein series:
FUN 1.
£(wA,M(w,A)<^)=£(A^)

FUN 2.
M(mc,A) = M(v,wA)M(w,A),

where in the second functional equation v G 0(07^, d^//) for yet another standard parabolic
subgroup TV'. Furthermore,
FUN 3.
M{sa,x) depends only on (a,x)
if Sa is the generalised symmetry (in the sense of [MW95], 1.1.7, 1.1.8) belonging to
the simple root a.
Now we can turn (7fp. into a groupoid. Let U^p. be the following groupoid:
• Objects are elements t = (7Z,A,^) E U^py
• Hom^fc ( t ^ t ' ) consists of those elements w of the Weyl set ^(07^, a j^) which map
\ to \' and A to A'.
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Note that M(w,A) is holomorphic at A E id^. Consequently, the association
u -^ W{u} 0 D^ia^) can be turned into a functor from U^p. to the category of
J
(fl^G^-modules by
(6)

W)(^ A) = (M(w, AV(, w-^)) (^)

for / G iy(n) 0 ^(%a^). By Fun 1, ^(w/) = £?(/). Consequently, (4) defines a
homomorphism
(7)

E : coHm ^(n) 0 D'^ia^) -^ K-finite C00-functions on GA?(J?)°\G
^{P}

of (s,A^G^)-modules, where colim is the colimit (cf. [Mac], §111.3) in the category of
(5, K, Gf) -modules.
Let 5i,6(GA?W°\G) be defined in the same way as we defined S^b{GAg{R)°\G)
and S-^b{GAQ(R)°\G) in the last section. Then [Lan76], Theorem 7.1 implies
THEOREM 11. - The restriction of (7) to the space of square integrable functions defines
an isomorphism of (Q,K,Gf)-modules
rank({P})

©

©

{?}

fc=o

colim IV(^) 0 L^(ia^) -^ '?i,6(G^(J?)°\G)(G^(J?)°\G),
"{P}

where the outer sum is about all classes of associate parabolic subgroups.
The fact that in this theorem the usual algebraic colimit (rather than some construction
involving direct sums of Hilbert spaces) occurs is due to the fact that every finite number
R and every finite set X of K-types, only a finite number of u G Ur^ can give a
contribution to the part of the spectrum bounded by R. This follows for instance from
[MU189], Theorem 0.1.
It is the aim of the next subsection to prove a similar spectral decomposition for
S^b(GAg{R)°\G) and 5-iog,b(G^(J?)°\G), replacing L^{ia^) by D^id^) in the
first case and by C^°(m^) in the second case. We have recalled all the results ofLanglands'
book which are necessary to do this. The remainder of this paragraph is to formulate other
consequences of Langlands' §7, which will be used in the next section to study the space
of automorphic forms.
To facilitate induction arguments, we will also formulate the next results for partial
Eisenstein series. For (f) G W{u) and for a parabolic subgroup Q D 7Z, let the partial
Eisenstein series be defined by
(8)

E^\)= ^ e^^^/^).
6(ER\Q

If % is yet another parabolic subgroup contained in Q and if w e ^(d^, a^) identically
acts on a<2, then Fun 1 still holds with E replaced by E^.
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We will need a description of the constant term of such Eisenstein series along elements
P of {P}. It is given by certain meromorphic functions j?V(o;,A). The first argument is
an affine function
uj\ 0.7^ —> dp

which varies in a finite set n(n, a-p) of such transformations. For all uj € n(n, ix-p), the
linear part d; of a; can be expressed as the composition of the inclusion a^ C do and an
element of ^(Oo, do). The second argument to N{uj,\) is A G (&^)r- The value of N
is a linear transformation from IV('u) to the space of polynomials on dp with values in
the space of cusp forms on NpA{R)°P\G. Thus, for (f) G W(u), x € dp, uj e n(n, iip),
and g e Np^(jR)°P\G,
(7V(a;,A)^)(^)

is a complex number.
The formula for the constant term of a full or partial Eisenstein series is a sum over all
uj € 0('u, a?) for which Cj identically acts on OQ.
FUN 4.
(2^(<M))^) =

E

^^^^^^(TV^,^)^^)^)

a>e^('u.,a-p)
/ l a t w i g =Id

Of course, it is assumed that P is contained in Q.
Since Fun 4 is part of the structure defining an Eisenstein system, the image of N{uj^ A)
consists of polynomials given by elements of the symmetric algebra of the orthogonal
complement of the image of Cj. However, we will not need this fact.
In the case of cuspidal Eisenstein series, the functions JV(o;,A) and M(o;,A) agree. In
general, they are related by the functional equation
FUN 5

-

N{ujw, A) = N{^, wA)M(w, A).

We will also need the following geometrical property of the elements of Q,(u^P): For
each uj G 0(iA,P), the affine space a = —u^a^ is an affine space along which one of the
Eisenstein systems of [Lan76], Theorem 7.1 is defined, and X{a) = —^0 is the point of
minimal norm in that affine space. Let Q be the smallest parabolic subgroup containing
P such that OQ is contained in uja^. Then Langlands has shown ( 2 ) that X{a) G '^d^.
Consequently,
FUN 6.

0:0n e^- - ' +a-^Q.

We will also need the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. - Let u = (%, A, \) C U^py B C W{u) a bounded subset, and K C {^n)c
be a compact subset which does not meet any singular hyperplane of £'(/,') for f G B.
Let D be a differential operator "with constant coefficients on a^.
Then {DE(f,\) | / € B, A € K} is bounded in S^(GAg(R)°\G).
( 2 ) In Langlands' book, this is part of the assumptions of Lemma 7.5, which are guaranteed by Theorem 7.1.
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Proof. - In the case where K does not meet a singular hyperplane of any of the functions
N(uj^ •) for V G {P} and uj G ^(z6, d-p), the assertion follows from [Lan76], Lemma 5.2.
In general the functions N(u, •) have singular hyperplanes which are not necessarily
singular hyperplanes ofE('). The singular hyperplanes of N are parallel to root hyperplanes.
It follows that for a generic vector ^ € a^, for every A G (&7z)(; the intersection of A + C - ^
with the union S of the singular sets of N{uj, •) over P 6 {P} and uj € 0(zA, a-p) is discrete.
Let ^ be a normed vector with this property.
Since K can be covered by finitely many balls which still satisfy the assumptions
of the theorem, we may assume K to be convex. Then there exists a compact convex
neighbourhood K of K which still satisfies the assumptions of the theorem. For every
x G K, there exists a closed neighbourhood Ux of x and a number e^ > 0 so that for
Mx = {y + ^ | y G Ux, z € C, |^| = ^} is contained in JC and does not intersect <?. There
exist finitely many Xi E K such that the £/^ cover K. Let M be the union of the Mx,. We
know that the assertion of the lemma is true if K is replaced by M. But if x E K, y e Uy,
and / € B, DE{f, y) is the mean value of DE{f, y + AQ over all comple xnumbers A of
absolute value Cx. Since these y + A^ are all contained in M, the assertion follows. D
COROLLARY 1. - If in addition to the assumptions of the lemma we have c^SRA G — + ^
/or every A € ^, P G {P} ^ cc; C ^(^, Op), r/^n [DE{f, X) \ f (E B,\ ^ K} is also
bounded in 6'iog(GA?W°\G).
Proof. - We will need the fact that lemma 1.4.1 of [MW95] holds uniformly for a set
of automorphic forms which is bounded in Soo{GAg{R)°\G) and whose constant terms
uniformly satisfy the assumption of that lemma. This is easy to see from the proof given
[MW95]. The corollary now easily follows from this fact, Fun 6, and the lemma. D
The meromorphic continuation of the residual Eisenstein series and the spectral
decomposition Theorem 11 are the main result of [Lan76] (cf. also [MW95] and [OW81]).
The functional equations Fun 1 and Fun2 can in principle be derived from the results of
Langlands' §7. A detailed proof can be found in the book of Moeglin and Waldspurger. Fun
3 is easily checked in the domain of absolute convergence of the integral in (5), and holds
in general by meromorphic continuation. Fun 4 follows from the analogous fact about
cuspidal Eisenstein series since a residual Eisenstein series is a sum of iterated residues
of cuspidal Eisenstein series. In the books of Langlands and Osbome/Wamer, it is part of
the definition of an Eisenstein system. Fun 5 follows from Fun 1 since a description of
the constant term by Fun 4 is unique on an open dense subset of the parameter space. It
was already explained how to derive Fun 6 from two facts proved in Langlands' book.
In the book of Osbome and Wamer, these two facts are conditions Geom III on p. 157
and E-S I on p. 159. In the book of Moeglin and Waldspurger, they are Corollary V.3.16
and Proposition VI.1.6(c).
5.3. Spectral decomposition of S^^GA^R}0^)
The aim of this subsection is to prove the following spectral decomposition of
S^(GAgW°\G).
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• We have an isomorphism induced by (5.2.7)
rank{P}

(1)

S^GAG(R)°\Q) ^ © © coUmH^)0^(<)
{?}

fc=0

U

{P}

rank{P}

^ © © coUmInd^y(zA)^TO4),
{?}

fe=0

^W

where the second isomorphism is given by (5.2.3).

• Similarly,
rank{P}

(2)

5-io^(GA?W°\G)^©

©

{?}

fc=0

coHmH^)0C-(<)
W

rank{P}

"©

©

{?}

fc=0

cohmInd^)0CT4).
{P}

Remark 1. - This result can also be written as
S^{GA^R)°\G) - © colim Ind^(L2,disc(^(R)°^\L7z) 0 TO^))
{j?} ey (l J;

5-io^(GA?mG) - ©^^^I^d^(^,disc(^(R)o^\L7^) 0 ^-(za^)).
{R}
Here Weyl({JZ}) is the Weyl groupoid of {R}'. Objects are elements Ti of {R}, and a
morphism from 7^ to 7^ is an element of ^(07^,0^).
For the reasons explained after the formulation of Theorem 11, for every finite number
R and every finite set X of K-types, only a finite number of u € U^p^ can give a
contribution to the part of the spectrum bounded by R, so that we have the usual algebraic
colimit of (g, K^ G^)-modules in Theorem 12.
The proof will require two propositions which use Arthur's truncation operator as a
technical tool. Let {^a}a^^\ be the base of &o dual to the base {a} of do. For a standard
parabolic subgroup P and x G do, we put
^ / ^ ^ n if(^^)>Oforalla€Ap
l 0 otherwise.
This function depends only on the projection of x to dp. Consequently, the following
expression formally makes sense:
(AV)^^-1)^ E W^g}-tp^f^g\
P
7e?\G
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where po is one half the sum of the positive coroots. In Arthur's notation, A* = A^0.
For functions with compact support, this expression converges. It is known that this is an
orthogonal projection in 1/2 if t is large enough. Also for sufficiently large t, functions
which together with their derivatives are moderately increasing become rapidly decreasing
after truncation, and the sums in the definition of A* converge. Thus, the use of A* in the
following proposition makes sense for sufficiently large t. Throughout this subsection, we
will also use the abbreviations 7-1 for r-p^ and A^ for A^ as they are used in Arthur's
papers.
PROPOSITION 1. — Lei k be a positive integer. Then there exists a semi-norm c on the space
Sw-fc^^W 0 ^) sucn that for every sufficiently large t we have
(3)

^f^GA^RHG^^c^t^

Proof. - Let XR be the characteristic function of the set of all g G GAg(R) °\G such
that wi(^) < R. We first claim the existence of a d > 0 such that
(4)

XR^f = XR^Xdpf

for every t > 0. It suffices to chose d such that whenever g € G, P is a standard parabolic
subgroup, 8 € P\G, and u € N-p such that rp(u8g) ^ 0, we have
(5)

w-i{u6g) < dw-i{g)

Let ^ C a;exp(a^ + )K C G1 = f\^^ker(|^[), where uj C Po is compact, be a
fundamental domain for the action of G on G1. By varying g in its left G-orbit and
changing 6 accordingly, we may assume g € 5'. Also, we may assume that u belongs to a
fixed compact subset of N^?. Let ||. [| be a norm function of G as in [Art78], §1, p. 919. Then
(6)

wi07)<£log(|M|)

for g G G and there exists a constant L' such that
(7)

log(|H|)<£'wi(<7)

for g C "S.
The considerations made in the proof of [Art78], Lemma 5.1 show that 6 can be varied
in its left P-orbit such that its norm is bounded by a multiple of a power of the norm of g.
By changing u in its left Np -orbit, we may also assume that u varies only in a compact
subset, where its norm is bounded. Consequently, the norm of u6g can be assumed to
be bounded by a multiple of a power of the norm of g. Together with (6) and (7), this
proves (5), and the proof of (4) is complete.
As a consequence of (4) and because A* is known to be an orthogonal projection in
L^ if t is sufficiently large, we have

(8)

11^/1^(04^)°^) || < \\XdRf\WAG{R)°\Q) || < ci(/) (1 + R)^
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It remains to estimate (1 - ^A*/. We have Arthur's estimate [Art80], (1.3)
I AV(5) I
^

E EE^ 1 2 ^'^)-/"

E

•PoC-PiC-P266Pi\G

7

t

I RWf(u6g) | due-^W^))

./JVANj

where
X12^) = F\6g,tp^(H(6g) - tp^.

For all unfamiliar notations, we refer to the considerations leading to [Art80], (1.3). Note
that the measure space S present in [Art80], (1.3) has been chosen to consist of a single
point with positive measure. Let N^(t, g) be the (finite, by [Art78], Lemma 5.1) number of
classes 6 such that ^12(<, Sg) ^ 0. This number is left G-invariant. Also, let f, = R(X
)f
v t
We have then
"

\^f{g) I2
/

^

N 2

E EE-^12^'^) /

E

\^oC-PiC-P256Pi\G

^c

E

i

\Mu6g)\due-n^H(l"'))}

JNi\Ni

I

E EE^^'^^^^f/

•P,C-PiCP26ePi\G

^c

I

J

t

E EE^12^^)^^^) /

E

•P,C'PiC'P266Pi\G

J

| fi(u6g) I due-^W^)))2

\JNi\Nj

i

)

| /,(u^) |2 due-2"^^"))

^\N^

and consequently

(9)

^^ne*1-^"^^'2^
<

%Jc,,E ^/^.^no(1 - ^'W^
x

/
I /z(^) I2 due-2"01^))
JN[\NI

Our first task is to bound Ni^(t,g). It is obviously bounded by
^ r,(H(6g) - tp^ ^ ^ r,(H(6g))
Pi\G

Pi\G

if 0 0. Arthur has shown (in [Art78], Lemma 5.1) that the last sum is bounded by a
multiple of a power of ||ff||. Consequently,
(10)

N^(t,g)^c\\g\\1.

Next, we want to estimate 0i(H(g)) from below. We may choose a representative g for g
which has the form cak, where a e Ac and c belongs to a fixed compact subset of P.,. Since
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(3i is a positive linear combination of roots in A^, it follows from the proof of [Art78],
Corollary 6.2. that |AT(a)[ is bounded by a multiple of t + /3i(H{g)\ hence
(11)

|[^|[<ce^+^W^))

whenever x12^^) ^ 0. A combination of (10) and (11) gives
N^g)<celD^IW^.

(12)

As the special case 6 = 1 in (5), we have
(13)

1 - XR{9) < 1 - Xd-^R{ug)

whenever u and g contribute to (9). It follows from (12) and (13) that (9) is bounded
by a multiple of
(14)

e^

^

EE /

PoC-PiCP2

I

i

^g^-^HW

^lA^nG

(1 - Xd-^R^ug)) | fi(ug) |2 dz^

• /
</A/j\Nj
=e

^

E

EE /

^oCPiCP2

J

Z

^^(^^e^-271)^^^))

^Pl^(J?)°\G

x(l-^-ifi(^)) \fi{g) |2 ^
and the equality holds because the factor between the two integrals on the left hand
side is Nj-invariant. We may assume that n has been chosen large enough such that
ID -In < 0-its choice influences only the i,Xi, and the constant by which (14) has to
be multiplied. Note that by (11) and (6), we have
^-0l{H{g)} ^ ^Eit-ew^g)

Consequently, (14) is bounded by a multiple of
(15) e^

^

E/,..,,

-PoCPiCPs

-^

i

X12(^)e£^-2")?^(l - x.-^)) | W |2 dg

^PlAgW^G

E

E^e£(lD~2n)wl(9)^-X^(g))N^t,g)\f^)^dg,

•PoC-PiCPa

Jrs

i

where D" depends on n and 5' was the fundamental domain we had chosen in the
proof of (5). By (10) and (7), N^(t,g) is bounded by a multiple of a power of e^^).
Consequently, if n was chosen large enough we can estimate the last expression by a
multiple of
eD

"* E / ( 1 - X^(<7))e-^ | /,(<,) |2 dg,
i
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where 8 is positive. Now wiQ^) 2 ^ is bounded by a multiple of e 6 ^^/ 2 , and the last
expression can be bounded by
llt
e^-^Y
/w
w^)i ^ -2^' I ^) I2 d9 < e^-^O).
-^ E /

• h

If we put R = 2Ijp• and add this estimate to (8), we arrive at (3). The proof of
Proposition 1 is complete. D
PROPOSITION 2. - Let {P} be a class of associate parabolic subgroups, k a non-negative
integer, u == (%,A,^) G U^p^, and (p a W{u)-valued distribution -with compact support
on a^.
(1) We have
/ E{^x)^x)dx^S^{GAG{R)o\G).
^

(16)

Ja

(2) We have
f E(^x)^x)dx^S,^{GAG{R)°\G)
^

Jd

if and only if^(\) = Ewe^a^a^) M(w- l ,^A)^(wA) is in fact a C^°-junction.
Proof. - The first assertion is a consequence of Corollary 5.2.1.
The 'only if-part of the second assertion follows from the first assertion by duality since
WA),x) = c(E^E(x.z>))^
for some constant c, where Ey is the left hand side of (16) and ^ is an arbitrary
element of W(u}. The right hand side of this equation is C°° because A —f £(^,A) is
a 5iog(G^(J?)°\G)-valued C°° -function by Corollary 5.2.1. To prove the 'it-part, we
first state the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. - Let f G L^{GAg {R)°\G)b be a K-finite function, -where the subscript V
stands for bounded spectrum as in 5.1. Then f G S-\og{GAg{R)°\G) if for every N there
is a CN such that
||AV - f\L,{GAg{Rr\G) || < C^
for all sufficiently large t.
Thus, we have to show that
\i{oo)-i{t) ^CN^
with
i(t)=\ !

A*£((^r),^)Ar|£2

Jd6
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and
%(oo) = lim i(t).
t—>00

By the result of [Art82], we have
|^)-jWI<C^-^
where

m-/. - E E

{M(u, ix)(p(x), M(v, iy)^(y)) exp(it{po, ux - vy))

J ^X^^n,^^)
CtvXd-T? _ .. ,../-<"»/.-

Arch/.

rLeA^^ - ^}

The first sum is over all parabolic subgroups Ti which are associate to %. The following
lemma implies that the integrand is in fact a C7°° -function and that j(t} has the asymptotic
behaviour we need.
LEMMA 2. - Let A be the space of collections of complex-valued Schwartz functions
^-R uv on a^ x a^ ^here % is a parabolic subgroup associate to % and s and t are
in ^( a-^,a^), with the following property: If {a^ux — vy) = 0 for a € A^ and if
Sa G ^(ci^, a^) is the generalised symmetry (in the sense q/[MW95], 1.1.7,1.1.8^ belonging
to a, then (pn^y(x,y) = ^^^J^)' Then for all elements of A the integrand

(in m = /

/
Ja-vxav
»————

E E

_ ... ,.^-o/.-_
^.,.6fe,a,)

y^u,,/-^ y) exp(^(po, ua; - vy))
——— da; di/.
na€A,<">^ - ^)

is a C^°-function and -we have
\j(t}-j^\<CNt-N^

-where j'(oo) = limt-^ooJWTo finish the proof of Proposition 2, it suffices to put
^n^v = {M{u,ix)(p(x),M{v,iy)(p(y))
in this lemma. It is a consequence of the functional equation Fun 3 in 5.2 and of the
unitarity of the operators M{w,iz) for z G a^ that this collection is in A D
Proof of Lemma 1. - As / is concentrated in the bounded part of the spectrum of the
Casimir operator, there exists a function y? with compact support such that / = <p{uj)f.
Since by Corollary 5.1.1 ^^(u) is a bounded operator in {L^^i)x for all integers I and
k ^ 0, it suffices to prove / € L^^i for all I. By duality, it suffices to prove that

CA^2
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is finite for all K-finite functions g which belong to L^^i for some integer I. But then ^{(^)g
is in S\og{GAg{R)°\G), such that we may as well assume that g € S^{GAG{R)°\G).
By Proposition 1, we know that ||A^[2y2 11 increases only polynomially. This implies that
(f,9)L, = 0 AS)L, + ^2k+lto - A2"*0)/, A2"1^
fc=0

is finite, where to is a sufficiently large number.
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 2. - The sum inside the integral defines a C^° -function because the
singularity of the summand containing ^uv along the hyperplane {a,ux - vy) = 0
is cancelled by the singularity of the summand containing y^s us v al011^ Ae same
hyperplane. In particular, if the Fourier transforms of the (p^ ^ ^ have compact support
(such that the ^uv are holomorphic by the Paley-Wiener-Schwartz-theorem), then the
integrand is again holomorphic. To estimate j(t} - .7(00), we first claim that
(18)

^lim/
^
^
^(^^exp(^,^-^)^
e
-+o^z^^^) ILeA,M^+^)-^/)

By Cauchy's integration formula, this is true if the Fourier transforms of the <p^uv ^ave
compact support. Since the space of functions with that property is easily seen to be dense
in A and since both (17) and (18) are continuous functionals on A, the same holds in
general. Let f>^uv ^e ^le Fourier transform of ^p^uv ^ls ls a Schwartz function on
^n x ^n- Then the summand in (18) belonging to (Ti^u^v) is proportional to
(19)

/

^n^u-^ + tu-1^ -v-^ - tv-1^) d^

^n^

where C^ ^ ^ is the set of all linear combinations

^= E*< ,a
a€A^

with

r > o if{^up^}<o
oi

\<0

if(a,up^) > 0 •

Since (p^ ^ ^ is a Schwartz function, the difference between (19) and its limit as t —^ oo
is a rapidly decreasing function of t.
The proof of Lemma 2 is complete.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 12. - It follows from Proposition 2 that the right hand sides of (1)
and of (2) map continuously into the corresponding left hand sides. By the second part of
Proposition 2 and the well-known spectral decomposition of L^ (2) is an isomorphism. To
derive the first assertion from this, note that S\og,b{GAg(R)°\G)^ is the bounded part (in
a sense similar to 5.1) of the dual of S-\og{GAg{R)°\G)^. A similar duality holds for
the right hand sides of (1) and (2). By the unitarity of the Fourier-Eisenstein transform,
this means that (1) follows from (2) by duality.
The proof of Theorem 12 is complete.
Q.E.D.
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5.4. Proof of Acyclicity
We fix a Cartan subalgebra () of ^ containing (a^. Thus, I) is a complex vector
space. Let u = (7Z,A,^) e ?7^) and 7Z = M^AnNn be the Langlands decomposition
for U compatible with the chosen Langlands decomposition for Po. Then there are
Harish-Chandra isomorphisms
^3(m^)^5(l)nm^)^^)
and

^: 3(m7z) -^ 5(f) n m^)^0^^

(c/. [Wal88], Theorem 3.2.3.). Under ^, ^ corresponds to a Weyl group orbit in 1) n m^.
We will fix a representative of this orbit and denote it by the same letter ^. For an ideal J
of finite codimension in 3(n^), let
^'(^)supp^ C D\ia^)
be the vector space of distributions supported in the intersection of ia^ with the finite
set of points
supp^ = [x e (a^)^ | such that {A G 3(m^) | ^(A)(a; + x) = 0} contains J.}
Let
^pp^a^) =

det

E

(a^) ^ 5 (^)•

.c6supp^^7'nza^

This space can be canonically identified with the cohomology with support in za^Dsupp^
of the affine scheme defined by (a^)^.. It is a module over the Abelian Lie algebra an if
^ G an acts on the first factor (the highest exterior power of (a^)^) by multiplication by
(x,^) and on the second factor (the symmetric algebra of (a^)^) by contraction.
We are now ready to formulate and prove the main theorem of this chapter.
THEOREM. 13
• We have

?in^iog(GA?W°\G) = {0} ifj > 0
and
rank({P})

(1) ,?inA(G^W°\G) ^ ©

©

{P}

k=0

coUm^(n) 0 D'^^j
U

{P}

rank({P})

"©0
{?}

colimlnd^y^)^^^^)^^.

fc==0

{^}

• W^ have

Si^S.^GA^RnG) -

©
rank({P})>j

colimlnd^y(^) ^ ^^ ^^ (a^)
U

{P}

u

^

The spectral sequence (4.4) degenerates, and furthermore its limit filtration splits
canonically.
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Proof. - By 10, we may substitute 5iog,b(GA?(J?)°\G) for S^{GAg(R)°\G) and
S-\o^b{GAG(R)°\G>) for S-\og{GAg(R)°\G>) in the assertion we want to prove. In
Theorem 7.2 we may put R = 5'(1) D m^) to compute 5'in^ because JR is free over 3(n^)
(c/ [Bou68], Ch. V, §5.2., Theoreme 1). Then the assertion about S^{GAQ{R)°\G)
reduces to the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. - Let x1^ = ( x ^ ^ . . . , x^) be the collection of the k-th powers of the coordinate
functions on R"^ acting by pointwise multiplication on D^R^), the space of distributions
on the subspace characterised by the vanishing of the last n—m coordinate functions. Then
colimH^C^x^D^R^)))
_ ( D^Q^R^)^ the space of distributions supported at 0 ifj = 0
~ t0
ifj > 0
where the inductive limit is taken in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.2
The assertion about ^in^5'_iog(G^4^(2?)°\G) boils down to a similar lemma which
we omit, and the spectral sequence degenerates because Theorem 12 provides a splitting
of S-\o^b{GAQ{R)°\G) into submodules for which i?in^ vanishes for all but one value
of j. The proof of the theorem is complete. D
Proof of Lemma 1. - The Koszul complex inside the inductive limit is the nuclear tensor
product of m copies of the comple x
DW ^ DW
and n—m copies of the comple x

c^c.
It is well known that the cohomology of the first complex is zero in degree one and
spanned by the first k derivatives in degree zero, and that it continuously splits away from
the complex. Consequently, the cohomology of the Koszul complex is

\f_y_

o^_

1

[\ Ox\ " ' 9x^ °

0^i,<k\\ ^A^C71-7"),

where the first factor is concentrated in degree zero. So is the Dirac distribution, and the
second factor is the exterior algebra. The transition homomorphism is the natural inclusion
on the first factor, the identity on the degree zero component of the second factor, and
zero on A^C71-"1).
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
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6. A filtration on spaces of automorphic forms
The aim of this section is to express the space of all automorphic forms on Q in terms of
the space of square integrable automorphic forms on Levi components of Q. This cannot be
done completely. However, it is possible to define a filtration on the space of all automorphic
forms on Q whose successive quotients can be expressed as induced representations from
the space of all square integrable automorphic forms on Levi components of G.
Let Wn be the same as in 5. For any weight function p, we put
00

(1)

^+iog((?A?W°\G) = (J S^GAg(R)°\G)
n=0
oo

S^GA^R)°\G) = n S^{GAGW°\G).
n=0

As usual, J is an ideal of finite codimension in 3(m^). For every standard parabolic
subgroup V and every / € i?inj-5^_^+iog(G^4^(2?)°\G), the constant term of / has the
following form:

(2)

f^(9}= E ^^•"^h^Hr.^g)
Ae(a^)^

for g e GAQ{R)°\G. Here
(3)

fr,x € S^)c) 0 5oo(Np^GR)°P\G).

To explain what the second factor in the tensor product is, we note that
(4)

NrAr{R)°P\G = LrAr{R)°\LrK

and define 5oo(NpAp(J?)°P\G) as the space of those K-finite functions g on (4) such that
g(lk) € S^LrArW°\Lr)
for all k G K. Elements of 5'((a^,)^) can be viewed as polynomials on a-p. Thus, for
every x e Op, fr,\{x) is a function in Soo(N'pAp(J?)°P\G), and fp^\{x)(g) is the value
of that function at g. This completes our explanation of the right hand side of (2). It is easy
to see that fp^\ can be different from zero only for finitely many values of A. If P C {P}
and / € Sp_^^\og{GAg(R)°\G)rP}, then fp^ has values in a space of cusp forms.
We will need the following geometrical lemma of Langlands
LEMMA 1. - For every standard parabolic subgroups P C Ti and every X € d^ there
is a unique subset P(A) C A^ such that

A= aeA^-P(A)
E a^- PCPW
E b^
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with da > 0 and b^ >: 0. Let
(5)

(A)+=

E

a

^?

a€A^-P(A)

( A ) - = - ^ 6^
/?6P(A)

77».y decomposition has the property
(6)

i^^^(A+) = (la^a^)^

/or standard parabolic subgroups P C Q C Ti and X G a^. Furthermore,
(7)

i9+ G A+ - +a^ ^ e A - +a^

Proof. - For a proof of the existence and uniqueness of the decomposition, we refer to
[BW80], Lemma IV.6.1L, p. 143 or [Wal88], 5.A.1 or to [Art], Lemma 6.3, which for
A in the positive Weyl chamber boils down to a decomposition (5) for elements of a^.
The equality (6) is a consequence of the well-known inclusion "^ C ^a^. Finally, (7) is
[BW80], Lemma IV.6.13 or [Wal88], 5.A.1.2.(4). D
__
The filtration can be defined on ^in^5p_^4-iog(G.4^(J?)°\G) with r e o^+, the closure
of the positive Weyl chamber. It depends on the choice of a certain function T. To explain
what T is, consider the expressions (2). There are only finitely many values of A for which
f-p^ may possibly be different from zero. Let Fj be the finite set of possible values for
^(A)^. We assume that T is a function from Fj to the set of integers such that
(8)

T(A) < T{^) if A ^ -ff and i9 € A - ~^0a.

Let
(9)

^in^.^GAKm^P}^
={/ G ^S,_^^{GAg{R)°\G)^P} | such that T(SR(A)^) >.i if ^,A^O}.

This is the filtration we announced at the beginning of this chapter. It is clear that this
filtration has finite length.
Let M^ rp, be the set of triples t = (K, A, \) with the following properties:
• % = ./M^AT^A/"^ is a standard parabolic subgroup containing an element of {P},
and rankTC = k.
• A: ^/Ag{R)°An —> C* is a continuous character. Let \t G (S^)^. be the differential
of the archimedean component of A. We assume ^(At) e a^, the closure of the positive
Weyl chamber in a^. By M^ rp. we will denote the subset of those elements of
M^ rp. for which
SR(^) e T-^ajf.
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Also, M^p. (resp. M^p. ^ ) is the set of those elements of M^ rp, (resp. M^ rp. ^)
for which 7(3^) = %.' '
'
' 'T
• The last entry is a character ^: 3(m) —» C* of the center of the universal enveloping
algebra of m. If
A(a) = A(a)e- <At ' H ^
then

(10)

uf=(n^x)

is an element of U^P}. We assume that \t G supp^j".
For ^ e M^ rp. let J9f be the symmetric algebra S((a^)^) on which ^ G a^ acts by
multiplication (in the symmetric algebra) by
pr^_^(0+(^^+At).
Df can be identified with the space of holomorphic functionals with support in Af, i.e.,
with the set of linear applications
{holomorphic functions in a neighbourhood of \t} —> C
which can be expressed as a finite sum of iterated derivatives at Xf Thus, for 8 € Dt and
a holomorphic function /, 8(f) is a complex number. We put
(11)

M{t)=W{ut}^Dt
= lnd^V{ut) 0 Dt

These are isomorphic (fl, K^ G^)-modules, where the (5, K^ G^-)-structure on W{uf} 0 Dt
is defined analogously to (5.2.2).
Now we want to turn M^- rpi into a groupoid and M{t) into a functor from that groupoid
into the category of (5,A^G^)-modules. Of course, objects of M^ rpi are elements t
of M^- fpy A morphism from t = (7?., A, \) to t = (%, A, \) is an element of the Weyl
set 0(a^, a^) which maps ^ to ^ and A to A. Let M.^ rpi r^'^^fpY an^ -^^P} r
be the full subcategories of M^ rpi defined by the corresponding subsets of M^ rpy
Then M(.) becomes a functor in the same way as in (5.2.6). Thus, if -^ € Dt is given
by a multi-index a, then

(")

•"•(^-EQG^w)
\

/

^_j_^^o, \ / ~ /

\

/ A=A(

.^,
v

/

This is justified by the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. - Ifw G Homj^k
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Proof. - If both At and A^~ are viewed as elements of {^o)c^ ^en s^ an^ ^i both
belong to aj", and w is the restriction to a^ of an element w of 0(do, Oo) with wAi == A^-.
By the theory of root systems, this implies SKAf = SRA^ in do. More precisely, there exists a
parabolic subgroup P D 7^|j% such that SRAf = SRA^- G a? and w identically acts on Op.
Then M{w^x + Af) = M{x) by Fun 3. Since it is known that M(w,rr) is holomorphic
at ?R{x) = 0, this completes the proof. D
If the Eisenstein series E{(f), A) belonging to (f) e W^(ut) is regular at A = Ai, we can
define an homomorphism of (Q^K^Gf) -modules
M{t) = W(ut) 0 Dt -^ S^GAQW°\G)^

(f)^)6 -> §E{(I),\).
However, in general the Eisenstein series E{(f>, A) will have singularities at Ai. In this case,
we will have to evaluate a mean value. Let
Oi: (ai, A - At) = 0

0 < i < it, be the singular hyperplanes of £(^,A) passing through Af. The space G
of germs at Ai of meromorphic functions which have singularities only among these
hyperplanes can be given a nuclear locally convex topology such that it contains the space
Go of germs of holomorphic functions as a closed subspace. Let MW be the following
linear functional on G extending the functional / —^ /(At) on Go. Let ^ e a^ be a vector
with (ai^) ^ 0. If / G G, we have a Laurent series
/ ( A , + T Q = ^ f^
fc>-00

and put MW/ = /o- Fo1' any complete locally convex vector space B, MW defines a
continuous operator 2?(g)G —> B on the space of germs of meromorphic functions with
values in B and singularities only along the ai. This operator will also be denoted by
MW. It commutes with continuous homomorphisms of complete locally convex spaces,
in particular with evaluating the constant term of functions in Sp_^^\og(GAg(R)°\G>). Of
course there is an ambiguity in the definition of MW, but we will see in the next theorem
that this does not matter for the goals of this section.
Now we consider the map
(13)

M{t) = W(ut) 0 Dt -^ S^GAgW°\G)^
(t)^8^M\V6E{(t),\).

Unless the Eisenstein series is regular at Ai, this is not a homomorphism of (fl,AT,Gj)modules. However, we will see that it becomes a homomorphism of ( Q, K,G>f) -modules
if a certain quotient of the filtration (9) is taken as its target. This allows us to express
all the quotients of (9) as induced representations from unitary representations of the Levi
components of parabolic subgroups of G.
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THEOREM 14. - Ifr G a^, then for every i > 0, (13) induces an isomorphism
rank{P}

(14)

^E)
.^
fc==0

colim M(t) ^
*.,fc,T,i
A^'^
^.{P},^

^ ?in^V^(GA?W°\G)^ / ^^^^^^(G^W^G)^4-1

of(g,K,Gf)-modules. This isomorphism is independent of the choice o/MW.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of the theorem. It is the number
field version of a result of J.-L. Waldspurger [MW95], Appendice II in the function field
case.

COROLLARY 1. - Any automorphic form, i.e., any element of'S\YtjSoo{GAQ(R)°\G), can
be written as a sum of principal values of derivatives of cuspidal and residual Eisenstein
series. Since the residual Eisenstein series are residues of cuspidal Eisenstein series, this
also means that any automorphic form can be -written as a sum of Laurent coefficients of
cuspidal Eisenstein series.
Proof. - To prove the theorem, we will proceed in several steps.
STEP 1. - We want to verify that the image (13) is contained in Sp_^^\og{GAg{R)°\G)
if t e M^ rp. ^. To do this, we first mention that [Lan76], Lemma 5.1 can be reformulated
as one half of the following theorem.
THEOREM 15. - Let f € S^jS^(GAg(R)°\G)^ and r G o^, then the following
assertions are equivalent:
(1) Whenever f-p^does not identically vanish in (2), for V E {P}, then we have
^(A) € T — +a^, where we use the embedding a-p C do.
(2) The same assertion, but for all standard parabolic subgroups P.
(3) / G V,+iog(C;A?W°\G).
We will defer the (less difficult) proof of the other half until we have finished the proof
of Theorem 14. It should be mentioned that this half of the proof of Theorem 15 is the
only place in this chapter where the condition r e a^+ comes in.
By Theorem 15 and Fun 4, the image of (13) is contained in Sp_^^{GAg{R)°\G) if
we can show that ci^Af) G r - +a^ for all standard parabolic subgroups P G {P} and
all uj € fl{ut,P). To do this, note that
(15)

y = SRAf - ^\t = ^ - ^\t - uj0 € ^

because JftAf - ^SKAt e ^a0 by the theory of root systems since SRA^ € aj- and
o;0 e -^ by Fun 6. We have KAi € r - +a^ by the definition of M^ rp, ^ hence
uj^Xt = ^\t - y e T - ^af.
STEP 2. - Our next aim is to show that the image of (13) is even contained in the
filtration step S^+^GA^J?)0^)7^. By Fun 4, this is equivalent to ^((a; S RAt)+) > i
for all standard parabolic subgroups P 6 {P} and all uj 6 ^(^,P). Because of
StXt - ^Xt = y e ^ and (7), we have (KA^ - (^At)+ (E ^ and hence by (8)
(16)

T((^A,)+) > T((KA,)+) = T(»AO = z
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as required. The last equality T^SKAf) = i holds by the definition of M^p. ^..
STEP 3. - Our next aim is to show that the image of (13) in
^S,_^{GAG(R)°\Gf^ I S^S^^GA^RnGf^1

is independent of the choice of MW. To do this, let Q* D ^ be the largest parabolic
subgroup such that SKA^ € Og,. We claim that for every standard parabolic subgroup
P € {P}, for every (f> G W{u}, \ near Ai, and every differential operator D\ with constant
coefficients in A we have
(D^E^\)-E^^\))^(g) ifQt^P
\ DxW, A))^ {g)
otherwise
=D,

^

e^^^^^p,^)^^^))^)

T(^(A)+)>z

with
h^ew^x e 5((a^) 0 S^{NrArW°P\G).

Of course /^p,^(A),0,A meromorphically depends on A and 0(A) is an affine function
of A. To verify (17), let us consider the contribution of u G ^(z^P) to the constant
terms of £'(0,A) and E^^A). If uj identically acts on a^, then N(uj,\} gives the
same contribution to the constant terms of 25(<^A) and 2^(<^A). Otherwise, let v be
any vector in the interior of a^. Then (^(At) - ^{\t),v) > 0 because ^(At) e a^.
Since -c<;0 G "^a^, this implies (?/,'y) > 0, where ^/ is the same as in (15). This implies
(^(Af))^ / 5R(At). Indeed, if we assume (^(Af))^. = ^(At) we get the contradiction
{^{\t)^} = W\t)^)
= Wi) - y^

<( s ft(At)^).

In the first line, we have used the fact that 5R(At) G a^, which together with our
assumption (^(AQ)^ = K(Ai) implies P{^\t) = Ao - A?* and v ± ( s ft(^At))_. The
contradiction we have obtained proves (cc^Ai))^ ^ ^(At).
Therefore and by (8), the inequality in (16) becomes strict, hence T(a; S R(At)+) > %. This
remains true if Af is replaced by some A which is near \t. Consequently, the contribution
of N(<jj, A) to the constant term of E{(f), A) fits into the right hand side of (17).
Remark 1. - Let us point our for future reference in another paper that we have shown
the following fact: Let u = (U,K,\) € L^pp A € a^, and uj € ^l{u, a?) such that
(2;(A) ^ A, then (o;A)+ -^ A and (o;A)+ C A - ^Oa.
Let MW be another choice for MW. Then since
^(^AO=e< A t ^^^(^0)
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and since E^ is holomorphic near 0, applying MW - MW to (17) gives
((MW-MW)^(^^,A)))^(^)
= (MW-MW)^D,

^

e^^-^)>^^^^(^^))^).

T(0(A)+)>i

It is clear that the left hand side is of the form (2) such that the sum is only over
^(^(A)^) > i. This concludes the third step.
STEP 4. - Since E^ (<^ A) is holomorphic near Af and since
^(M(w,A)^wA)=^(^A),

it is clear from (17) that (13) defines a homomorphism of vector spaces (14). By a similar
argument, this homomorphism is also a morphism of (s,^,Gj)-modules.
STEP 5. - It remains to verify that the homomorphism (14) is an isomorphism. We first
express the left hand side of (14) in terms of (g, K, Gy)-modules which are induced from
the modules which occur on the right hand side of (5.4.1).
Recall that for every t G M^ ^ ^ Qt is the largest standard parabolic subgroup such
that ^(At) e (XQ,. Since (Ai), viewed as an element of a,,, is the same for any two
elements of M^ ^ ^ which can be connected by a morphism in M^ rp. ^ it follows that
Qt = Qt if there exists a morphism from t to tin M^ ^ ^. Consequently, M^p. ^ is
the disjoint union of its full subcategories -M^p^r^ consisting of those objects t for
which Qt = Q and i is the projection of \t to (a|^. Here Q varies over all standard
parabolic subgroups of rank < k, and i G a^~ + ia°
Let Q = MQAQ^Q be a standard parabolic subgroup of Q. If {^P} is a class of
associate parabolic subgroups of CQ and if {P} is a class of associate parabolic subgroups
of Q, we will say that {^P} extends to {P} and write {^P} | {P} if for every parabolic
subgroup ^P e {^P} of CQ the parabolic subgroup ^A/Q belongs to {P}. Let L^
and Z^p} be defined in the same way as U1?. and U\p^ but with Q replaced by C. Let
u = (7Z,A^) e U^ and ^ = (^Z^A,^) e ^ankQ. We say that ^ extends to
u and write ^ | u, if and only if 7Z = NQ^R, A = ^A, and ^ = ^. These conditions
characterise ^u uniquely if u and {P} are given. We have
(18)

V{u)=

© V^u\
{^P}|{P}
i/•n|u
» i

where V(^u) is defined in the same way as V(u), but with Q replaced by £.
Let
(19)
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where a G OQ acts by contraction on the first factor and by multiplication by e^'0^ on the
second factor. If t e M^ rp, ^ ^ ^ and if Af is the projection of \t to (a^)^, then
Dt^D^D^ia^)^
and hence we have for the summand of the source of (14) a decomposition
(20)

Dt 0 W{ut} ^ Ind|D, 0

^

Indg^a^ 0 V(^),

{^P}|{P}
^lu

where we have used (18).
Let A^ be the set of those I e a^ for which there exists a fc such that M^'^ . ^ ^
is not empty. For such i, let Ji C 3 (iris) be the ideal
(21)

J, = {A e 3(m^) | ^(A)(/.) = 0
for all p, € b Ft m^. such that ^(B)(/^ + ^) = 0 for all B G J^},

where i) is a Cartan subalgebra of Q^ containing (tto)^ and ^ and ^Q are the HarishChandra isomorphisms for mg and m^ (c/: [Wal88], Theorem 3.2.3.). Summing up (20)
over all t, we get the following isomorphism for the left hand side of (14):
rank{P}
Q)
coUm Dt^W(ut)^
k=0 ^^{'P},.

(22)

rank{1/'P}
'©

©

©

Q ^A^W^P}

©

1=0

x Ind^D, 0 ^im Ind^iy^Jsupp^ 0 V^u).
^^^P}

By (5.4.1), the right hand side of (22) is isomorphic to a sum of representations induced
from automorphic forms of logarithmic growth on £:
rank{^P}

(23) © 0
Q

©

^€A^ W\{P}

© Ind^^colim Ind^D^Jsupp^ 0 V(^)
1=0

"e {^}

^ © © Ind^® © 5in^5iog(£^eW°\Le)^^.
e <eA^
{'''•P}|{P}
STEP 6. - Now we want to construct an injective homomorphism A from the target
of (14) to the target of (23)
(24)

?in^^_^log(G^WO\G)^/1?in^5,_^log(G'^(^^)o\G)^l
^ © © I n d ^ D , ® © ^in^g(Le^CR)°\L)^.
Q <€A^
W\{P}
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To do this, consider (2) with V = Q. It is clear that the right hand side of (3) can be given
a structure of (fl,jRT,G^) -module such that the association
(25)

^S,_^{GAgW°\G) -^ ^((^)c) ^ S^NQAQW°Q\G)
f - fQ^

defines a morphism of (g, K, G^)-modules. The target of (25) is then isomorphic to
Ind^0 S^{LQAQ{R)°\L).
We claim that for / e 5 r in^^_,+log(G^(/^) o \G)^^, i e a|+ and T{€) = % we actually
have
(26)

/Q,^Ind|P,0^in^5iog(£gAQW°\L).

If P € {P} is a standard parabolic subgroup contained in Q and ^P = CQ D P, then for
re € OQ the constant term of fo^{x) along A/^ is given similarly as in (2) by polynomials
(/^^(^))^p^ on a? with values in the space of cusp forms on PNpAp{P)^~\G. It is
clear that JQ^ belongs to
IndiZ?, 0 S^S^(LQAQ{P^\L).
By Theorem 15, applied with r = 0 (or by [Lan76], Lemma 5.1), (26) is equivalent to
(/Q,^))^ = 0 unless W e -^.
To prove this inequality, note that

(27)

(/Q,^))^Q/)Q7) = /7z,w(^ + y){g)^

hence
(28)

(/Q^(^))^^ = 0 unless TW + ^)+) >. z-

We want to verify that
(29)

(SR^+^-^e^

for 0 e a^. In fact, if a e A3, then
<a,(^+^)>0=(a,^),

otherwise
(^ (^ + 0)+) > (^ ^ + 0) = (^, ^).

Since the set of the non-negative linear combinations of the a and Cja occurring in the last
two inequalities contains a^+, (29) holds. Now if ^ ^ -"^a^, then we have
(SR^+^))+^^.
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Then
r((SR(^+^))+)<T(^)=%

by (8) and (29) applied with 6 = 3^9. By (28), this implies that f^w vanishes
unless i9 E -aj". This proves (26). By Theorem 15, f^ = 0 unless Sft^) e r - ~^.
Consequently, the collection /Q^ for SR^) 6 d^ and T(JRl) = i defines a homomorphism
of (fl,A r ,G^)-modules
(30)

^in^_,+iog(GA?W°\G)^
-©
©
IndlP,0 0) ^n^5iog(£^^W°\L)^^.
Q ^Wea^
WI{P}
T(^)=z
sR(^er-+af

It is easy to see that the summand belonging to i and Q vanishes unless
t G A^. Consequently, the targets of (30) and (24) agree. Now if / G
T?in^5p_,+iog(GA7W°\G)^1, then (27) proves that (/Q,^(^))^^ vanishes unless
T(^ + ^9))+ > % + 1. For T(^) = z, this is never the case because of (29) and (8), and
the image of / by (30) is zero. It follows that (30) factorises over a unique morphism (24).
It is clear from (9) that (24) is injective.
STEP 7. - Let r be the homomorphism (14) constructed in the first four steps. We have
to show that this is an isomorphism. Let A and B be the isomorphisms (22) and (23), and
let A be the monomorphism (24). If follows from (17) that AF = BA. Since BA is an
isomorphism and A is a monomorphism, F is an isomorphism. The proof of Theorem 14
is complete. D
Proof of Theorem 15. - As we already mentioned, the implication 1 => 3 is a consequence
of [Lan76], Lemma 5.1. The implication 2 => 1 is trivial. It remains to prove 3 => 2.
Let / e 'S^jSp_^-^\og{GAg{R)°\G).py Let 71 be a standard parabolic subgroup, and
let TT^ be the projection of r to a^. We first want to verify that
(31)

/TZ,A = 0 unless ^(A) G rn - ^.

In fact, it is easy to see that

/

w^{g){p-r{g) I fATn{g) I) 2 dg < oo

JRAg{R)°\6

for some n. It is easy to see from (2) that the integral is infinite if (31) is violated.
Now we prove that because of r G a^, for all ^ € a^, the inequality
(32)

^ e TTZ - +a^

implies the stronger inequality
(33)

^ CT-^.

This means that (31) implies 2 and hence finishes the proof.
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If (32) is satisfied, then
(C^,T-^) > 0

for all a € Ao - A^. For a e A^-, we have
<a,T-^)=<a,T)>0.

Because every element of a^ is a non-negative linear combination of the Ua for a G A^
and of the elements of A^, the inequality (33) follows.
The proof of Theorem 15 is complete.
Q.E.D.
For every class {P} of associate parabolic subgroups, there is a filtration
(34)

^S,_^{GA^Rr\Gf^

consisting of all functions / for which fp^\ vanishes unless | A+ | is less than or equal
to its %-th possible value. Let us assume that r G a^+ D "^a^. If M^p. ^_ denotes the
union of A^^rp. ^_^ over all e in the interior of the positive Weyl chamber, then we
have an isomorphism
rank({P})

(35)

Q)

^olim

k=0

^^'P},.-

M{t)

- ^S,_^{GAGW°\Gf^ I ?in^V,_iog(GA?W°\G)^1

which is constructed in a similar way as Theorem 14. The condition r G ^a0 is needed
in this case because otherwise Theorem 15 will fail. Otherwise, the prove is the same as
above for ^_,+iog(C?A?W°\G).
Remark 2. - These are some remarks about why the filtration on the space of automorphic
forms is defined in precisely the preceding way. The problem is to define a suitable filtration
on the space of automorphic forms, such that the quotients are given by Eisenstein series.
Although the filtration really has to be defined in terms of conditions on the constant
term of the automorphic forms, since I think it is a non-trivial fact that all automorphic
forms are sums of derivatives of Eisenstein series, a convenient way to think about
the filtration is to define for each Eisenstein series E{(f),\) (with A in the closure of
the positive Weyl chamber) the fc(^), A) such that it contributes to the fc-th grading
Gr^in^Soo^gW^G) of a descending filtration F^in^5oo(GA?W°\G) of the
space S'in^So^G^g^)0^) of automorphic forms annihilated by a power of J'. The
filtration on the space of automorphic forms orders these Eisenstein series in the same
way as the composition factors of an induced representation in the proof of the Langlands
classification (cf. for instance [Wal88], Corollary 5.5.3 or other expositions of the various
cases of the Langlands classification theorem).
The first idea is to put fc(<^ A) equal to the rank of the Levi component on which (/) lives.
Thus Gr° is spanned by main values of Eisenstein series starting from Po, . . . , Qi.™1^^)-!
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is spanned by maximally residual Eisenstein series starting from maximal parabolic
subgroups, F^M^o) ^ ^he space of square integrable maximally residual automorphic
forms, and .p-^C^+i ^ Q. Unfortunately, this definition seems to fail in certain cases.
It works for rank one groups, and also in some of the rank two cases. It also seems to
work for GLn because of the result of Moeglin and Waldspurger. One gets problems with
this approach in the rank two case if there are Eisenstein series from a maximal parabolic
subgroup whose residue at a point in the positive Weyl chamber is not square integrable.
This never happens for cuspidal Eisenstein series, and for residual Eisenstein series the
only example of this kind which I know, and which I will explain in more detail below,
is the example of G^ described in the appendix in Langlands' book.
Example 1. - A useful special case of the class of filtrations considered in this section is
obtained as follows: Put R^ > R^... > RN >. 0 equal to the possible absolute values of
(ERA)-!- such that fp^\ may be non-zero for a function / which is annihilated by a power
of J . Let £'((^,A) contribute to Gr\ where i is such that the absolute value of 5RA is
equal to Ri. This is achieved by the filtration in the special case of (9) where one puts
T(A) to be equal to the i with | A |= Ri.
One problem is that the filtrations on automorphic forms on Levi components of Q
defined in this way do not patch together nicely. Thus, for the application in 7 one needs
the general class of filtrations considered in (9).
Example 2. - Here we describe the example of a one-parameter residual Eisenstein series
whose residue at a point of the positive half-axis is not square integrable. As was explained
above, the existence of such residues was one motivation for our choice of the definition
of the filtration on the space of automorphic forms in this section. The example is based
on Langlands' calculation for the Chevalley group G^ in [Lan76], Appendix III. We will
adopt the notations of this appendix. For instance / ? i , . . . , f3e are the positive roots of G?2
numbered in the same way as in [Lan76], Appendix III. The roots /?i and fte are simple.
Let P be the parabolic subgroup such that A^ = {{So}, and let 1 be the constant function
on P\G. We will consider the residual Eisenstein series £'^(1, A), where the parameter A
lives in the one-dimensional vector space dp. Obviously,/^ — |/?6 ^ ^ p ' Our claim is that
(36)

Res

i

^(1,A)

A = /?4 - ^6

is not square integrable.
Proof. - Let E^ (1,A) be the cuspidal Eisenstein series. It has a singular hyperplane
(TG, and we have
(37)

E^ A) = cRes^E^ fl, A + ^e).
\
" /

We will use this formula and the formula for the constant term of the Eisenstein system
on the right hand side of (37) to examine the summand belonging to the exponential
^</36+po,^(<?)> ^ ^g expansion of the constant term of the residue (36). The relevant
residues occurring in the expansion of the constant term of (37) are parametrised by
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elements of the sets ^(ae,^) which are listed in the lowest row of table (5) in [Lan76],
Appendix III. The only element of n(<76,c^) which maps /?4 to /?6 is the element cr^)
in the lower left comer of table (5) in [Lan76], Appendix III. By the corresponding entry
in table (7) in [Lan76], Appendix III, we have
Res„M(^,A)=c^ + 4 2 ,

(38)

SV^ '

2)

with c ^ 0, where the parameter z is given by

,-— 1^ ,^1)
i i^ ^\
z

L

2

(/?i,/3i)

and ^ has the same meaning as in [Lan76], Appendix III. Since /?i and /?4 are orthogonal,
the value A == /?4 on the left hand side of (38) corresponds to the value z = j on the
right hand side. Obviously, the right hand side of (38) has a residue at this value of z.
It follows that there is a summand e^64^0'^^ in the expansion of the constant term
of (38), proving our claim. D
Note that this example is no contradiction to the square integrability result in [Lan76],
Lemma 7.5, because the final rank zero Eisenstein system supported at /?4 will contain one
more summand besides (36), and this summand will cancel the non-square integrable part
of the constant term of (36). In the calculations in [Lan76], Appendix III, this cancellation
reveals itself as the cancellation of the term

——^/W-AO,
^2)
on line 4 of page 301 of [Lan76], Appendix III by the similar summand on line -4 of
page 303.
It should also be mentioned that in this example the ideal J C 3(s) is defined by /?4,
which is in the boundary of the positive Weyl chamber and cannot be the infinitesimal
character of a finite-dimensional representation. There is the possibility that the definition
of the filtration can be simplified in all examples which are relevant to the computation
of the cohomology of automorphic local systems.
It is also useful to note that we have proved more than we claimed. By an associate
set of characters \ for {P}, we understand a collection of finite sets of characters \p
of Z(mp) for each P e {P}, such that
• If g G G, P, Q e {P} and Int(^)£p = CQ, then Ad{gYxQ = XT'
• If V, Q, G {P}, x ^ Xr and \ E XQ. then there exists g G G with Int(^)£g = Cp
and Ad(gY)c = X'
Let ^_,±iog(GA?W°\G)^^ be the set of all / G S,_^^GAgW°\G)^ which
satisfy the additional assumption that for every P € {P} and every g G G, the function
on Mp m —» f^ {mg) is annihilated by some power of the ideal
Zp,^ = {D e 2{mp) | x{D) = 0 for x e X?}.
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Similarly, if t € M^rp. ^ let W{ut}^ be the set of all / e W(ut) such that for g e G
and P G {P}, the function on M-p f^-p^g) is killed by some power of 2p,^, and let
M{t\ = W(ut)^ 0 Dt (cf. (11)). Let J C Z{^} be an ideal of finite codimension. If
V G {P} and if t) is a Cartan subalgebra of l-p, then there is a finite union Z of Weyl
group orbits on t) such that the radical of J consists of all elements of Z(fl) whose
image under the Harish-Chandra isomorphism vanishes on Z. Let Cp^j be the set of all
characters of Z(m-p) which can be defined by evaluation of the Harish-Chandra symbol
at an element of Z. It is easy to see that this set of infinitesimal characters is independent
of the choice of a Cartan subalgebra and that there exists a finite set Xj^p^ of associate
sets of characters on {P} such that Cp^j = U^e^ i p ^ ^v'
PROPOSITION 1.
• We have M(t} = ^^^M(t^for t G M^,.
• We have
5in^V,+iog(GA?W°\G)^ = e^^,,p^^V.+iog(G^W°\G)^^^.
• If in addition the assumptions of Theorem 14, then
?in^V,+log(C?^W O \G)^=e^^,,p^ in ^V.+log(G^W O \G
Moreover, the assertion of Theorem 14, remains true "with Sp_^^.\og(GAQ{R)°\G)rp.
replaced by Sp_^^{GAg{R)°\G)^^ and M(t} and W(ut) replaced by M(t}^
and W{ut)-^.
Proof. - Both the first and the second point follow from [MW95], Proposition III.2.1
and Theorem 15. The first point also follows from Langlands' result about Eisenstein
systems, which implies that every square integrable automorphic form is a sum of iterated
residues of cuspidal Eisenstein series, which we may assume to start from cusp forms
which have an infinitesimal character.
The third point follows from the first point, the proof of Theorem 14 and from the fact
that if t e M^'^ ^ and P € {P}, then the term of an Eisenstein series starting from an
element of W(ut)-^ is a meromorphic function with values in the space of function which
are annihilated by some power of I-p,^. In the case where T satisfies the assumption of
Theorem 14, this argument can also be used to derive the second point from the first. D
It is possible to refine the above decomposition even further, cf. [MW], Proposition III.2.1
or [FS91].
7. ^in-acyclicity of ^_,+iog(GA?W°\G)
As usual, we assume that J is an ideal of finite codimension in 3(n^). Our aim is
to prove that Sp_^^\og{GAG{R)°\G) is ^in-acyclic if r is in the closure of the positive
Weyl chamber. In the inductive limit T —^ oo in the positive Weyl chamber, this implies a
conjecture of Borel about the cohomology of arithmetic subgroups (cf. Theorem 18). We
will also prove the ^in-acyclicity of Sp_^-\og{GAg{R)°\G) when r is in the intersection
of closure of the positive Weyl chamber and the interior of the positive cone.
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The main theorem of this section is:
THEOREM 16. - Ifr C o^", then T?in^5^+iog(a4c?(^)°\G) vanishes for i > 0. If in
addition r G ^G, then the same is true for /S^^JSp_^-^{GAg(R)o\G).
The proof will proceed by induction on the rank of Q. In the cocompact case we have
Sp{GAg{R)°\G) = S^(GAg{R)°\G) for all weight functions and the result follows from
Theorem 13. Let us assume that the theorem is true for the Levi components of proper
parabolic subgroups of Q. We will first construct a resolution of
Sp_^{GAG{RY\Q)IS^GAG{RY\G)
by (3, K^ G^)-modules which are induced from weighted Ls-spaces on Levi components of
Q. The induction assumption can then be used to show that all members of the resolution
are ^in-acyclic. Consequently, applying S^j to the resolution we get a complex of
automorphic forms whose cohomology is isomorphic to
^(^_^log(G^W O \G)/5log(C?^W O \G)),
which for i > 0 is isomorphic to
^Sp_^(GA^R)°\G)
by the Theorem 13. Then we use the result of section 6 to show that the complex of
automorphic forms is acyclic in positive dimensions.
We will give the details of the proof only for Sp_^^(GAg(R)°\G) since the other
case is similar.
7.1. A resolution for Sp(GAg(R)°\G)
Here we consider arbitrary weight functions p satisfying (2.1.3). Recall that for given
real constants T > D the set G(P, D, T) consists of all elements of the Siegel-like domain
G{D) such that {a,Ho{g)} > T for all roots a G A<, - A^, cf. (2.1.3). Let us denote by
Sc{GAg(R)°\G) the space of all / e Sp{GAQ{R)°\G) with the following property: For
every standard parabolic subgroup P and every D there exists a constant T such that f^
vanishes on G{P,D,T). By Theorem 5, Sc{GAg{R)°\G) is independent of the choice
of p. Our aim is to find a resolution of
Sp{GAQW°\G)/Sc{GA^Rr\G)

by (fl,J^,Gy)-modules which are induced from parabolic subgroups of Q.
Let (? be the partially ordered (by the opposite of inclusion) set of standard parabolic
subgroups of Q, excluding Q itself. For every P G ^P, let
(1)

S,[P] = c^™^(PNp^W°\P6(P,P,r)),

where Sp{X) for a K-invariant subset X of PN'pAg(R)°\G denotes the space of all
K-finite C°° -functions on X with
/ {p{9)\{Af){g)\)2 dg
Jx
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for all A G U(g). In (1), D is assumed to be so small that GG{D) = G>. If this assumption
is satisfied, the inductive limit is independent of D.
It is clear that Sp['] is a functor from (? to {Q,K,Gf) -modules if the transition
homomorphism from P to Q is given by the constant term along A/Q. For every
/ G Sp{GAg(R)°\G) and every P e (?, we have /^-p € S^[P], defining a homomorphism
of (0,Ar,Gj)-modules
(2)

5,(C?A?W°\G) / ^(GA?W°\G) ^ lim^H.

Our aim is to prove
THEOREM 17. - 77^ ma/? (2) is an isomorphism, and we have
(3)

limy5,[.]=0

/or i > 0.

We first define a sufficiently large class of acyclic functors from (? to the category
of vector spaces. Then we show that the functor S p [ ' } has a filtration whose successive
quotients belong to that class.
If Ti C Q are standard parabolic subgroups, let y^['} be the functor from (? to complex
vector spaces defined by
C if 7Z C P C Q
^[P]
ni J = {
10 otherwise.

(4)

where the transition homomorphism is the identity if both its source and its target are
different from zero. We have
PROPOSITION 1. - IfTi C Q, then
^i ^ n - ^ ifi=()andQ=G
^^^-[o ifi>QorQcG.
I f U = Q , then
1^ r^\\-[c ^ = ^ n k ( < 2 ) - l
h m ^ H - ^ ^,ank(<2)-l.
Proof. - Let us chose a total ordering of Ao, and let us order predecessors Q of P in ^
according to the order of the unique element of A 3 - A^. We denote the %-th predecessor
of P by Pi. For a functor ^'[•] from (? to complex vector spaces, let

c^OM-

©

W

rank(P)=i+l

be the complex with differential

^L ^ . = fE(-1)^^ D W^))
v

^"nkCe)^}

\,^
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Then it is easy to see that the assertions of the proposition are true if limm ^[-j can be
computed as the %-th cohomology of C*(^^}. In particular, if T denotes the class of all
functors T from (? to vector spaces for which C*^^) is acyclic in positive dimension,
then T contains all functors J^. It is easy to see that every functor from (? to vector spaces
can be embedded into a sum of copies of .F^, consequently T satisfies the assumptions of
a well known lemma from Grothendieck's T6hoku paper [Gro57], Lemme 3.3.1 and hence
Imiy.FI-] can be computed using C*^^). D
Let S^[P] (resp. S^GAg{R)°\G)) be the set of all / G Sp[P] (resp. / e
Sp(GAQ{R)°\G)) such that the image of / in Sp[Q] vanishes for all standard parabolic
subgroups Q with rank(Q) > rank(Po) — i.
PROPOSITION 2. - The natural mappings
(5)

WlS^[Q}^

Q)

S^P]

VCQ
rank(-P)=rank(Po)-t

(6)

^(G^m^/^a^mG)^

©

S^P}.

rank('P)=rank('Po)—%

are isomorphisms.

Proof. - The injectivity of (5) and (6) is obvious, and the surjectivity of (6) implies the
surjectivity of (5). To prove the surjectivity of (6), let J € 5oo (PNpA? (R)°\P6 (P, D, T))
be a representative of f G 5p[P], and let yp be the same as in (3.5), where v is sufficiently
small such that supp (p C P6(P,D,T + 1). Let

h{g)= ^ (^7)(^),
76P\G

where (p-pf has been extended by zero from
PNpAg{R)°\P6{P,D,T)
to

PNrAg{R)°\G.
Then step 3 of the proof of Theorem 6 proves that for sufficiently small v, the image of
h in Sp[R] is / if Ti = P and vanishes if U is of rank rankCPo) - i and different from
P. This proves the surjectivity of (6) and completes the proof. D
Proof of Theorem 17. - By Proposition 2, we have

(W^N-

©

^[•]®W

rank(<2)==rankCPo)—t

By Proposition 1, this implies
limy (^/^+1) [•]=()
for j > 0 and
lim.p^/^1)^

©

S^Q}

rank(Q)=rankCPo)-%

^ (S^ / SW)(GAg(Rr\G)
in view of (6).
The proof of Theorem 17 is complete.
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7.2. ^in-acyclicity of 5p_.+iog[^]
For a standard parabolic subgroup P and i G (a^,)^, let ^ and Z^ be defined by (6.21)
and (6.19). Let
(1)

T,=pr^_^(r-

^

{^rp-W)a).

aCAo-A^

If r e a^4- and W G r - +a^, then r^ e a^+. There is an obvious homomorphism
(2)

0)

Ind^ 0 ^n^V^iog(£^W°\L,>) -> ?in^_,+iog[P]

3?(^)€T-+a^
J-^C3(mp)

which sends (/^) to
(3)

^(^) =

^

e^^^^/,(ffp(^)(^),

»(^)er-+ag
^C3(m-p)

where ft is viewed as a polynomial on a? with values in functions on
PAr(R)°^r\G.
In order to make (3) an homomorphism of (g, K, G^)-modules, the first tensor factor in (2)
has to be twisted by pp similar to the twist used for D\ia)c before we formulated (5.2.3).
There is a similar map
(4)

([)

Ind^De 0 ,?in^5^-iog(^^W°\Lp) ^ ?in^^_,_iog[P]

9?(€)(=r-+a^
^C3(mp)

Now we use the induction assumption to prove the following fact.
PROPOSITION 1.
• Ifr € d^"1", ?/i^n the homomorphisms (2) ^nJ (4) are isomorphisms.
• Under the same assumption to r, 5'inj-5p_^+iog[P] vanishes for i > 0.
• 77^ ^m^ ^ true for S'in^S^-iogtP] provided that r also belongs to ^a^.
Proof. STEP 1. - It is clear that every function / in 'S^jSp[P} has an expansion of
type (3) with
(/,) G

®

Ind^, 0 5in^(L^W°\Lp).

^C3(m-p)

Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 15, we see that the sum is actually
over the same range as in (2) and that jn is square integrable with weight p_^ + log.
This proves the first assertion.
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STEP 2. - To prove the acyclicity, we first note that
V,+iog(PNp^(J?)°\P6(P^,T)) ^ Ind^,_,+iog(^^W°\(PnP©(P^,r))).
By Theorem 7, it suffices to prove the vanishing of
5^, c^mi V,+iog(LpA?W°\(L H P6(P, 2?, T))),
for i > 0, where ,7' is related to J by (4.5). The radical of J ' is equal to the radical
of the product

n
^
;<
^)c
^C3(l-p)

where ^/ C 3((p) is the ideal generated by J ' and
Z, = {A e 3(a^) = 5(a^)|A(< + pp) = 0 }.
Consequently, by part 6 of Theorem 7, it is sufficient to verify the vanishing of
(5)

?in^ colim^_,+iog(Wc?W°\(L H P6(P,P,T)))
^ T1—>-oo

for % > 0. The family of domains
-pr^pa(^))+r for all aeA, - A^^,
XT={geLAgW°\i- (^(^),a}>log(^_p^^,(^))+rforallaeA,-A^}
^.

0

0

•'

where ^ is the image of g in LAp(^)°\L, is cofinal with the family

LA;W°\(Lnp©(P,o,r)).
Consequently, it is sufficient to prove the vanishing of
(6)

colim?in^5^+iog(XT)
f

T—>oo

-

for positive %. We first verify that
(7)

fo
if%>Oor^^T-+a^
^n^V.+log(^T)=J
^ 0 5p_^ (L^(J?)°\L) if z = 0 and ^ G r - +a^.

STEP 3. - To prove (7), we note that the substitution

f{g) - f ( g ' exp(
\

v
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identifies C'°°(Xr) with
C°°({g e LA?W°\L | ffp((7) € o^}) = (—(L^WYLlgC'^alF)
as an Op-module and defines an isomorphism
^_,+iog(^r) ^ 5_,_^+iog(a^)05,_,+iog(L^(^)°\L),
where .S'—r-py-nog^a^,'1! is the set of those / £ C'00^^) for which there exists an m
with
/_(e-< a; ' T + w >(l+ | a; I)-"1 | (A/)(^) l) 2 ^ < oo
Ja^
^

v

/

for all differential operators A e 3(d^). As in the proof of Theorem 7.2, 5'inj of the last
a-module can be computed using the limit of the %-th cohomology of the Koszul complex
/ f / r\
\n \
C" (\ ( ^a - {^i + Pr) )
\v \
/ f /

=

/

f\

_____
\
, 5_,_^+iog(o^)®^_^+iog(£^W°\L))

)a6Ap
\ n^

/
___ \

^[{[o^ ~ ^^+^)) }

^_,-^+iog(a^)j0^_^+iog(L^W°\L)

for n —> oo. By standard properties of the nuclear tensor product, it is sufficient to
investigate the cohomology of the first factor provided that it is finite-dimensional. The
first factor is a tensor product

Here ^-A+iogQO, oo)) is the set of those / e C°°{[Q, oo)) for which there exists an m with
/t00
^kJf 2
/ 6-^(1 +1)-^ dt<oo
Jo
df^
for all k > 0. It is easy to see that the cokemel of the map
hr-^ )
\dt
5_A+log([0,Oo)) ————————— 5_A+log([0,Oo))

is always zero while its kernel vanishes if 3^ > A but is equal to
(ge^C
3=0

if ^ < A. This finishes the proof of (7).
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STEP 4. - By (7) and (4.6), we have
^n^5,_,+iog(Xr)^0

if m i r - ^ and
?in./5,_^iog(Xr) ^ 0 ^S^^LAr{R)°\L)
if SK^ E T — -hd^. In the first case, (6) is clear. In the second case, we have T^ G a^ and (6)
follows because the induction assumption implies the vanishing of
^S,_^,{LAr{Rr\L)
for positive %. This completes the proof of the second assertion. The proof of the third
assertion is similar. D
7.3. End of the induction argument
By the results of the previous two subsections, and by Theorem 13, we have an
isomorphism
5in^V,+iog(GA?W°\G) ^ lim^in^(5,_,+iog/5iog)[-].
In order to understand the cohomology groups on the right hand side, we introduce a
filtration of the functor ^in^fip^+iogH. For every / e S^jSp_^^\og[Q] and every
standard parabolic subgroup P of Q, there is an expansion (6.2) for the constant term
of / along A/p. For A e d^,, let \Q and A^ be the projections of A to a^ and a^,
and let A 3 = A 3 - A? be the decomposition of XQ by (6.5), using the roots of Mp.
Let X be the set of those A G d^ such that there exist parabolic subgroups P 3 'R,
f C ^in^^^+iogtP] and x G (a^)^ with fn^ / 0 and ^{x)p + ^(^ = A. Let T(A)
be an integer-valued function on X such that T(A) = T(^) implies A = i? and such that
T(A) < T(^) if -ff G A - ^.
We define a filtration on 'S^jSp_^^\og[P} by
(1) S'in^-S^.^gIP] = {/ € 5'in^^_,+iog[P] such that /TZ,A is orthogonal
to the space of cusp forms if ^^(A)^ + SR(A)^) < i\.
To verify that 5'in^5^ _^+iogH is a subfunctor of the functor g'in^Sp^+iogH from ^ to
(S,AT, G^)-modules, it suffices to prove the following lemma:
LEMMA 1. - // A G a^ and P D Q, then
\r + A^ - AQ - A$ G ^.

Proo/1 - This is similar to the proof of (6.7). If a belongs to A^ - P(A ^ ), then
( c ^ A p + A ^ ) > <^,A) = ( ^ , A ^ + A $ ) ,
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otherwise (if a € P(A Q ) C A^)
(d,Ap+A^) X ^ ^ A g + A ^ ) .

Since a^ is contained in the cone spanned by {a\a G (A^ - A ^ )^JP(A Q )} and
[u^\a G A 3 - P(A Q )}, this proves the assertion. D
We put
^nAH = 5in^_^[.] H SiogM.

The induction step will be completed if we show that
(2)

limy (5in^5;_^^[.]/(,?in^5;+l^^[.] + ^in^H) )

vanishes for positive k. The quotient can be determined using Theorem 14. Let A € a0 be
the unique A with T(A) = i (if it does not exist, then the quotient vanishes for obvious
reasons). Let V\ D P^ be the standard parabolic subgroups defined by
A^={aGA,|(d,A)>0}
A ^ = { a G A , | <a,A)=0}

Let Ad\ be the following groupoid: Objects are pairs (%, A) with Ti C P^ and A € (^}r
such that 9t(A) = A. Morphisms are Weyl set elements w € n(7?-i,%2) with wAi = A2
which identically act on a^ (and hence on dp^ too, because A € ^+). Let A4^ be the
subcategory consisting of those objects (%, A) for which 7^ C P and those morphisms
w which identically act on dp.
Let E be a functor from M\ to (5, AT, Gy)-modules. We define a class of functors E*['}
from (? to {Q^K^Gf) -modules as follows: For a standard parabolic subgroup P which is
not contained in Pi, we put E*[P} = 0. Otherwise, we put
E*[P} =colim£.
A^

If P H P-z = Q n ?2, then .M^ = A^lf. Let us assume that the structure of a functor
from ^P to (fl,AT,Gy) -modules on £'*[•] has the property that for such an inclusion the
transition homomorphism
(3)

E*[P] -. E*[Q]

is the identity.
LEMMA 2. - IfP\ D P^, then limqj^JS*!-] vanishes for positive k.
Proof. - We define a filtration on £'41 such that Proposition 7.1.1 can be applied to
the quotients. Let
z^pPl-J0
if rank(P n ^2) < ^
^\-\E*[P\ otherwise
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Let T^i,... ,7?^ be the standard parabolic subgroups of rank i contained in T^ and let
Q} be the largest parabolic subgroup of Pi with Q\ n P^ = ^}. Then Q} D 7Z} because
PI D P2- There is an obvious isomorphism
M,

(E^/E^1) [.] - © ^ [7Z}] 0 ^ [.]
j'=i

and our assertion follows from Proposition 7.1.1. D
Let V^^ be the space of all square integrable K-finite C00 -functions on
RNnAn{R)°\G such that
e^^^))/^)
is annihilated by J . Then as in Lemma 6.2, the intertwining operator
M{w^):V^-. V^

is holomorphic near A. If D^ ^ denotes holomorphic differential operators on (a!^)^ with
support at A, then (6.12) defines a structure of a functor from M\ to (5, K, Gy)-modules on
E^\)=D^~^V^
Now we are ready to compute the quotient
^in^^.^^^/^n^^^^tP]

The quotient vanishes if P g Pi because then A cannot be of the form x-p + x^ with
x-p e dp and x^ e a^+. Otherwise, Theorem 14 and Proposition 7.2.1 provide an
isomorphism
(4)

co^mE, - ^S^^/^S^^P}

which sends D 0 (f) to
(5)

MW^^^(^)^).

Let us assume that 0 belongs to a fixed class of associate parabolic subgroups of P. Then
for Q in that class, the constant term of (5) along A/n is given by
(6)

MW,,^

/

^

^(^i?)^'^'^'^

Y^= identity on Opnpa

modulo terms which are only essential for the next step of the filtration of ^in^S^+iogt'P].
Let E* be given the structure of a functor from (? to the category of (g,AT,G^)modules such that (4) is an isomorphism of functors from (? to (Q,K, G^)-modules. If
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P H ?2 = Q H ^2, then the sum in (6) does not change, consequently (3) is the identity
for such an inclusion.
If A ^ —^"a^, then Theorem 14 implies

^s^[.}='s^s^[.],
hence
(7)

^^^[^/(^n^^P] + 5inA[P])

is isomorphic to
^n^^.^^^/^in^^^^tP] - Ef[P}.
Since Pi = ^2 would imply A G -6^, Lemma 2 can be applied. Consequently, (2)
vanishes for positive fc.
If A € —"^a^, then Theorem 16 and Proposition 7.2.1 imply
^jSW/^S^[P} - £*[P] - ^nA^^/^m^^P],

hence (7) vanishes and (2) vanishes for all k.
The proof of Theorem 16 is complete.
7.4. BoreRs conjecture
Let C^^GAg^R^G) be the (s,^Gy)-module of K-finite C°° -functions on
GAQ{R)°\G. By (2.3.16), the (m^)-cohomology of C^^GAgW^G) (g) E is
isomorphic to the cohomology of the de Rham complex of GAg{R)°\G/K with coefficients
in the local system E defined by the finite dimensional representation E of Q(R\ which
computes the inductive limit of the cohomology of the arithmetic subgroups of Q with
coefficients in E. From Theorem 2, we can derive Borel's result that the inclusion
S^{GAg{R)°\G) -^ C^^GAgW^G)

induces in isomorphism on the (m^jFQ-cohomology with coefficients in any
finite-dimensional representation. Since Soo{GAg(R)°\G) is the union of the
Sp_^-{-\og{GAg{R)°\G) over all possible r, Theorem 16 implies the vanishing of
'S^jSoo{GAg(R)°\G) for positive i. Taking J to be the annihilator of E and using
(4.4), we get the following theorem, which establishes a conjecture of Borel.
THEOREM 18. - The inclusions

SinjS^GAG{R)°\G) -. S^GA^R)0^) -^ ^(GA^nG)
define an isomorphism on the {mg^K)-cohomology with coefficients in E. In particular,

H-(GA^R)°\G/K^) ^ ^^^(S^GA^RUG)) 0E)(Cz^
where the twist (<^) has the same meaning and occurs for the same reason as in (2.3.17).
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Using Theorem 14, we get the following spectral sequence of (fl,Ar,G^)-modules
which, at least theoretically, computes the cohomology of C^^GAg^R)0^) in terms of
the cohomology of automorphic representations of Q and its Levi components. The term
J?f'9 is given by
rank{P}

(1)

© ©
, _,

{P}

,

-

fc==0

coUrn H^(W{u,)®D,®E),

i,.fk,T,p
\/f
' .''

^J^p}^

and the limit is
HP^(COO{GAgWO\G)^E).
Here M^^^ is the union of M^^ ^ over all T, and T is a function satisfying (6.8).
The £'i-term of this spectral sequence is easily computed. We have
(2)

H^^K) (W{ut) 0 Di 0 E) = H^^ (ind^ (E 0 Y(^) 0 A))
= I^^^rnm.^nTZCR)) (^t) ^ E 0 A)
- © ^^(^^^^(^^^^(n^^)^
r==z+j

where the first line uses the interchangeability of Ind and the tensor product by a finitedimensional representation, the second line uses Frobenius reciprocity, and the third line
will be explained below.
Let 1) D do be a Cartan subalgebra of g, and let us assume that E = EQ^ is
irreducible with highest weight A c t^. By Kostant's theorem on n-cohomology ([Wal88],
Theorem 9.6.2 or [Vog81], Theorem 3.2.3), the n^ -homology groups in this formula can
be computed as a sum
(3)

^(n^,£^)=

©

£^,.(A+p»)-^

length(w)==j

of duals of C^ -representations with highest weights wA over those elements w of the
Weyl group of I) which satisfy
(4)

w^a>0

for all positive roots a of 1) in [7^. Here p^ is one half the sum of the positive roots of ()
in g. Actually, the proof of Kostant's theorem as given for instance in Vogan's book also
proves that (3) is a splitting in the derived category, whence the third line in (2).
Let us also note that for 0 e 07^, we have
7^ (C (9) D ^ - i °
Ha^Ce^D,)-^

if k >

if 9
xt
° or
^e~^
iffc=
Oand
= - ^~- A t ,

where Ce is the one-dimensional vector space C on which x G a^ acts by multiplication
by {x, ©). That there is no higher cohomology is due to the fact that the Koszul complex
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for the coordinate functions and the space of distributions supported at 0 is acyclic in
higher dimensions. Together with (2) and (3) this gives our final formula
(5)

H^^{W{ut)^Dt^E)
©

^^(^^^^^^

w satisfies (4)
P>,_^g

^(A+p(,)=-;\t

^•t

To compute the 2?i-term of the spectral sequence (1), it remains to compute the colimit.
This turns out to be very easy, since no object of the groupoid over which it is taken
has non-trivial automorphisms. The remaining problem is to compute the differentials
of the spectral sequence, and this will be quite difficult in the general (= non-generic)
since it requires a complete knowledge of the residues of Eisenstein series. In the special
(= generic) case where A is regular, the spectral sequence degenerates.
THEOREM 19. I. — If the ideal J C 3(iTk?) corresponds to a set of non-singular elements
of f), then no object of the groupoid M^^j^. ^ has non-trivial automorphisms. Since this
is the case if J is the annihilator of EQ^, the initial term of the spectral sequence (1)
can be computed as follows. For each k, each {P} and each p, choose a set CTp^ ^ of
representatives for the isomorphism classes of objects of the groupoid A^^'^ ^. Then
the E\-term is given by
(6)

E^ = ©

Q)

H^^{W{ut) 0 D, 0£),

{P}^tCC^^

where the summands in 6 are given by (5).
II. If the highest "weight A is regular with respect to the root system of \} in 9, then the
summands in (6) vanish unless k == rank{P}. In other words, residual Eisenstein series do
not contribute to the Eisenstein cohomology of E. The spectral sequence (1) degenerates^
and the cohomology of E can be computed as follows. Let
c=

U

c

{P}^nk{P},p

{P}.P

be a set of representatives (modulo the functional equations of the Eisenstein series) for the
cuspidal Eisenstein series which contribute to the cohomology ofE. Then

(7) H^^C°°{GAG{Rr\Q}^E}=Q)
tec

©

^^te^i^)^..-^)-.^^^)) ^^y

Pr,_^ ^^Pl)^"^
^t
w satisfies (4)

Proof. - To prove the first part of the theorem, let us assume that ( = {R, 5, \) be
an object of M^^^px oo which has a non-trivial automorphism w G ^(a^, a^). Let the
character \ of Z(m^) be represented by a vector x G 6i^ where ()m^ = f) H m^. Then
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by our assumptions on J the vector \t + x e f) is regular. The Weyl group element w has
a representative w e ^(t), f)) with wi)^ = f)^. Then w(Ai + x) = \t + x since w is an
automorphism of t, and this is a contradiction to the regularity of \t + re.
The first ingredient in our proof of the second remark is the following fact: If 1) c Q
is a Cartan subalgebra and if F is a finite-dimensional irreducible (^,AT)-module whose
extremal ()-weights are regular (for the root system of f) in fl), then any unitary (m^, K)module which has non-trivial cohomology with coefficients in F must be tempered. This
is based on the Vogan-Zuckerman classification of unitary representations with non-zero
cohomology (see the textbook [Wal88], §9 or the original publication [VZ83]) (3) with
coefficients in F. The representatives of isomorphism classes of such unitary representations
are parametrised Aq(A). Here q is a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra of 0^, which must have
the property that F/HqF is one dimensional. In particular since the extremal weights of F
are regular q must be a Borel subalgebra. It is known that in this case the representation
Aq(A) is tempered (cf. [Wal88], Theorem 6.8.1), which proves our claim.
Now let us assume t G CTp. ^ contributes to the sum in (6). We claim that the
{m^,K D 7^(J?))-module V(ut} must be tempered. By our previous remark, it suffices
to show that
( d , w ( A + ^ ) - ph) > 0

for every simple positive root of t) in m^. Since A was supposed to be regular and
since w~la > 0, we have
( a , w ( A + ^ ) ) > 1,
hence
(a, w(A + p^) - ph} = (a, w(A + p^)) - 1 > 0,

which proves our claim.
Finally, we use an observation of Wallach [Wal88], Theorem 4.3 according to which
a discrete non-cuspidal automorphic representation cannot be tempered. Applying this to
V{ut\ this forces %i e {P} and hence k = rankT^ = rank{P} in the above situation.
The essential point in Wallach's argument is that temperedness of the representation to
which_/' belongs forces the coefficients fp^\ of the constant term of / to be zero unless
A C "^a, while square integrability of / forces them to vanish unless A G -~^a.
These arguments prove our claim that the summands in (6) vanish unless k = rank{P}.
This makes the degeneracy of the spectral sequence highly plausible. To give an exact
proof of this fact, we note that the spectral sequence we are investigating is the sum of
similar spectral sequences
(8)

^r=©

©

H^^(W{u^®D^E}

{P},kt^^

^ ^,K) (^S^(GAg{R)°\G)^ ® fi)

( 3 ) In these references, the result is formulated for connected real reductive groups. However, in general
the temperedness assertion we need reduces to the connected case since for an open subgroup K C K a
7 0
(0,J<0-module X with cohomology is a direct summand of Ind^'
" ^ \»i
, _ 1r^,
(0, i\)
'-) and the restriction still has
cohomology. cf. also [Sch94].
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where W{ut)-^ has the same meaning as in Proposition 6.1. It follows from Proposition 6.1
that (1) is the sum of the spectral sequences (8) over all {P} and all ^ € Xj^p^. Therefore,
it suffices to prove the degeneracy of these spectral sequences. Moreover, it is easy to
see that for an open subgroup K-^ C G^, the sum over all p and q of the dimensions of
E^ in (8) is independent of the choice of T. For this reason, it is sufficient to prove the
degeneracy of this spectral sequence for one particular T. We may also assume without
loosing generality that E is irreducible.
Let () be a Cartan subalgebra of 0^. Let us chose the real structure on t) such that
all roots and all differentials of algebraic characters of Q defined over C are real and a
Weyl-group invariant Euclidean metric on the real subspace of f) such that for the dual of
this Euclidean metric the differentials of characters of Q are orthogonal to the roots and
such that the restriction of this metric to () D Q^ is proportional to the Killing form. Since
different Cartan subalgebras are conjugate over Q{C\ these data determine a real subspace
and a metric on every Cartan subalgebra of 0^. By restriction and duality, we also get
metrics on dp and dp for every parabolic subgroup P. Let Ro > R^ > ' " > RN > 0
be the absolute values of the elements of Fj, where Fj was defined before formulating
(6.8). We will prove the degeneracy of (8) for the function T determined by |A| = RT{\)It is easy to see that with respect to the metric we have chosen, ^^bSp is the dual cone
to a^, such that T satisfies (6.8).
The ideal J consists of all elements of Z(g) whose Harish-Chandra symbol vanishes
at the elements of a Weyl group orbit in t). By our conventions, this Weyl group orbit
is real. Let Rj be the absolute value of its elements. Similarly, for every P G {P} the
elements of ^p are given by a Weyl group orbit in the dual of a Cartan subalgebra of m-p.
The absolute value R^ of the elements of these orbits depends only on ^ but not on the
choice of P or an element of \-p. From the part of the second assertion of the theorem
which was already proved, we know that
(9)

H^^W^^D^E)

vanishes unless Tit ^ {P}' Without loosing generality we may assume \) C l^. Let flj
be the Weyl group Orbit in t) belonging to J and let ^ C t)m^ ^e ^ umon °f Ae Weyl
group orbits in t) belonging to the elements of ^n^. It follows from our choice of the
metric that t)ni^ and a-^ are orthogonal. This allows us to consider ()m^ as a subspace
of t). By (5) and Wigners lemma about the vanishing of the cohomology of representations
with the wrong infinitesimal character, we see that (9) vanishes unless there exist ^j G ^lj
and ^ G ^ such that \t + ^ = ^7. But then \\t\2 = V?j - R^_. Since the initial term
of (8) is a sum of terms of the form (9), this proves that E^ in (8) vanishes unless
R^ = R^ - R^. Since there is at most one p with this property, this proves the degeneracy
of (8). As was mentioned before, this proves the degeneracy of (1) in full generality. The
remaining assertion of the theorem is an easy consequence of this fact. D
In the case of degenerate highest weight, the computation of the differentials of the
Eisenstein spectral sequence (1) seems to be a difficult problem. For rank one groups,
the spectral sequence gives us a long exact sequence which can usually be understood.
This case is also considered in [Har86]. Cases of higher rank are considered in [Sch83]
and [Har91]. It seems that the first systematic treatment of an example with an arbitrary
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number of singular hyperplanes is the author's forthcoming paper [Fra91], where the
space of all cohomology classes which have the same Hecke eigenvalue as the constant
function is studied.
It seems that the first result in the literature which is related to Borel's conjecture is a
result of Harder for the rank 1 case, which states that every de Rham cohomology class
has a harmonic representative. Of course, in the real rank one case this implies that every
cohomology class has an automorphic representative. I do not know whether in general
every cohomology class has a harmonic representative. The full proof of Borel's conjecture
in the rank one case is a joint work of Casselman and Speh. A description in the case of
SL^(1) appeared in [Cas84]. There is also the unpublished paper [Har86] which gives a
relatively detailed description of the Eisenstein contribution of systems {P} of associate
parabolic subgroups of rank one.
7.5. Stable real cohomology
Since only Eisenstein series at parameters A G a^ in the closure of the positive Weyl
chamber contribute to the space of automorphic forms, the summands of the cohomology
groups H*{n^, E) which occur in the computation of these Eisenstein contributions to the
cohomology of discrete subgroups must have a^-action —pn — X € —d^. By Kostanfs
formula, this implies that the n^-cohomology is in high dimension. This gives us the result
of Borel [Bor74] on stable real cohomology.
For a parabolic subgroup TV, let c{Q, TV) and c(<?, TV) be the largest integers such that for
any i < c{Q, TV) and any j <^ c{Q, TV) and any weights p, of a^ in A'(n^) and v in A-^n^),
we have pn - ^ e +^ and pn-v ^. -a^". Then c{Q, TV) <, c(Q, TV), and equality occurs
for rank one parabolic subgroups. Let c(Q) and c(Q} be the minima of c{Q, TV) and c{Q, TV)
over all parabolic subgroups TV. It is easily seen that the minimum c{Q) is attained for
rank one parabolic subgroups (cf. [Bor74], 7.(4)), therefore c(<?) = c(Q}.
Let £^(A,.), A e a^", be an Eisenstein series which contributes to the cohomology of
the constant local system. In other words, A = Ai and TV = TVt for some t € M^^ ^.
Let j be the degree of the n^-homology in (7.4.2) for a non-trivial summand. Then
-At = pn - v for a weight v in A^n^. This implies j > c{Q,TV). It follows that the
contribution of cuspidal or residual Eisenstein series from proper parabolic subgroups
is in dimension greater than c(^), and that the map from discrete ^-cohomology to
de Rham cohomology for the constant local system is an isomorphism in dimension
<_ c(Q) = c{G). If m{G) + 1 is the smallest dimension in which a non-constant unitary
representation of G{R} may have cohomology, then the map from the cohomology of
the constant representation into de Rham cohomology is an isomorphism in dimension
< mm(c(<?),m((?)). This is Borel's result.
The correct values of m{G) are known by the Vogan-Zuckerman classification ([VZ84]
or [Wal88], 9.8.). It would be interesting to see whether a combination of vanishing results
for unitary representations of the Levi component can be combined with the fact that
the n-cohomology is in big dimension to get an improvement of Borel's bound c{Q) for
certain groups.
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7.6. Extension of the rationality results of Manin-DrinfePd and Clozel
Let K^ C Kf be a sufficiently small open subgroup. IfE is an algebraic representation
of G, defined over thecomplex numbers, then we have a local system E on
GAg(R)o\G/Kf K. By Theorem 6, its cohomology has a decomposition according to
classes of associate parabolic subgroups:
H^GA^R)°\G/KfK^ ^ Ext^^(£,^(G^W O \G) K/ )(C£;)
-©Ext^^^^oo^^W^G)^)^).
{P}
Here (G£;) refers to the twist of the Gy-representation bye^'^ 0 ^, where C^ € ^
corresponds to the action of the centre of Q on E. Since the cohomology on the left hand
side can also be computed as Betti cohomology, there is a a-linear isomorphism
^:H^GAg{R)°\G/KfK,E) -^ H^GA^R^G/KfK^)
into the cohomology of the cr-conjugate representation, where a is any automorphism
of C over Q. One may ask whether this isomorphism respects the {P}-decompositions
of both cohomology groups. In the case Q = Res^GCn for a number field K, this has
been answered affirmatively by Clozel [Clo90], Theoreme 3.19 for the summand given
by the space of cusp forms. Our result in this subsection is that Clozel's theorem holds
for all summands in the {P}-decomposition of the cohomology of GLn. For n = 2, this
rationality result is closely related to the DrinfeFd-Manin theorem.
THEOREM 20. - Let Q == Res-^G^n f^ ^ number field K, then for every class {P} of
associate parabolic subgroups and any automorphism a of C, the isomorphism a^ maps
the subspace
Ext^^(£,^(G^(J^) o \G) K ^) C ^*(G^W°\G/K^,E)
to the subspace
Ext^^(£ <7 ,^(C;^(J^) o \G) K ^) C H^GA^RHG/KfK^).
proof. - Let 5 be a finite set of places of K containing all archimedean places and all
finite places v where K^p^) / ^^^^ where p{v) is the characteristic of the residue field
of v. For v ^ S, let T-iy be the space of bi-Ky -invariant jg-valued functions with compact
support on GLn{Ky). This is a commutative convolution algebra with unit. One can use
these units to form the restricted tensor product
/

Hs=(Snv'
v<^S

This algebra acts on ^(G^t^VG/K^-R^E) by convolution. It suffices to verify that
for {P} ^ {Q}, the finite length Us ^ C-modules
Ext^ (^ S^GA^RUGf^y
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and
Ext^) (^ ^(C?^^) 0 \G) K ^)
have no isomorphic subquotients. Let us call this assertion AE^,{P},{Q}' Then it is clear
that AE,(T,{P},{Q} and A^ ,<r-1 ,{Q} ,{P} are equivalent.
Let us assume that Po is the Weil restriction to Q of the group of upper triangular
matrices. Recall that Co is the Levi component of Po, we may assume that this is the
group of diagonal matrices. Let the Satake transform be defined by
oo

oo

/ n

5(<^,.,^ ^ ... ^
fci=—oo

/TT^
0

\

IlM^""^ •

fc^=—oo

v=l

/

0

...

0 \ /I

T^2

...

0

0

ni2
1

... nin
. ..

n2n

dn

• / ^ €/>
JK^ 2

\ 0

0

...

TT^ / \0

0

...

1 /y

for (f) e T-tv, where TT is an uniformising element of K,; and p{v) is the characteristic of
the residue field of v. The Haar measure is normalised by
/

rz(n-l)

Jo,

2

dn = 1 ,

where 0^ C Ky is the ring of v-adic integers. As in [Clo90], Definition 3.3, we use
an additional factor instead of the usual convention to make sure that we really get a
function with rational coefficients. It is known that the Satake transform is an isomorphism
between 1-Cy and the elements of Q[zi,z^1} which are invariant under the symmetric
group. Consequently, characters of Hy 0 C correspond to n-tuples z = ( ^ i , . . . ,Zn) of
non-vanishing numbers, which are unique up to permutation.
We are no ready to give the proof of the theorem. We will proceed by induction on n, the
case n = 1 being clear. Let us assume that the assertion is true for GLm{K) with m < n.
1 As in ClozeFs paper, let the class regular algebraic representations of G be defined as
the class of automorphic representations of Q such that the factor at infinity has the same
infinitesimal character has a finite dimensional representation. Obviously, automorphic
representations which contribute to the cohomology of an automorphic local system must
be regular algebraic. Conversely, if TT is a cuspidal regular algebraic representation of G,
then Clozel [Clo90], Lemme 3.14 has shown that there exists a character e of G with values
in {±1} such that TTC is a cuspidal automorphic representation which has cohomology with
coefficients in some finite-dimensional algebraic representation of Q(K ^)nC).
2 Let {P} be a class of associate parabolic subgroups, corresponding to the partition
n = ^Li^i. Since
Ext^ (^ ^(GA^nG)"^)

is a finite-dimensional vector space, it is a sum of associate eigenspaces for finitely many
characters of T-ts ^ C. We want to show that the characters which occur are of the form
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^) ^ {^\...^} {i.e., U^ acts by z^) such that z^ (itself a tuple) is the Hecke
character of a cuspidal regular algebraic representation of GCm • It is clear from the spectral
sequence (7.4.1) that there is a coarser partition n = ^ m^, mi = ^ n^^ (the y^j form a
rearrangement of the T^) such that z^ has the form z^ == (z^\ ... ,z^), where z^ is the
Hecke eigenvalue of a representation TT^ of <?£rr^ which occurs in the discrete spectrum of
the summand of the J^-space on G^rm of type n ^ i , . . . , n^ and is regular algebraic. The
elements of TT^ are sums of residues of cuspidal Eisenstein series starting from automorphic
representations TT^ of G^m r By a comparison of infinitesimal characters, the TT^ must be
regular algebraic. It follows that z^ = (z^i\ ... ,z^)» ^ere z^ is the Hecke character
of a cuspidal regular algebraic representation of G^m j ' Since the z" can be taken to be
a rearrangement of the z—, the assertion follows.
3 Let z^ = (^i , . . . ,^m ) be the Hecke character of a cuspidal representation TT of
GLm with m < n. Let us assume that TT has cohomology with coefficients in E. We claim
that z^ = (^ (v) ^ • • • ^^0 ls again the Hecke character of a cuspidal representation
with cohomology. Since z^ is the Hecke eigenvalue of a subspace of
Ext^ (^ ^(G^W°\G)g^)
for ^ = Res^0£yn, z^^ is the Hecke character for the image by a^ of that subspace,
which by the induction assumption is contained in
Ext^ (£^ S^GA^RnG)^),
and the assertion follows.
More generally, if z^ is the Hecke character of a regular algebraic representation, then
so is the collection (z^)^ This can be reduced to the special case of cohomological
representations, by the result of Clozel quoted in step 1.
This is the only step where the induction assumption is used. We could also have used
[Clo90], Theoreme 3.19 instead of the induction assumption.
r^

4 Now let G = Res^<?£n, and let V be a one-dimensional subquotient of the 7^5-module
Ext^ (^ S^GA,W°\Gf^),
with Hecke character z^ for T-iy Let us assume that {P} / {G} is given by the partition
n = ^^i rii. By the result of step 2, z° = (z^,... ,z^), where z^ is the Hecke character
of a cuspidal regular algebraic representation of G^m' By Step 3, z^^ == (zi , . . . , z^ )
where Zi
is the Hecke character of a cuspidal regular algebraic representation.
Now let {Q} / {P}, and let y^ be an associate Hecke eigenvalue occurring in
Ext^ (^ S^GAGW°\Gf{Q}).
By step 2, we know that 3^ = (ji \ • • • ^ Y i h where y" is the Hecke character of a regular
algebraic cuspidal representation of QCm^ and {Q} belongs to the partition n == ^^i mi.
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Since {Q} -^ {P}, the partitions n = Y,\^ m, and n = ^^ n, are different even if their
order is not considered, hence [JS81], Theorem (4.2) implies that there is no permutation of
the n entries which identifies the tuples z^ and^. It follows that the Hecke characters
defined by z^ and y^ are different.
Recall that the theorem follows if the assertions AE^,{P},{Q}. which have been
formulated in the introduction to the proof, are true for all classes {Q} ^ {P} of
associate parabolic subgroups. Our previous remarks imply that the assertion AE^,{P}AQ}
is true for {P} / {^}and {Q} / {P}. Since AE^{P},{Q} and AE^O-^{QUP} are
equivalent, they also prove AE^,{P},{Q} in the case {Q} ^ {Q}, hence in the general case
for {Q} ^ {P}. The induction argument is complete. D
The proof of the theorem also gives the following result:
COROLLARY 1. - If {P} -^ {Q} are different classes of associate parabolic subgroups of
QCn, then for any finite set S of primes of the number field K the supports of the T-is -modules
Ext^^(£,^(G^(/^)o\G)K^) c ir(GA?W°\G/K^E)

and
Ext^^(£,5oo(G^W°\G)^) c ir(GA?W°\G/K^E)

are disjoint sets of maximal ideals,
It seems that Harder (cf. for instance [Har83]) and Clozel first mentioned that the above
rationality result can be viewed as the generalisation of the classical Manin-DrinfeI'd
theorem to G^n over a number field. One reason for this is that the argument about
separation of Hecke eigenvalues which is used in the proof of rationality of the {P}decomposition is the generalisation of the main argument in the proof of the classical
DrinfeFd-Manin theorem. Another reason is the following: It is known that for a curve C
over the complex numbers and a finite set Z C C the divisors of degree zero concentrated
in Z are all torsion in the Jacobian if and only if the rational mixed Hodge structure
on H^^C — Z) splits (cf. [Elkik:DrinMan]). Moreover, if a rational splitting exists then
it coincides with the unique splitting of the real mixed Hodge structure. For quotients
of the upper half plane by a Fuchsian subgroup of the first kind, such a splitting is
provided by the decomposition into the cuspidal and the Eisenstein summand. Therefore,
the difference of any two cusps of a Fuchsian subgroup is torsion in the Jacobian if and
only if for this Fuchsian subgroup the decomposition of the cohomology into the cuspidal
and Eisenstein summands is rational. Therefore, Theorem 20 for GL^{Q) is equivalent to
the usual Manin-DrinfeI'd theorem.
Note that even for open Hilbert modular surfaces, the rationality assertion of Theorem 20
does no longer imply a splitting of the mixed Hodge structure. This was first observed in
unpublished work of Harder. Therefore, the rationality of the {P}-decomposition is the
only reasonable generalisation of the Manin-DrinfeI'd theorem to the higher rank case,
even when a holomorphic structure exists. Using the lift between unitary representations
of QCn and of a division algebra, it is not hard to see that our proof of Theorem 20
generalises to QCn over a division algebra. However, Harder expects it to fail for Sp^
because of the existence of non-tempered cuspidal representation which have the same
Hecke character as an Eisenstein class.
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7.7. Application to the trace of Hecke operators
Let us apply the Eisenstein spectral sequence (7.4.1) to the trace of a Hecke
correspondence h E C^°(Qf) on the cohomology of a local system defined by the finite
dimensional representation E. We will derive our formula from Arthur's trace formula
[Art89] for L^ -cohomology. A trace formula for the full cohomology of local systems
has previously been obtained by Goresky and MacPherson. Their formula involves certain
truncated Hecke correspondences. Our formula will be similar to Arthur's formula, but the
character of discrete series representations in Arthur's formula is replaced by the character
of E, cf. (24) below. Since this character is a continuous function, there is a further
simplification (26) of the formula as a sum over G-conjugacy classes,
(_1)2<^)

^

^)^char^)0,W,
^(7)

7€(^)semisimple

where £(7) G {0;±1} is a sign factor, 0^ is an orbital integral, and x{G-y) ls a
Euler-Poincare characteristic.
Throughout this subsection, the trace of an endomorphism of a graded vector space
V* will be the alternating sum over i of its traces on V\ Let us assume for a moment
that K = K^.
The trace of h on the limit of (7.4.1) is equal to the trace of h on the £'i-term. By (7.4.6),
the colimit in (7.4.1) can be replaced by a sum over representatives of isomorphism classes
in the groupoid .M^'2^ ^. For computing the trace, we sum over all objects of .A/t^^ ^
but divide each contribution by the cardinality of the corresponding isomorphism class
in A^y^i ^. The result can be described as follows. For a parabolic subgroup Ti and
A G a^, let J% ^ be twist by pn of the piece of H*(n^, E) on which a^ acts by -A - pu,
and let n?z(A) be the number of Weyl chambers to which A belongs. Let C^ be the Levi
component of 7^ and let hc^, be the following function on L^ ( 4 ):
hc^(l) = e^'^^ I

I

h^klnk-^dndk,

JKf JN-TZ/

where the Haar measure on Kf is normalised by J^ dk = 1 and the Haar measure on
N7^ is normalised by the Haar measures on Gf, L^j, and the Iwasawa decomposition
in such a way that
(
JGf

(p{g)dg= I

I

I

e-^^^^nl^dndldk.

^NT^J J^-j^f JKf

Then the trace of h on the cohomology of E
(1)

Trf/i H^^(S^GAG(R)°\G)^E)^E)}

( 4 ) Strictly speaking, hc^ as a function does depend on the choice of a parabolic subgroup "R, with Levi
component Cn. However, the value of an invariant distribution at hc^ is independent of "R. This follows, for
instance, from the formula (25) for regular orbital integrals below.
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is equal to
(2)
^ ^ nnW-^h^ ^^n^(J^))(£2,discrete(^WO£7^\L7^)0^,)(A))
-R

, -Z^

A€a

where the first sum is over all standard parabolic subgroups % and (A) refers to the
twist of a L^y-representation by e^'^^ (cf. (2.3.17) for the significance of the twist
by C^a)- The factor n^{\)~1 in this sum stands for the cardinality of an isomorphism
class in M^^.
Let £ be the set of Levi components of parabolic subgroups of Q which contain Ao. We
want to get a sum over all Levi components C G £. It is easy to see that for a standard
parabolic subgroup 7?., the number of parabolic subgroups H which are conjugate to Ti
and have a Levi component in £ is equal to ^-, where wQ is the cardinality of the Weyl
group of Ao in G{Q\ For a reductive subgroup £ C Q, let y^) be the set of rational
parabolic subgroups which have C as a Levi component. Then the sum over standard
parabolic subgroups in (2) can be replaced by a sum

(3)

E E ^(A)-1 E

/:C£A€ar

TZ(E«P(_^)
A

^

Tr(^ ^^^^(L2,discrete(A7zWU\L)0^,)(A)),

where m/; is the Lie algebra of the anisotropic part of C.
If £{R)/Ac{R) has no compact Cartan subgroup (i.e., no discrete series), then the
contribution of C to (3) is zero. This is due to the following well-known fact: If TT
is any unitary admissible representation of C(R\ then the Euler-Poincare characteristic
X(m KncfR)}^^^) ^or ^y finite-dimensional representation F is zero if the infinitesimal
characters of TT and F disagree and is equal to the coefficient of the constant representation
in the formal sum
(4)

Tr'F'A^Mc/t^mc)

of K n /^(^-representations if TT and F have the same infinitesimal character. Now if
m/; has no compact Cartan subalgebra, then any element of K H C{R) has a non-trivial
centraliser in m^/Enm/:. Consequently, the virtual jPCn£(J?)-representation A*(m/:/Enm/:)
vanishes, and (4) is zero. We will say that a reductive group C which is defined over Q
is ^-cuspidal if £{R)/Ac(R) has a compact Cartan subalgebra. Let £c C £ be the set
of ^-cuspidal Levi components.
For C € £c» we invoke Arthur's formula for the trace of Hecke operators in the
La-cohomology [Art89] to compute the summand in (3). The result is that
Tr h,

ff

(*m.^nr(J^))(£2^sc^ete(^(^)^\L) 0 £^)(A))
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is equal to

(5)

E(-D-^
MW

Ad^C

•"

E ^^.^)o^).
,6(A<),..,.,,.,.

")

The terms in this formula have the following meaning: a^ is the dimension of AM/AC.
(A^R-eiiiptic is the set of R-elliptic conjugacy classes in M. A semisimple element of
M(TV) is called R-elliptic if it is an element of a Cartan subgroup which is compact
modulo the center. M.^ is the connected component of the centraliser of 7 in M.. ^(7)
is the number of connected components of the centraliser of 7 in M which have rational
points. ^>C,M,E^ ^ is zero if M ^ £c. otherwise it is a sum of characters of discrete
series representations of £{R) and will be described in detail later. O^hj^) is the usual
orbital integral
O^k^} = \

hj^(m^m~^ ) dm.

JM/M^f
M/M^

For any reductive group H, let q(H) be one half the dimension of the homogeneous space
A'n{R)\'H{R) I K-H, where K^ is a maximal compact subgroup in H{R). This is an integer
if T-C{R) / A-n(R) has a discrete series. Let us assume that this is the case. Let V(T-t) be the
cardinality of L-packets of discrete series representations of T-i(Ti) / A-nW0' The compact
modulo A-H form T-L is an inner twist of T-i. We can use this to transfer any Haar measure
on 7H(R)/An{R)o to H{R) /'A^R)0. Then the quotient
1
^)/ = v(-l)^)?^)
^^0^"1
/
v

^m^wi

depends only on the choice of a Haar measure on Hf. These are the numbers ^(.M/y), the
last remaining term in (5) which we had to explain. It is easy to see that each summand
in (5) is independent of the choice that was made for Haar measures on Mj and M^y.
In (5), we have used the fact that {hc)M = ^.MIt follows that (3) is equal to

w

E(-i)^
-M<=£

E ^-'^(^(w
7e(.M)R-elliptic

v

'

/

where
(7)

^,.M(7) = E E ^r^nW-^^E^M^)
^e^c ^e^r)
C.~^M.
—

is a sum, over all Levi components C containing M. such that C(R)/Ac(R) has a discrete
series, of the factors occurring in Arthur's trace formula. That looks ugly, since these
factors are related to characters of discrete series representations at a Cartan subgroup
which may not be fundamental. However, the final result turns out to be very simple.
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We claim that if M. is IP-cuspidal, then any C D M. which is the Levi component of a
real parabolic subgroup is already defined over Q. Let Ac be the maximal R-split torus in
the centre of £, and let H be a fundamental (in the sense of [Vog81], Def. 5.1.1) Cartan
subgroup of M(R). Then Ac C AM since H/AMW is compact and Ac(R) C H. As
AM is a split torus over the rationals, this means that Ac is also defined over the rationals.
Consequently, £, being the centraliser of Ac in Q, is also defined over the rationals. It
follows that the sum over C in (7) is in fact a sum over the Levi components of cuspidal
real parabolic subgroups containing M. Similarly, the fact that C is JR-cuspidal implies that
any real parabolic subgroup with Levi component C is already defined over the rational
numbers. For real (resp. rational) parabolic subgroups with Levi component C correspond
to chambers in the maximal J?-split (resp. 0-split) torus in the centre of £, and the fact
that C is jR-cuspidal implies that the maximal 7^-split and (g-split tori in the centre of C
coincide. Consequently, the sum (7) depends only on the real structure of Q.
Let H be a fundamental Cartan subgroup of M.{R}. For C D M. let VC,H be a family
of elements v G G{R) such that vHv~1 is a complete set of representatives for the
£(J?)-conjugacy classes of Cartan subgroups of C{R) which are G{R) -conjugate to H.
For v G VC^H. let W^Hv-1:^)) and W{H:Q{R}) ^ W^Hv-^.g^R)) be the Weyl
groups of vHv~1 in C{R) and in Q{R). For M G £, let W,{M) be a set of representatives
for the 0-conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups 7^ which contain Ad.
Let % G y\{M) and let C = C^ be the Levi component containing M. We claim that
any parabolic subgroup Ti D M. which is ^-conjugate to Ti must be of the the form

(8)

n = int^wv-^n

for some v G VC,H and w G W{H:Q{R)). Indeed, let g G Q(R} such that Int(^)7l = %
and Int(^)/: D M. Then Int^-1)^ C C(R), hence there exist I € £(J?) and v € V/:,jif

with Int^"1)!? = lnt{lv)H. Then ^ has the form g = wv'1!'1 with w G Ng^(H),
hence % is of the form (8).
If % is represented by (8) with v G VC,H and w G 1^(^:0(2?)), then the number
solutions to (8) is ^{W^Hv-1:^))). Indeed, let ^{wv-^Ti = Inl^w-y-^TZ with
^ ^ ^c,jf and w,w C IV(-H':0(J?)). Then Inl^w'y"1)/^ = Inl^m;"1)/; since these two
Levi components of % both contain H. It follows that / = 'yw'"1^""1 G ^C(^) since Z
normalises both % and £. Then lni{lv)H = Int^vw'1^)!! = lnt{v)H and hence v = 5
by the definition of V/;,^- It follows that vw^wv"1 G W{vHv~1: C{R)), proving our
claim about the number of solutions to (8).
Assume that H is a fundamental Cartan subgroup of A4{R) containing 7 and that VC,H
was defined above. Our previous considerations imply that (7) is equal to
(9)
v
'

1
y ^1)< V
V
^ n%(A)
^
^
^Wf.vHv-^.C^R))
wea^i)
"-v / "£V£^,H^ew(ff;e;(^)) " v
' v v 7/
z

A6

^

Int(wV- l )/:TC,£I•nt(^-l)7^,Ad(w^-l)*A,A^^ ;
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^

^eiH^i) "•^ ) i>eV^,.M wSW(ff:ff(J?))

^

x

#lV(^l-l:^(j^))^•^^^-l(IIlt(^h)

Here /^ is the Levi component of 75- containing M..
Now we rewrite the summands in (9) as characters of induced representations. For that
purpose, we recall Arthur's definition of the factors $r,F*,Ai(7) m [Art89], where F* is
a graded finite-dimensional algebraic representation of C(C). Actually, only the case of an
ungraded irreducible representation is considered in [Art89], but the general case easily
follows from this special case. Let
(10)

25^(7) = d e t ( l - A d ( 7 ) | l / m ) ,

and let 11^* be the set of discrete series representations of C which have cohomology with
coefficients in F*, with signed multiplicity equal to the multiplicity of the corresponding
summand in F* multiplied by the parity of the dimension in which it occurs. Let np^ be
the multiplicity of TT. Then the summands in (9) are defined by
(11)

^c^^)=(-l)qw\D^)\l^

^

r^7rchar,(7).

wen

^

Actually, the last expression is well-defined for regular 7. Arthur shows that it has a
continuous expansion to all 7 in the fundamental Cartan subgroup of A4(R).
Let
(12)

^(7r)=[lnd^7T0C^],

where 7^ is a parabolic subgroup with Levi component £, and [x] is the class of x in the
Grothendieck group of admissible representations of Q(R) . It is well-known (for instance,
by the character formula for induced representations) that the right hand side of (12) is
indeed independent of the choice of a parabolic subgroup 7i with Levi component C.
Recall the formula for the character of a induced representation

, ,,=
charww

.g....^^,^^^^^-"""''^
———^———'
V-

Y-

|^.-i(Int(m^h)r ,

.. „

^

where M. C C is J?-cuspidal with fundamental Cartan subgroup H and 7 € H. This
follows from [Kna86], §X.3., (10.27).
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Using (11) and this formula, we conclude that (9) is equal to

(13)

E E

r

(-i)^(^)

—— ^.^w^ ^WW(.H^ : r.w)
Aea^

• ^Mv-^11^^)^}^2

=

E n^char^(Int(z;w)7)
iren^^

.£,fc^Fl^Mll/\^^•'.A^.(.)M.
A

^

where jff is a fundamental Cartan subgroup of M(R) containing 7 and J^ has been
defined in (12).
The set W.{M) contains precisely one representative out of each conjugacy class of
real parabolic subgroups which has a representative containing M. However, if the
conjugacy class of a real Levi component C has no representative containing M, then
for any representation TT of C the character of 2^(7r) vanishes at the fundamental Cartan
subalgebra of M. We arrive at
(14)

^M^=\DU^Y^
E
^ar^),
^ ^f^
n^(\)
^ n
7<v /
^
^n^,

where the sum over U is over a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of cuspidal
real parabolic subgroups of Q, and C is a Levi component of 7^.
It turns out that the sum over characters in (14) is a Kazhdan-Lusztig expansion.
Fortunately, only the easiest case of the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture is needed, which for
real reductive groups is due to Zuckerman. Let us get the necessary fact from Vogan's book.
LEMMA 1. - i. For C C £c and X G a/:, the 1 fit-graded vector space E^ ^ is
independent of the choice of Tt with X G a^. J^et
(15)

^ = © E^
Aear

where Ti\ G y^) has been chosen such that X C a^ .
ii. We have an equality in the Grothendieck group of admissible Q{R)-representations
(16)

E={-l)2^^-l)a^W ^ ^(^
W
7r€n^

w/?(?r(? E^ was defined in i. and the signed multiplicity n^ has the same meaning as in (11).
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iii. We have a similar formula

(17)

E={-1)2^^ (-1)^
"-T

AC^

^

^^

7ren

^

where the sum over % is over a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of cuspidal
real parabolic subgroups of G, and C is a Levi component of %.
Proof. - Obviously, it suffices to consider the case of an irreducible representation E.
Moreover, part iii is a consequence of i and ii For C G &c and A G d^, choose 'R\ G V{C)
such that A G a^ . We will prove ii with EC defined by (15). This proof will give us a
formula for 7171- which does not depend on Tt\, proving i.
Let ^ be the Cartan involution. The statement in Vogan's book which we have to use
is [Vog81], Proposition 9.4.16. It expresses the constant representation of G(R} as a sum
over representations ©(7) attached to conjugacy classes 7 = (Jf^A"^), where H c G(R}
is a Cartan subalgebra and A"^ is a positive root system for () (the Lie algebra of H) in
0. Let 70 be the conjugacy class of the maximally split Cartan subalgebra, with the root
system belonging to a minimal real parabolic subgroup. For each conjugacy class 7, Vogan
defines an integer ^(7). Then Zuckerman's theorem ([Vog81], Proposition 9.4.16) says that
the coefficient of ©(7) in the Kazhdan-Lusztig expression for the constant representation
is (-l)^(7)-^7o):

(18)

C^^-l)^-^70^).
7

A more conceptual way to understand (18) uses the Beilinson-Bemstein localisation
principle to interpret (5, ^-modules as /C(C)-homogeneous Z>-modules on the flag variety
of G{C) and the correspondence between regular holonomic P-modules and perverse
sheaves. The standard representations in (18) correspond to the extension by zero of the
constant sheaves along the strata (cf. [HMSW87]), and the exponent in the sign factor has
the same parity as the codimension of the corresponding stratum, which is the shift which
is needed to perversity the constant shaef along a stratum.
Since we have to work with an arbitrary irreducible representation E, we need the
Jantzen-Zuckerman translation functor TE. If v is an extremal weight of E, then TE is an
equivalence from the category of (^X)-modules which have a non-singular infinitesimal
character given by a vector p, such that v belongs to the Weyl chamber of ji to the category
of (g, AT)-modules whose infinitesimal character is given by z/+/^ (cf. [Vog81], chapter 7.3
or [Wal88], Chapter 6.A.3). Therefore, from (18) we get
(19)

E = ^(-1)^^-^^°)T^©(7).
7

To a conjugacy class (.H^A"^), we associate C, the centraliser of the maximal Rsplit torus of H, and TT, the discrete series representation of jC{R) parametrised by the
intersection of A + with the compact part of f) (cf. [Vog81], Theorem 6.6.9). There is a
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one-to one correspondence between the conjugacy classes 7 and conjugacy classes of pairs
(£,7r) of Levi components of cuspidal parabolic subgroups of Q(R} and discrete series
representations TT of C(R} such that 2^(7r) has the same infinitesimal character as C. Let
(/^p7r^) be the pair corresponding to 7. We have an equality of virtual representations
(20)

Q(^^(^

by the comparison between the Vogan-Zuckerman and Langlands constructions [Vog81],
Theorem 6.6.15. Let F^ be the irreducible representation of C^ whose highest weight is an
extremal weight of E belonging to the same Weyl chamber for A (f), g) as the infinitesimal
character of TT^. Then

(2!)

r^e(7)=^(r^^),

by (20) and the effect of Jantzen-Zuckerman tensoring on induction (cf. [Vog81],
Proposition 7.4.1). Moreover, T^TT^ is again a discrete series representation of C^ and the
set (£^, T^TTy) contains precisely one representative out of each conjugacy class of pairs
(£, TI-), where C is a Levi component of a real parabolic subgroup of Q and TT is a discrete
series representation of C(R) such that 1^} has the same infinitesimal character as E.
By (19) and (21), it remains to verify
(22)

(_l)^(7)-^(7o) = (_l)^)+2^)+a^^

where HT^^ has the same meaning as in (16). As we explained at the beginning of the
proof, this will prove not only ii, but also i since the left hand side of (22) is independent
of the choice of 'R\.
Fix a pair TT = {H, A+), and let C and 1) be defined as above. Let A G ac be defined
by the action of the centre of C on T^TTy. It is the projection of IJL to a/:, where p, G f)
is a representative of the infinitesimal character of E which belongs to the positive Weyl
chamber for A"^. Let % = Ti\. Let A_ be the set of roots a of f) in n^ with (d, p.) < 0,
in other words, the set of elements of -A^ which occur in n^. For such a root a, ^(a)
again belongs to —A"^. For our assumption on Ti implies
(a-W^) =2<a,A) > 0.

This consideration shows that a —> -^(a) is a bijection between A_ and the set A++
of roots a G A"^ which occur in n^ and satisfy ^(a) G A"^. Let A+- be the set of
a G A"^ which occur in n^ and satisfy t?(a) G -A4'. By these definitions of the sets
A?, there is a disjoint union
A(f), n^) = A- U A++ U A+_

of the set of roots of f) in n^.
By the definition of E^ and Kostanfs theorem on n-homology,
n, = (-I^^A^
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Furthermore, 2q{Q) = 2q{C) + a^ + #(A++ U A+- U A-). Using the bijection between
A++ and A- and the fact that q(C) is an integer (since C(R) is cuspidal), we get
2^(0)=a^+#(A+_)mod2.
Putting these things together, we see that the right hand side of (22) is equal to
(23)

(_^(A++)+g(^

We use [Vog81], Lemma 9.4.15 to compare this to the left hand side of (22). As the set
B occurring in [Vog81], Lemma 9.4.15 we take A++. The number q{C) can be identified
with the number of noncompact imaginary roots in A"^. Combining assertions a and c of
[Vog81], Lemma 9.4.15, we get l1^) - ^(7) = #(A++) + g(£), and (23) is equal to
the left hand side of (22). D
It follows from (17) that the coefficients (14) are equal to:
^,.M(7) = (-l) 2 ^ )+a ^|^(7)| l/2 cha^^(7),
where a^ has the same meaning as in (5). We arrive at the final formula:
THEOREM 21. - Let us assume that K = Koo, i.e., that AQ(R)°\G{R)/K is connected.
The trace (1) of a Hecke correspondence is given by
(24)

(-l)29^ EW^
•MC^c

E
7e(.M)R.-elliptic

^l^^har^O^).
v > /

It is possible to rewrite this formula as a sum over conjugacy classes in G. Because of
the presence of the factor |P^(7)| , the contribution of a M-conjugacy class 7 to the
summand indexed by M. is zero unless M.^ = Q^. It follows that M can be reconstructed
from such a 7 as the centraliser of the maximal /?-split torus in the centre of Q^. Therefore,
if g E G and 7 G M such that both 7 and g^g~1 contribute to the summand indexed by
M in (24), then g € No{M). In particular, this implies \DQ^)\1/2 = ^(^F1)!172,
which means that 7 and g^g~1 give the same contribution to (24). It also implies that
the number of M-conjugacy classes of those 7 G M which are G-conjugate to 7 and
contribute to (24) is equal to
i^(^\
#{NG(M)/MZG^) = ^^#{NG(M)/M)
By the conjugacy of the maximal split tori of M, we have
Nc{M)/M = No(M) ^NGW/NMW.
Let &M be the set of elements of £ which are conjugate to A4. It is isomorphic to
NG{Ao)/(Nc{M) n No^Ao)). Using these facts, we see that the number of M-conjugacy
classes of those 7 G M which are G-conjugate to 7 and contribute to (24) is equal to
________^(7)#(^Wo)/A.)________^__^Cy)wf__
^W{NMW/A^#{NGW/(NGW n Nc(M)))
^(7)w^#(£.M.)
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This means that we may count the contribution of members of the G-conjugacy class of 7
only once if we replace ^(7) by ^(7) and omit the factor ^-. Also, if 7 contributes
via M. then
(25)
W^'O^h^^O^h)
by an easy calculation, since M^ = Q^.
To a semisimple 7 G G we attach 0(7) as follows: If Q^(R) has no Cartan
subgroup which is compact modulo A^(R), then we put ^(7) = 0. Otherwise, we
put £(7) = (-l)^^/^). n is clear from the previous remarks that a semisimple
G-conjugacy class 7 contributes to (24) if and only if £(7) 7^ O, in which case it
contributes through the centraliser of Ag^ in Q, with sign £(7).
Putting these considerations together, we see that, under our assumption that K = K^,
(that the symmetric space AQ{R)°\G{R)/K is connected) the Lefschetz number (24) is
equal to
(26)

(-1)^)

^

e^^c^W^h).
v / /

7€(^)semisimple

The sum is over semisimple G = ^(fi)-conjugacy classes in G = Q(Q}.
We will now explain what happens if we drop the assumption K = AToo. Let us first
consider the case where Mg(R) has a discrete series. In this case, the trace of a function
h e C^°{Gf) on the ^-cohomology H^(GAg(R)°\G/K,E)
(27)

^ [^ : ^(-1)^ ^

^

^<^(7)0.(W

v /
•Me£
7e(.M)R-eiiipticn^(J?)o
'
5
In other words, the differences to the case K = K^o are ( )
• the restriction of the sum to conjugacy classes of those 7 e <?(Q) which belong to a
connected component of Q{R) which is met by K and
• multiplication of the final result by the factor [K^o : K}.
This is so because if / is a Euler-Poincare function on Q(R) for (m^, AToo)-cohomology,
then the restriction of ^^:K} to ^ose connected components of Q{R) which meet K
is a Euler-Poincare function for (m^,^)-cohomology. After making this change, all the
considerations in Arthur's paper go through.
Using (27) in our proof of the trace formula for full cohomology, we see that for
K C K^ the trace of h on the full cohomology H"{GAQ{R)°\G/K,E) is given by
_
j^\

(28)

{-\^\K : K^\ ^ (-!)<< "^
w
Mem,
E

^l^^r^har^a^),

7e(.M)R.-empticW(J?)oK

( 5 ) It seems that the claim of Remark 3 on p. 282 of [Arthur:L2Lefschetz] is valid only if K contains the
torsion points of AQ (R). Then, the restriction of the sum over conjugacy classes is unnecessary since the discrete
series characters vanish outside G(R)°AG(R).
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or, equivalently,
(29)

[K^ : K}{-1)2^

^

e(7)^cha^(7)0^).

7e(eOsemisimplen^(J?)°A:

In other words, the modifications that lead from the case K = Koo to the case where
K is an open subgroup of Koo are the same as in the case of the Lefschetz formula
for La-cohomology.
Finally, let us sketch how our trace formula should be related to the formula of Goresky
and MacPherson. As was conjectured by Harder, certain truncated Hecke operators play a
crucial role in their formula. Roughly speaking, the truncation of the Hecke correspondence
should correspond to distributing the contribution of M. to (24) over the several parabolic
subgroups with Levi component M.. The truncation is ambiguous for those 7 for which
HM^) ls singular. It seems that those conjugacy classes contribute to the GoreskyMacPherson formula via a parabolic subgroup with Levi component bigger than M. So
far, the comparison has not been carried out in detail.

Appendix A
The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence for (^,Ar)-modules
The aim of this appendix is to prove the following version of the Hochschild-Serre
spectral sequence:
PROPOSITION 1. - Let (q,AQ satisfy the assumptions of [Vog81], Def. 6.1.1. Let n be a
normal divisor ofq whose intersection with the Lie algebra ofK is zero, and let { = q/n.
Then for every injective {c\^K)-module I and every n > 0, we have IP^n,/) = 0.
Therefore, the Grothendieck spectral sequence implies
^q = H^{H^X)} => H^X\
where the n-cohomology can be understood as the derived functor either in the category
of n-modules or in the category of (q, K)-modules.
Some textbooks on this subject claim to give a proof of this spectral sequence.
However, they base their argument on the wrong assertion that under the above mentioned
assumptions, the restriction of % to n is an injective n-module. The "proof of this assertion
rests on an invalid interchange of the functor Horn with the functor of passage to the
submodule of J^-finite vectors. I will first attempt to show that in general the restriction
of an injective (q, AT)-module to n fails to be injective. Afterwards, I will try to prove
Proposition 1.
Let q be one of the parabolic subalgebras of ^(C) with Levi component 502(0), and let
K = SO^{R). Let n be the radical of q, and let n be a generator of this one-dimensional
vector space. The AT-action on a (q, AT)-module V corresponds to a grading
00

(1)

V= U V,
k=-oo
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on the underlying vector space V. Therefore, (q^JQ-modules are just graded modules
over the graded ring C[n], where deg(n) = 2. The restriction from (q, A")-modules to
n-modules corresponds to the functor of forgetting the grading. Since elements of the
coproduct (1) have only finitely many components different from zero, there are no
nonvanishing elements of V satisfying
(2)

nv = Xv

with

A € C - {0}.

For every x C n let Cx be the one-dimensional ungraded C[n] -module on which n acts
by multiplication by x{n), and let I{x) be the injective hull of Cc. Let F be the quotient
field of C[n}. By a result of Matlis ([Mat86], Theorem 18.4), every injective ungraded
injective C[n] -module I has a canonical submodule
(3)

Jo C J

which has a canonical decomposition
0 = | | lQ,x
Jo=]_]Jo,.
xCn

and such that
(4)

I / I Q is a F-vector space.

In the case where I arises from a graded C[n] -module J* by forgetting the grading,
the summands IQ^ vanish for x ^ 0, as (2) has no non-trivial solution. Therfore Jo
is the submodule of all i e J which are killed by some power of n. In particular, Jo
comes from a graded submodule J^ of J* by forgetting the grading. But then the graded
C[n] -module J*/J^ is free of n-torsion and also (by (4)) n-di visible. Therefore, it is a free
graded C^n'^-module, and J/Jo is a free ungraded C^n'^-module, in contradiction
to (4) unless we have J = Jo. This implies that every element of an injective n-module
which is isomorphic to the restriction to n of a (q,Jf)-module is annihilated by some
power of n. This means that only (q,JC)-modules on which n acts locally nilpotently
can be embedded into an injective (q, K) -module which remains injective after restriction
to n. Since there are sufficiently many injective (q,Jf)-modules, and since there are
(q,JQ -modules on which n does not act locally nilpotently (for instance, the restriction
to (q,J^) of the Harish-Chandra module of a generic principal series representation of
SLs^?)), this implies that there are injective (q,JQ -modules whose restrictions to n are
not injective as n-modules.
This counterexample is, of course, a 0-stable parabolic subalgebra but I am quite sure that
the same situation occurs for a real parabolic subgroup of GL^{R) with Levi component
GL^(R) x GLi(J?). This shows that one should not attempt to prove Proposition 1 by
proving that the restriction of J to n remains injective. One has to be contented with
proving the proposition as it is formulated. This can be done in two steps.
LEMMA 1. - The restriction of an injective (q, K) -module to (n 4- 6, K) is injective.
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Proof. - Indeed, by [Vog81], Def. 6.1.5., Lemma 6.1.6 this restriction functor has an
exact left-adjoint functor. D
LEMMA 2. - If I is an injective (n + 6, K)-module, then H^{n^ I ) = 0 for i > 0.
Proof. - The restriction from (n + E, K) to n has a right adjoint Z = Z^"^'^, which
can be described explicitly as follows:
IV = {f'-K —> V|the right translates f ( ' k ) are contained in
a finite-dimensional subspace of the space of functions from K to V.}
The actions of K and n on V are given by
(kf)(l) = f(kl)
k.l^K
(n/)(0=((Ad(0)(n))(/(0).
One checks this by verifying that every morphism in the category of n-modules from a
(n + t, jf)-module to V factors over the canonical morphism IV — > V , f — ^ f(l).
If V is just a complex vector space, let JV be the value at V of the right adjoint
functor to the forgetful functor from the category of (E, AT)-modules to the category of
vector spaces. It can be described by the same formulas as IV, forgetting to course the
formula for the action of n. It is clear that J is exact.
Let C^ be the standard complex for computing n-cohomology, C^(V) = Hom(A'n, V)
with the usual differential ([Vog81], (3.1.1)). It is easy to see that

c*(z(y))^j(c*(n,y))
(07)(0)(^i A ... A ^) = (/(Q) (Ad(0-1^) A ... A Ad(0-1^))

is an isomorphism of cochain complexes.
Therefore, I(V) has vanishing higher n-cohomology if the same is true for V. But
every injective (n -h 6, AT)-module I can be embedded into, and hence by its injectivity is
a direct summand of, Z(J) for some injective n-module J . The assertion follows. D
It is clear that the proposition to be proved in this appendix is a consequence of the two
lemmata. Indeed, we have seen that the n-cohomology does not change if it is calculated as
a derived functor on the category of (q,J^)-modules. The Grothendieck spectral sequence
is applicable since Jf°(n,J) is an injective (l,AT)-module if I is an injective (q,jFC)module. This is so because ff°(n, •) has an exact left adjoint functor which lets n act
trivially on an (l,AT)-module.
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